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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, major economic and demographic changes have occurred that
present serious challenges to U.S. productivity. These changes have prompted an
examination of how to raise the skill levels of entry-level workers as well as middle-
aged workers whose continued employment or advancement demands upgraded skills.
The Employment and Training Administration (ETA), U.S. Department of Labor,
launched the Apprenticeship 2000 initiative in December 1987 to determine the role
of the apprenticeship concept in raising skill levels of America workers. Initial
findings from the initiative indicate that there is a role for structured work-basal
training incorporating some features of the apprenticeship concept; a need exists for
public-private partnerships to expand such training and work-based learning
alternatives for noncollege-bound youth are essential.

The growing interest in workplace training and renewed emphasis on vocational
education and school-to-work transitions prompted the award of a contract to CSR,
Incorporated, in June 1989 by ETA's Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT),
which is now located within the Office of Work-Based Learning (OWBL). The
purpose of this contract was to focus on issues related to transitions at the following
thiee points and the linkages that facilitate such transitions:

Entry-level employment at the beginning of work life;
A new job after having been displaced from a previous job; and
An advanced job or a job upgade in one's career path.

METHODOLOGY

The study design focused on formal and informal linkages between industry and
education that are supportive of structured work-based learning at the three identified
transition points: entry, dislocation, and upgrade. The analytic framework called for
an examination of structural linkages, functional linkages, and the mechanisms/
strategies (e.g., competency-based curricula) to operationalize and make these
linkages possible. The examination was conducted in 15 model programs.

In collaboration with BAT/OWBI. staff, the following criteria for selecting prom=
were identified: program model (school-to-work, dislocated worker, or career
advancement); educational level within the school-to-work model (secondary or
postsecondary); population served (at-risk groups, all students, special populations,
existing labor force); geographic distribution; data showing successful outcomes on
certain dimensions (e.g., job placement, graduation, attendance rates); program

ES-1
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maturity (at least 2 years old); involvement in other studies that would conflict with
participation in this study; recent staff or programmatic changes that would affect the
nature of the information collected; and urban/rural service area.

From snore than 100 programs identified as potential candidates, ten school-to-work,
one dislocated worker, and four career advancement programs were selected for and
participated in the smdy. These programs are briefly described on the following
pages. CSR found that the dislocated worker program is designed to upgrade or
adapt existing sldlls to meet labor demand and therefore functions like a career
advancement program, so it has been included it in this broad program category.

A 3-day site visit was made by one senior researcher to each of the 15 programs
between March and August 1990. Based on informal discussions with representatives
of the key parmers and a few vainees and/or graduates at each program, observations
of actual classroom instruction and workplace training, and examination of relevant
prop am materials, staff first integrated program-specific data. Then the researchers
performed a qualitative data analysis within and across program models (as well as
by educational level for school-to-work programs) to identify similarities and
differences in three major areas: linkages within the programs, program operations,
and factors affecting successful program operations. The results and implications or
lessons learned from the analyses are summarized for each area.

Using these findings, CSR and its subcontractor, Meridian Corporation, have
developed a separate document that discusses the lessons learned and effective
strategies for linking work and learning. Directed toward employers, educators, and
policymakers, this document includes specific examples and activities that can be
adapted to the development or strengthening of local parmerships.

CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL PROGRAMS

Target Group. Six of the 10 school-to-work programs target at-risk populations (4
of the 7 secondary programs and 2 of the 3 postsecondary programs); the other 4
programs serve disadvantaged students in their broader target population. Among the
career advancement programs, some target all employees within the company, while
others focus on specific occupations (e.g., nursing assistants) or levels (e.g., managers
and supervisors) within the company.

Population Served. The school-to-work programs serve from 6 to 400,000+ trainees.
Size is related primarily to the population density of the geographic area served and
the extent to which the program is a broad, community-based program that reflects
local labor needs. The career advancement programs train from 400 to 3,900
individuals. Size is determined more by the number of employees, the needs of the
participating companies, and the capacity of the service providers than by program

ES-2
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Schooka-Work Mode! (Secondary Ltvel)

Student Apprenticeship Linkage Proven in Vocational Uwe:ion, lisubvilie, Mebane

This program is sjoint effort of the HuntsvIl le Center for Technology, Alabama Deportment of Ethwation,
end local enmloyers to link vocational edncaticn programs and industry epprentionhip and training
program. Open to 6 to 12 high scheol seniors with at least 1 yew of vocational training in an
apprenticeable rade, this pogrom offers the opporunity to begin preappentiewhip raining as * machinist,
electrichm, electronics teChrelCIM =paws, &after, or plumber while awning wages and pining job
experience. Graduates tetster as apprentices in full-time permanent jobs that have been guaranteed by de
employers who offer the Feepprenticeship training,.

Los Angeles Adult Regieesal Clersioational and Shills Center Program Los Angeles, CalVornia

Operated by the Ins Angeles Unified School Dinrict, Division of Adult and Occupational Education, in
partnership with several thousand employers and local/Sums government, this program eaves more than
400,000 secendary, postsecondary end adult trainees per yew. Compeoetcy-based training is erovided in
the following year agricultural and environmatal studies, business, electronics and camPner sciere.
health occupations, home 1140130MiCa. and ha:Nadal technology.

Louisville Education and Employment Partnership, Louisville. Kentachy

The Puma:ship. established in 1988, is a joint effon of the City of Lottisville, the Jefferson County
Government, the Jefferson County Public Schools, the Private Industry Oouncil, the Chamber of
Commerce, and the Metro United Way. Program goals for the 1,800 to 2,000 annual participants include
improving student achievement md amelance, reducing the dropout rate, and incensing the munba of
students attending postsecondary education. Local anployers provide summer, pan-thne, and full-time
jobs to perticipating studesus.

Philade4shia High School Academies (PHU), Philad4phia, Pennsylvania

PHSA, Incolporated, a nonprofit ceganixation, operates thi: prop= in pormership with the Philadelphia
School District, the: local business community, the onions (particularly the American Federation of
Teschers), and the Philadelphia Cornntinee to Support the Public Schools. There we 6 academies
(automotive, business, electrical, environmental technology, health, and bonicultural), each operating as
school within a school a 13 ceentrehasive high schools that serve mwe than L700 =dem. grades 9
through 12, annually.

The Portland blVSSIMPU (PI) Portland, Oregon

This partnership, formed to combat student dropout and unemployment problems, is directed ify the 1Atad-
us Roundtable, an ad hoc committee of policyrnakas from city and county govemment, business and
industry, public schools, and conununity organize:tons. The PI has oomprehentive goals and envisions a
continuwn of education, employment training, end personal support services for individuals from prenatal
to age 21. There now we 16 programs under the PI "turd/elle that annually serve more than 2,300 youth
enrolled in middle schools, high schools and alternative schools. Occupational sll training focuses an
financial services Ind health ewe.

ES-3
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Cooperative Federation for Sdaersional Experiences (Prgieet coFFg), Word, Massocherstu

Thu project involves the Oaked City Schools, Digital Equipment Corporation, 'gel'. =Meg wades, local
ceganizaions, a number of employers, and about 15 other school systems in Weston Massachusetts.
Project COFFEE is on integrated alternative training prop= that specializes in dropout prevention and

reconnecting alienated students with education. Approxhnately 100 modems from regional high solo*
participate each yea and receive vocationel training in complex maimananos. word proosubts, fueled-
nee/agriculture, or building/grottods mahmenenoe.

St. Luis Off-Campos Wor1Study Program. St. Lads, Missouri

Initially a parmership between the Ralston Purina Company and the vocetional education division of the

St. Louis Public Schools, this progrom now has additional members including four other private business-
ea. the America. histione of Balking, and the city of St. Louis. With the goal to increase the employabil-
ity of mudenu by providing supervbed walk =palace, the program often approximatetr 100 high
school seniors annually both academic end on-the-job training (OJT) at the actual pleas abashes& OTT

is given in barking, busineu, city SOVAIMIMCCIJSMICill SENICCSI and mamma swim.

School-to-Work Model (Postsecondary Level)

Apprenticeship and Nontraditional Employment for Wallas (ANEW). Remo; Wathingson

ANEW Is a nonprolit organization linked with iodustry, labor. end govanment to rain wtenee for
nontradidonal jobs, especially in apprenticeable construction end electrical/mechanical trades. Presently
funded by Job Training Pamtership Act (TTPA) monies, the program serves approximately SO economical-

ly disadvantaged women in each 5-moruh course offered twice a yea at the Renton Vocational Technical
Institute. ANEW peovides compeehensive training vervicas to address the multiple skill dads of
participants end uses a holistic approach to improve their employability and coping aldlis.

Joint Urban Manpower Progran (JUMP), Inc., New York City. New York. .

Sponsored by Ovate industry and several engineleing societies, JUMP's existence is tied to Federal and

State requirements far equal employment oppommidas in publicly funded contracts for 4141107ing
services awarded to private firms by the New York State Departmas of Truism:nation. The Vocational
Fotmdation, bw. (VFD. a nonprofit agency. operates JUMP, which provides 400 hours each of classroom
instruction and on it oxstructiou inspection or drafting. The 15 to 25 youth and adults in each training
cycle me employees of their respective anopanies. which reimburse VF1 for expenses from their contract

fonds.

Southeast fasitute of Culinary Aru (SICA). St. 4usitaine. Florida

SICA is 1 of 25 technical-vocational programs offered by the St. Augustine Technical Center, which is

pan of the Florida public postsecondary sdiool system. SICA saves approximately 90 students each yew.
The 2-yesr, competency-based training includes the daily operations of the Center's facuhy dining mom
and student cafeteria. The course design is guided by advisory boards composed of local industry
representatives and tradespeople who are knowledgeable about competencies demanded in the labor Mr-
ket. These bawds also provide Baines with employers for student placement both during ruining and

after graduation.
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Career Advancement Model

Crowe-Rink, Sywase. New York

In collaboration with Onondaga Community College, the Croon-Hinds Dhision of Cooper bdustries has
designed training pagrams open in all employes dm ackbess Om areas: job-specific, 1112111AM1LIC, and
general r ening needs. The training is sem Ski SUMAS of preventing worker dislocation for some
employees and providing career advancement for others. Between 1986 and 1990, rapproximasely 1,400
employees have participated in the more thin 240 trebling pogroms md 3 Associate Degree programs.

Genesis Heald, Ventures, Komar Squat, Peansyharsia

Genesis Health Vlatints is a medical servims =pony specializing in geriatric core. Crap:raw
operations are located bi nine Stues along the East= seaboard of tbe United States. In partnership with
Holyoke Community College (in Meauchmens) and 11 other ornommiby adages located close to fadlity
operations, Genesis provides a caw advancement program for =sing assistants drough a series of four
graduated, career laddee steps the culminate in an Associate Degree in Nursing. Over 400 employees
have completed mining aince the program's inception in 1985.

Prairie State 2000 kahority, Chicago, Illinois

This program funds cater advancement training. primarily in new technologies or productivkyiquality
improvement systems, that is customized to the needs of both employees and employers. The raining is
provided to about 3,900 employees each yen through a partnership with Prairie Stam (a State-funded
agency that provides loans and grants to companies end r ainkg vouchers to individuals); business/trade
associations, comnumity colleges, cornmmity-bssed teonornic developmem arganizations and min= end
small to medium-sized "primuy" tnanufacnaing companies in Illinois that receive fielding from Prairie
State. Two participating busk= groups reviewed in this study were the Management Assoc:J ice of
Illinois (which acts as a training broker and provider, in ackfitian to providing other business support
services) and the Economic Development Council for the Peoria Area (which acts as a broker between
Prairie Stase and prospective paniciplaing employers in their service area).

Indian-Meritruns Alta Vocational-Technical Center (AVM), Stillwater. Okkailsoma

The Indian-Meridian AVTC and Oklahoma State Depurneat of Vocational-Technical Education hive
collaborated with seven local employers m provide rumagement and supervisary training on m as-needed
basis. In addition, the prop= employs a chief executive officer =two& of local plug managers, aming-
es special cross-company training sessions, and laments netionally known guest lecturers. Employer
pumas pay an annual retainer fee for services. In op-ration time 1985, this career advance:oat program
trains several hundred employees each year.

Rep in Re-Employment (11.1.R.E.), Milwaukee. Wisconsin

This program provides dislocated workers with skills assessment, upgrade training or masking when
neceesary, end placement services to reenter the workform. HIRE. also provides various support
services m dislocated workers and their families. In operation for 6 Offs. the Pm= SOWS Accroxi-
comely 2200 workers annually. Staff are provided by the four major partners: the Milwaukee Area
Technical College, the Wisconsin State Job Service, the Wisconsin Suite AFL-C10, and the United Way of
Greater Milwankee.

ES-5
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design. The type of population served has a major effect on program design and
implementation in both program models.

Years of Operation. The school-to-work programs have been in operation much
longer than the career advancement programs (average of 14 years vs. 5 years at the
time of the site visits).

Number of Staff. The number of staff involved in each program varies as a function
of the number of trainees served, the number of facilities used for program operation,
the types of training offered, and funding levels. A clear pattern in the school-to-
work programs is the designation of one individual to direct and coordinate activities
overall, with site-specific "managers" in the form of lead teachers, career planners,
or instructors when multiple locations are involved. Community figures often are
used to make presentations on special topics. The weer advancement programs
typically have a program coordinator or training manager, a designated number of
trainers, and some administrative or secretarial support.

LINKAGES WITHIN PROGRAMS

The Partners. Four categories of partners are involved in the programs studied: the
program itself (which operates as a separate entity); employers; educational
institutions; and trade, governmental and community organizations. In every
instance, the program is market driven, i.e., the employment needs and projections
in the area served by the program play a major role in nram planning and
implementation.

The size of the partnerships varies from approximately 12 to more than 1,000
members. The contribution of each member organization is dependent on available
resources; however, all partners make valuable contributions of time, energy,
expertise, and prestige as well as monetary resources. The large numbers and high
visibility of the partner organizations seem to result in increasing the attention and
priority given to the program by the general community.

Mechanisms to Maintain Linkages. The partnerships are supported by formal
devices such as advisory groups and memos of understanding. However, more
informal mechanisms such as maintaining personal contact, distributing newsletters,
and ensuring the quality of program staff add to the strength of the partnerships.

Life Cycle of Partnerships. There appear to be three phases in the development of
the partnerships, each marked by characteristic activities and time periods. In Phase
I, generally a 2- to 3-year period, the terms of the partnership are set and the group
achieves consensus on the partnership's mission and activities. In Phase II, also a
2- to 3-year period, the partnership implements the program and promotes the goals

ES-6
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of the effort. In the multiple-year Phase HI, the programs reach maturity and, often,
the partnerships seek new challenges. There seems to be limited flexibility in the
length of each of the development phases.

Lessons Learned

An partners must share a clear vision of program outcomes and work to achieve
mutual goals. There must be a common understanding among partners about the
nature of thr; target population and the expected outcomes of program activity. Based
on this understanding, the expectations must become the written goals of the
partnership and be vigorously pursued by the program. The development of written
goals and commonly held expectations is particularly important for the diverse
partners typically found in the school-to-work program model.

There must be a recognition of the lime requirements necessary to create and
institutionalize an effective partnership and program. Creating linkages is a very
time-consuming and costly activity because the process requires significant
involvement of upper-level management, especially in the planning and initial
implementation phases; it appears to take a school-to-work program about 3 years to
reach opaational maturity. This may be difficult for policymakers and program
planners who need results on a quick-turnaround basis.

Educational service providers must have a private-sector perspective. The data
clearly indicate that educational partners define their role as a service organization
and view their mission as carrying out the training mandates established by the
parmership. The educational partners recognize the need to be accountable, to
negotiate, and to be timely and responsive in designing appropriate training/education.

The partnership must foster a climate of negotiation and allow some organiza-
tions to play multiple roles. The school-to-work partnerships frequently establish
a program as an independent entity that then functions as a third-party broker to help
reduce turf battles and focus the partners' attention on client needs and expected
outcomes. The model programs often adopt rules for dealing with conflict (e.g.,
problems are not discussed outside the meeting room). The career advancement
programs sometimes use the same organization to serve as a broker, funding scout,
and raining providetr. This permits that organization to function in a manner similar
to an outside organizational development consultant.

Partners must exhibit a top-down commitment that grows both vertically and
horizontally within their organizations. This may be the most important lesson
learned from both program models. There are four issues related to this lesson:
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There must be top-level commitment from all key partners, who must also
provide direction and authority for moving forward with the program.

The authority and responsibility becomes decentralized throughout the

participating organizations as the program moves toward implementation.
This decentralization results in a broadly based ownership of and commitment
to the outcomes and process of the program. It also ensures continuity if
some of the linkage points are displaced.

This commitment is expressed in the personal investment of time (not just
facilities, equipment, or other itsources) at all levels.

The partners develop and use chief executive officer (CEO) networks to
secure needed resources, maintain a camaraderie among the leaders, ease the
transition of new leadership, transfer knowledge and information, and provide
an institutional framework for participation and interaction.

The partnership must foster open, honest, and frequent communication. Model
programs are characterized by frequent communication at all levels of activity within
the partnership. New ideas are encouraged; credit for success is shared. While
partners may argue their own points of view in joint meetings, public discussion of
the program is positive.

All employers, regardless of size or sector, should be included In the program.
Larger employers have more on-the-job training (OJT) placements available to
students and, with a larger staff, can more readily assume the costs and responsibili-
ties associated with supervising trainees. On the other hand, smaller businesses often

depend on the program for part-time workers and can provide work experience as
well as paychecks for students. Further, small employers can increase their scope,
stability, and visibility through the networking that occurs within the parmership.

Involving a single school system in the partnership eases administration and
facilitates communication. Most of the model programs involve a single school
partner, which means That one educational entity serves as the fiscal manager and
point of contact among the partners, and different administrative procedures found
in multiple school districts do not arise to complicate matters.

PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Promotion. Outreach and recruitment activities go hand-in-hand with public
promotion efforts because publicity generates support for and participation in the
program. In school-to-work programs, key recruitment strategies for employers
include having respected private industry leaders on the program's advisory group or
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board of directors and involving employers in curriculum development and review.
With all participant groups (trainees, employers, and the community), being able to
present outcome data to demonstrate that program objectives are being met is crucial.

Among the career advancement programs, the training programs are seen as valuable
promotional vehicles. Employers enhance their reputation for quality, which can
generate more customers, and for caring about employees, which enhances
recniitment and retention of workers.

Types of Training. The 10 school-to-work programs offer these 8 types of training
in various combinations: academic; basic skills; GED preparation; occupational
skills; physical conditioning; preemployment skills; job seeking skills; and
employability/life coping skills. Employers, program administrators, and trainees
regard the last three types of training as critical to developing a positive self-concept,
to finding a job, and to succeeding in an adult work environment.

The training in career advancement programs concentrates much more on specific
vocational skills development. Across these programs, it was apparent that the
training is designed to (1) mect the particular needs of the employer and (2) offer
career development opportunities to the employees.

Training Methods. All programs stress the need for using experiential, hands-on,
task/job-related techniques in dealing with trainees. All programs include classroom
training to some degree, although the instnictors use less lecture and considerably
more small group work, individual activities, interaction, modeling, and practice of
specific tasks than is typically observed in classroom teaching.

Assessment of Trainees' Performance. Criteria to assess trainees' performance in
the 10 school-to-work programs typically include grades, attendance, and skill/
knowledge testing. Competency-based curricula in use in every program provide
very specific performance criteria against which progress is measured. Trainees in
secondary programs may receive a high school diploma (assuming successful
completion of the requirements). Skill certification is provided in at least 6
pro grams.

The career advancement programs typically, but not universally, rely less on grades,
attendance, and formal examinations, and more on employers' assessments and on
documentation of formal attainment of degrees. All of the programs offer trainees
certification upon successful completion of the training.

Assessment of Service Providers' Performance. Secondary school programs
generally measure their performance by improved student attendance, improved basic
skills proficiency, decreased number of dropouts, and increased numbers of graduates,
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of postsecondary enrollees and of those entering the workforce. Postsecondary
programs emphasize skills training and improved career opportunities. Programs that
are funded partly or wholly by Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) monies have
performance-based contracts with the local Private Industry Councils (PICs) and are

required to maintain careful records about completion rates, placement rates, average

wage at placement, and retention rates at specified periods following placement.

Most of the career advancement programs use some method for evaluating service
providers' performance, such as an annual assessmeni by the employers, evaluation
forms completed by trainees, and/or sometimes, employee retention rates.

Program Funding. The total annual budget in 6 of the 10 school-to-work programs
for which data are available ranged from a low of $378,695 (ANEW with 92
students) to a high of $123 million (Los Angeles with a 408,624 cumulative yearly
enrollment), excluding in-kind contributions. The two major categories of public
funding are education monies (from local, State and, to a lesser extent, Federal

sources) and employment and training funds from the JTPA. In-kind contributions
arc found in every program and range from rather modest to highly significant dollar
amounts, without which the programs would not exist. Funding for career
advancement programs may be almost entirely private, or public, or a mix of the two.

Lessons Learned

Varied and ongoing promotional activities that are professional and carefully
targeted are necessary to maintain support for, and involvement in, the
program. Promotional activities serve as both recruitment and retention mechanisms
among program partners and participants. Publicity chosen to promote the program
must address the needs of the specific group targeted, whether it be employers,
trainees, or the community.

Regardless of skill area, training must be work focused and organized In
modules that are designed to meet the nee& of trainees, whether they are at-risk
youth or adult learners. In both program models, success seems to be linked to
training that includes large segments of learning-by-doing and by hands-on,
task-based, work-based assignments and materials. Working on assignments that are
largely self-paced gives trainees the opportunity to become proficient in each task or

skill In school-to-work programs, effective training links basic skills, work
procedures, and employability skills for continuing success in real jobs.
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School-to-Work Programs

Establishment of clear expectations and delineation of roles and reiponsibilities
early on facilitate trainee success. In "contracting" with the student, by developing
a training plan or agreement, the educational institution delineates specific, concrete
objectives and outcomes, as well as expectations regarding student performance and
behavior. The institution also agrees to provide an environment in which students
can achieve success in exchange for fulfilling their responsibilities. This puts the
relationship on a business-like footing that helps to orient the student to the adult
world of work and enhances self-esteem and confidence as the trainee experiences
success.

Trainees must be viewed holistically, so that all their needs, strengths and
weaknesses are taken into account. Successful programs seem to link not only
school and work but also social and support services into a continuum of opportuni-
ties for trainees. Services are often provided on a referral basis and on a personal
basis by program staff.

Competency-based assessment builds the trainee's sense of accomplishment and
assures the employer of the caliber of the prospective employee (and therefore
of the program). Assessment of trainees' performance, in meaningful terms, is a
critical function in ensuring continued program operations and linkages among the
partners. Competency-based testing is the common denominator in the model
programs studied. Assessment of service providers' performance is vital to program
operations. Measurable outcome data (e.g., attendance, graduation/sla certification,
job placement, job retention, wage rates) are used not only to justify continuation of
the program, but also to identify improvements that are needed in program content
or structure.

Financial and in-kind contributions from the private sector are essential for
ensuring a smooth startup and continued support for the program. Program
funding relies primarily on tax dollars that are redistributed through Federal, State,
and local education and employment and training funds. However, substantial levels
of private funding and in-kind contributions also are required to initiate and sustain
the program, to maintain balance in the partrership, and to ensure the credibility of
private-sector participation.

Career Advancemeru Programs

Training programs for career advancement must be designed and delivered with
sensitivity to the learning needs of the adult learner. Ideally, programs are
developed with input both from the employer, who recognizes the necessity of
accommodating the employee participants' need for flexible scheduling and pace, and
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from a community college or other institution with considerable expertise in
providing adult education services. Since many adults are uncomfortele returning
to the classroom, instructors must develop a nonthreatening atmosphere.

The use of a formal career ladder mechanism may help legitimize the program
within the company and offer an attractive incentive to participating employees.
A recognized career progression gives employees the opportunity to plan their
professional growth within a company and therefore has the "side effect" of
developing employee loyalty to and pride in the organization. Other side effects are
the development of a working team approach and the fostering of the perception, in
the broader community, that the company hasand valuesa quality workforce.

FACTORS AFFECTING SUCCESSFUL PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Incentives and Rewards in School-to-Work Programs

Trainees

Incentives: Participation provides opportunities for a change, for earning money
while learning, and for entry into the labor market.

Rewards: Jobs and job opportunities, respectable and/or higher-than-average starting
wage ($7.50-$10/hour in postsecondary programs), and higher self-esteem and
self-confidence.

Educational Institutions

Incentives: Participation increases enrollment, helps students succeed, and provides
a service to the community and to employers.

Rewards: Improved attendance, resulting in decreased dropout rates, higher
graduation rates, and high placement rates as evidenced by the number of students
who become gainfully employed as a result of the training.

Indus:7y

Incentives: Participation contributes to a pool of well-trained workers for entry-level
positions, either for the employers themselves ar the community at large. Some
employers are involved because they can meet contractual or legal obligations
regarding affirmative action and equal employment opportunities.

Rewards: Increase in skill levels of entry-level personnel and retention of graduates
hfre
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Trade, Governmental, and Community Groups

Incentives: Participation seems motivated by a sincere desire to increase the
employability of neglected, disadvantaged, or underserved populations within the
community as well as to encourage the growth of area business.

Rewards: A perceived or actual increase in the tax base (as a result of trainees going
to work) and the potential for fewer at-risk students to become public welfare
recipients.

Incentives and Rewards in Career Advancement Programs

Trainees

Incentives: Participants are attracted by the opportunity to learn new skills and
enhance their employability, especially when the training is scheduled at a convenient
time and in a convenient location.

Rewards: Improved job skills, performame, teamwork, morale, corporate spirit, and
marketability.

Educational Instituiions

Incentives: Participants expand their base of operations, enhance their staff and
program capabilities, keep current with industry practices and techrology, enhance
their prestige in the community, and enjoy a greater level of support from the private
sector.

Rewards: Greater recognition; increased opportunities to provide training; greater
capacity to fulfill the community economic development mission; greater staff and
institutional capacity to provide a range of services; endowed chairs; and donations
of equipment, materials, tools, and money.

Industry

Incentives: Participants expect a skilled labor pool that can adapt to changes in the
workplace (e.g., new technology, new procedures); they also expect productivity,
products and service to their customers, and competitiveness. In addition, they
welcome the opportunity to tailor the training to their specific needs and to receive
assistance with the cost of training.

Rewards: A high return on investment, as evidenced by a reduction in employee
turnover, increased productivity (because of improvements in employees' communica-
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tion patterns, problem-solving capabilities, and sense of involvement), an ability to
attract high-quality employees, an enhanced awareness of current management and
organizational theory, and outside assistance with training costs.

Trade, Governmental, and Community Groups

Mcensives: Participants note that private funds, not just tax dollars, are used for the
training. They expect lower unemployment rates, a reduced reliance on social and
welfare services, and the fostering of a healthier business climate.

Rewards: An improved business climate, enhanced prestige of the community, and
au ability to attract more businesses to the area.

Lessons Learned

The link between school and work must be very clearly perceived by the trainees
and the partners. For school-to-work programs to succeed, the training experience
must be directly related to the job, and trainees must attend school to get and keep
the job.

The partners all need to know and understand the bottom line results that they
can expect from participating in the partnership, and how those results relate
to their own organizational goals. Employers need to know how the program
affects people, productivity, and profitability. In school-to-work programs it means
a shortened learning curve and appropriate work attitudes for trainees. In career
advancement programs, it means cost savings when mdsting workers are redeployed
rather than replaced. Educational institutions need to know how the program affects
attendance, performance, completion/graduation, and the image of the institution.
Community organizations need to know how the program affects the tax base, the
economic environment, and the image of the region.

Partnerships are facilAated when they focus on service goals that crystalize the
program mission as well as support the mission of each partner organization.
The data suggest that a close relationship between expectations and outcomes
facilitates parmerships. When that relationship exists, organizations seem willing to
continue within the partnership in order to meet their own needs and the needs of
others.

BARRIERS TO SUCCESSFUL OPERATION AND STRATEGIES FOR RESOLUTION

Size Inefficiencies. Several programs reported that the small size of their school or
company posed a problem for starting or continuing their partnership. The strategy
of forming regional associations of potential parmers has been used effectively to
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overcome the size issue in several of the programs studied. To ease difficulties
associated with incorporating large numbers of organizations into the working
partnership, key leaders recommend developing memos of understanding to publicly
state the expected outcomes of the program and the division of responsibilities among
partners and then establishing clear points of contact within each partner organization.

Cult of Personality. Sometimes programs suffer from the "cult of personality" or a
situation in which the leaders of partner organizations establish close personal
relationships and operate the program based only on those relationships. If one of
the personalities is removed, then the partnership suffers and may have difficulty
surviving. Strategies that have proved effective in maintaining continuity of and
priority for the program include use of signed memos of understanding among the
partners, public exposure and media attention focused on the program, and
decentralized decisionmaking and broad-based responsibilities for maintaining
contacts among partner organizations.

Lack of Information. An initial barrier faced by several partnerships was the lack
of data about successful models, experience about how to form a partnership, and
information about how other organizations in the partnership conducted business.
Strategies used to overcome this problem generally begin with a careful analysis of
the strategic economic needs of the geographic area and of each potential partner.
Those findings and ideas are then built into the program and the marketing design
that will require frequent and honest communication to implement and maintain.

DemographiclEconomic Changes. Problems in program development and/or
operations may arise because of economic or demographic changes in the region.
Frequently, these changes include the diminishing size of the age cohort of
secondary-level sty :znts, the growth of non-English ;peaking immigrant populations,
and/or a shift in the local economy from manufacturing to service-based industries.
A strategy for dealing with the problem is to view the economic and demographic
changes as an opportunity for revitalization of the partnership. These challenges
stimulate new ideas and offer an opportunity to rekindle the efforts of the partnership.
In parmerships that have forged relationships with new partners when confronted with
economic/demographic changes, the result has been the expansion of the program to
serve more students than had previously been the case.

Turf Conflicts. "Turf battles" occur at three levels: among partner organizations,
within individual organizations in the partnership, and within the larger community.
Difficulties among partner orzanizations seem to arise in marketing the program to
new organizations and in working through day-to-day operations. A successful
approach to dealing with the marketing issue is to learn enough about the potential
partner to determine how program services fit the organization's mission and then to
present the proposal as a win-win service opportunity.
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The strategies that have been used to deal with day-to-day operational conflicts
among existing partners center around focusing on a singular mission for the
program, and subjugating all other objectives or needs to that mission. Further, the
partnership must establish and maintain internal rules about how each partner will
discuss the program and its problems in public.

Turf battles that occur within individual partner organizations often can be dealt with

by laying groundwork, in advance of program startup, regarding how the program
will fit into the ongoing operation of the organization. Establishing the program as

a separate entity also works to reduce internal conflict.

The third area of turf battles, conflict between the program and organizations outside
the partnership, has been effectively dealt with by involving representatives from the
outside organizations on planning task forces and/or curriculum review committees.
Publicly emphasizing the success of the program helps to improve the program image

and reduce conflict.

Resources. Barriers related to resources generally take forms other than simply "lack
of money." For example, business and industry partners seem especially sensitive

to the "red tape" involved in public funding sources and have sometimes counseled
other partners to refuse public money. An alternate strategy for dealing with the
issue is to designate a specific partner, usually an educational institution, as
responsible for handling the paperwork associated with securing and using public
funding sources. Seed money is very important to the success of developing a
program. However, funding ongoing operations was not often identified as a major

or ongoing problem because the prevailing orientation within the model programs is

that creative solutions to the issue of resource needs can, and will, be identified and
implemented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND OF TILE Pi 1.JDY

Major economic and demographic changes have occurred in the past decade that
present serious challenges to U.S. productivity. Of key concern to the Employment
and Training Administration (ETA) have been changes in the job market and the
labor force and the implications those changes have for ETA's role in enhancing the
skills of the American worker. Among the more significant changes in the job
market are the following:

The continuing growth in service industries (rather than manufacturing)
that creates jobs with small employers;

The growing need for workers in many job classifications to have
inclusive and sophisticated educational, occupational, and job-specific skill
levels;

The increasing availability of new jobs in smaller metropolitan areas,
especially in the sunbelt States; and

The retrenchment of manufacturing in light of international competition
and new technology.

Technological innovation in the workplace demands workers with good basic skills
and the ability to adapt to new and increasingly complex work situations. Some
studies estimate that one-half of workers' skills become obsolete in 3 to 5 years,
rather than 7 to 14 years as was previously estimated. This has major implications
for training and retraining U.S. workers.

&el-national competition from both developed and developing countries is affecting
the U.S. share of world markets. In order to remain competitive, U.S. firms need to
improve their productivity and performance. Achieving these goals will require
developing the skills of all segments of our workforce.

At the same time changes in the labor force indicate a need for more creative and
customized education and training models. These changes in workforce demograph-
ics include the following:

An increase in females, minorities, and immigrants, some of whom have
specialized needs regarding employment and training; and
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The projected decline in the growth of the labor force over the next
decade, with lower proportions of both younger and older workersonly
the middle-aged group (25 to 54) is expected to increase during the next
decade.

The combination of economic and demographic changes, coupled with new
technologies and increased international competition, has prompted a reexamination
of how to raise the skill levels of entry-level workers as well as middle-aged workers
whose continued employment or advancement demand upgraded skills. ETA has
engaged in several major efforts to address this issue. Of key relevance to the
present study is the Apprenticeship 2000 initiative.

The Apprenticeship 2000 initiative was launched in December 1987 to determine the
role of the apprenticeship concept in raising skill levels of American workers. The
first stage of this initiative involved public dialogue, short-term research projects,
and exploratory focus papers. This review showed that:

Structured work-based training that incorporates some of the more
pertinent features of the apprenticeship concept should be encouraged.

There is a need for public-private partnerships to expand structural work-
based training.

The development of work-based learning alternatives for noncollege-
bound youth is essential to help them make the transition from school to
a meaningful career path.

The growing interest in workplace training and renewed emphasis on vocational
education and school-to-work transitions prompted award of a contract to CSR,
Incorporated, in June 1989 by ETA's Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training (BAT),
which is now located within the Office of Work-Based Learning (OWBL). The
purpose of this contract was to focus on issues related to transitions and the linkages
that facilitate such transitions. Transitions at the following three levels were of
particular interest:

Entry-level employment at the beginning of one's work life;

A new job after having been displaced from a previous job; and

An advanced job or a job upgrade in one's career path.

The overall objective of the study was to contribute to the development of improved
linkages between structured workplace training and other human resource develop-
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ment programs in order to enhance the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the
Nation's human resource development system. The results of the study are intended
not as a "bow-to" manual but rather as more generalized findings for use by
decisionmakers and practitioners involved in developing and/or strengthening work
and learning linkage models.

METHODOLOGY

The study design focused on formal and informal linkages between industry and
education that are supportive of structured work-based learning at the three identified
transition points: entry, dislocation, and upgrade. The analytic framework called for
an examination of structural linkages, functional linkages, and the mechanisms/
strategies (e.g., competency-based curricula) to operationalize and make possible
these linkages.

One of the first study tasks involved a review of programs to be selected for
examination. In collaboration with BAT/OWBL staff, the following criteria for
selecting programs were identified:

Program model (school-to-work, dislocated worker, or career advance-
ment);

Educational level within the school-to-work model (secondary or
postsecondary);

Population se/v., risk, all students, srecial populations, existing labor
force);

Geographic distribution;

Data showing successful outcomes on certain dimensions (e.g., job
placement, job retention, graduation/skill certification, attendance rates);

Program maturity (at least 2 years old to have had time to demonstrate the
efficacy of the linkages);

Program involvement in other studies (to avoid conflicts with participation
in this study);

Recent staff or programmatic changes that would affect the nature of the
information collected; and

Urban/rural service area.

3
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A pcol of more than 100 programs was identified as potential study sites through a
combination of information sources including, but not limited to, the following:

Available print sources and electronic bibliographic data bases including
National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Educational Resources
Information Center (ERIC), and ABI/Inform;

State and Federal Department f Labor officiaLs;

State and local educational representatives; and

Government-sponsored research reports.

Information was gathered on each potential program's services, strategies, and
availability of data associated with the selection criteria.

Outcome data were judged as especially important because the research study was
designed to learn how and why successful programs operate. Therefore, programs
without data on successful outcomes were eliminated from further consideration.
Further, only those programs that reported very successful outcomes on factors such
as high placement/hiring rates or high retention/attendance rates were considered
seriously as study sites.

The study design specified that 15 sites would be visited and that the primary
emphasis would be on school-to-work programs. Several discussions were held with
BAT/OWBL staff to narrow the field of candidates, based on the selection criteria.

Ten school-to-work, one dislocated worker, and four career advancement programs
were selected for and participated in the study. These programs were selected for
maximum diversity to determine if generalized findings emerged from that diversity.

Site visits were conducted between March and August 1990. Except for the pilot test
site (Project COFFEE) visited by two staff members, one senior researcher made the
3-day visit to each of his or her assigned programs. Using various topic guides
designed for the study, project staff had informal discussions with representatives of
the key parmers and a few trainees and/or graduates at each program. In addition,
actual classroom instruction and workplace training were observed. Project staff also
collected relevant program materials (e.g., curricula, training synopses, descriptions
of program development/operations, and outcome data) rior to, during, and
following the site visits.

Data from these various sources were integrated by the senior researchers into a
profile of each program visited. This profile, prepared for analytic use only by
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project staff, addressed the 26 major questions to be answered by the study. (See
Appendix A for study questions.) Then staff performed a qualitative analysis of the
data within and across program models (as well as by educational level for school-to-
work programs) to identify similarities and differences in program linkages,
operations, and incentives.

The findings from the study are presented in subsequent chapters of this report. One
early finding was that the dislocated worker program in the study is designed to
upgrade or adapt existing slcills to meet labor demand. In preventing worker
dislocation, this program effectively functions as a career advancement program. As
a consequence, the programs have been collapsed into two broad categoriesschool-
to-work and career advancement transition programs. The analysis does not ignore
differences that exist between career advancement and dislocated worker transition
programs on some dimensions, but it recognizes that, with respect to linkages, there
are greater similarities than differences.

The remainder of Chapter 1 is organized into two sections, beginning with a brief
description of each program, organized by program model. That section is followed
by characteristics of the programs studied, such as program duration, target group,
and size. Chapter 2 describes the linkages within the programs. The specific
organizations involved in each program, their roles, and the mechanisms for
maintaining linkage: among the parmers are discussed. Chapter 3 focuses on
program operationspromotional strategies, types of training and support services
offered, assessment of trainees' and service providers' performance, program funding,
and technical assistance needs. Finally, Chapter 4 examines the factors affecting
successful program operations, including incentives for participation and factors that
act as barriers or facilitators in linkage development and continued operation of the
program. Each chapter concludes with "lessons learned" or implications of the
analysis.

The results of these analyses have been used to develop the other major product of
this studya document that discusses the lessons learned and effective strategies for
linking work and learning. Directed toward employers, educators, and policymakers,
this document includes specific examples and activities that can be adapted to the
development or strengthening of local partnerships.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

Brief descriptions of the programs that participated in the study appear on the
following pages.
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School-so-Work Model (Secondaq Level)

Student Appremiceship Linkage in Vocational Education, Huntsville, Alabama

'The Student Apprenticeship Linkage progam is &joint effort of the Huntsville
Center for Technology (serving both secondary and postsecondary students),
Alabama Department of Education, and local employers to link vocational
education programs and industry apprenticeship and training programs. The
Huntsville program, begun in 1985, was the fast school-to-apprenticeship effort
established in the southeast the BAT State director was involved initially by
asking the Center to consider developing a program that would encourage stu-
dents to go into apprenticeship after graduation from high school. The program
was designed to address the shortage of skilled tradespersons in the Huntsville
area and the State by enabling regular vocational education students to expand
their career options before graduatim by beginning to work in an apprenticeable
trade, within a company that has a registered apprenticeship program.

The program presently offers a small number (6 to 12) of high school seniors
with at least 1 year of vocational training in an apprenticeable trade the
opportunity to begin preapprenticeship training while earning wages and gaining
job experience. (The number of participants fluctuates with changes in the
economy.) Employers involved in the program all have an apprenticeship and
training program registered with BAT. They employ the students for 20 hours
per week at $4.50 per hour. The employer is reimbursed for 50 percent of the
wage cost by the Alabama Department of Edur/tion. Students attend regular
academic classes in one of five public high schools in the Huntsville area four
mornings per week and report to their worksites each afternoon. Student
training on the job is supervised by journey-level workers. Each student is
required to attend 4 hours of related study at the Center for Technology on
Friday mornings. Apprenticeship time and credit toward graduation are earned
through successful participation in the program. Graduates register as appren-
tices in full-time, permanent jobs that have been guaranteed by the employers
who offer the preapprenticeship training.

Approximately 50 percent of the graduates enter apprenticeship at an average
starting wage of $5.00 per how, others go on to postsecondary school, the
military or other jobs. There have been only two dropouts in the 5 years of
operation.

6
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Los Angeles Adidt Regional Occupanonal and Skills Center Program, Los Angeles,
Califorlda

The training program of the Los Angeles Unified School District, Division of
Mu lt and Occupational &location, represents a unique adaptadon of vocational
education to meet the needs of employers, employees, and potential employees
in the school-to-work situation. The partnership, made up of schools,
employers, and local government, involves a number of components and has
grown over the past 20 years. Several thousand employers participate by
serving on advisory comn3ittees; providing industry-based classrooms, some of
which are physically located in businesses and others in the vocational centers;
sharing such resources as instructors, equipment, and materials; providing jobs;
working with schools in comprehessive planning &cavities; and helping develop
curricula.

The program offers employment preparation programs for more than 400,000
trainees per year through four major deli very systems: regional occupational
and skills centers, community adult schools, the businessfindustry schools, and
the State-controlled apprenticeship program. The courses provide for the
development of knowledge and skills leading to employment and/or further
training upon the completion of the program. The courses are competency
based and task focused; they are offered in 12 employment preparation centers
as well as 26 community adult schools. Courses seem to average several
hundred contract hours in length and are offered on flexible schedules that result
in the schools functioning 15 hours per day, 6 days per week. The classes art
available to all traineesadults, young adults, and concurrently enrolled rtudents
of the regular day program. Curricula for the courses are based on the
recommendations of the advisory committees as well as the mandates of
licensing agencies. The curricula and recommendations arc revised frequently
and in conjunction with the appropriate employer mid industry association
partners.

Among the 20,000 students (=any at-risk) served in the business and industry
schools, 80 percent are place in the tade for which they were trained, or one
related to the training received. The graduation tate of at-risk students in
concurrent school is higher than that of at-risk students in day school (62
percent vs. 19 percent).

7
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Louisville Education and Employment Partnrship, Louisville, Kentucky

The Louisville Education and Employment Partnership is a program
to increase educational aril employment opportunities for youth by engaging all
sectors of the community in improving the quality of the newly emerging
workforce from the Jefferson County Public Schools. The Bo-Am Compact,
which was established in 1982, served as a model for the Panne. ship during the
initial design and development phase. Established in 1988, the Partnership is
a joint project of the City of Louisville, the Jefferson County Government, the
Jefferson County Public Schools, the Private Industry Council, the Chamber of
Commerce, and Metro United Way. The goals of the Parmership for the 1,800
to 2,000 annual participants include improving student achievement and
attendance, reducing the dropout rate, and increasing the number of students
attending postsecondary education.

The Partnership has a career planner located in each of the 21 Jeffetson County
public high scht,ols, helping students prepare for the "world of work" and
boosting in-scho31 achievement. The career planners also screen and place
students and maintain contact with a large network of employers who participate
in the rogram by offering both full- and part-time jobs to students and
graduates. Students who participate in the Pannership sign an agreement
indicating a willingness to achieve 95 percent attendance in school, improve
grades, and meet employer expectations. Li turn, the Partnership agrees to help
Ule students fmd meaningful part-time and full-time jobs. Students who need
summer school are assisted with placement only if they agree to attend classes
regularly.

The Partnership also operates a Student Career Introduction Program for
economically disadvantaged juniors and seniors who are high academic
achievers and a mentoring program designed to give students access to business/
industry professional people with whom they can discuss their fume. The
Parmership's newest endeavor is the Cities in Schools project, which is
national model to provide social service case managers within a school setting
to assist with integrating services for students and their families involved with
community agencies.

In 1989-90, the attendance rate of students in the program exceeded 90 percent;
the dropout rate las nearly two-thirds less than the district's overall tate (1.1

percent vs. 2.96 percent); grade point averages in English and math rose; and
more students were continuing their education than in the previous year.
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Philadelphia High School Academies (PHSA), PhiladeOhla, Pennsylvania

The PHSA program, now in its third decade of operation, involves three primary
groups: PHSA, Incorporated, the nonprofit corporation established to administer
and operate the program; the Philadelphia School District, which works closely
with PHSA; and the local business community, which provides support in all
areas including funding, policy, and management and operations. In addition,
there are two other groups that are elnificandy involved in the program: the
unions (particularly the American Federation of Teachers) and the Philadelphia
Committee to Support the Public Schools.

PHSA operates as a "school within a school" high school program that
encompasses grades 9 through 12 and serves more than 1,700 students per year.
Currently the 6 academies in operation at 13 comprehensive high schools are as
follows:

Automotive Academy;
Business Academy;
Electrical Academy;
Environmental Technology Acadenr, ;
Health Academy; and
Horticultural Academy.

The Health Academy, primarily a program for those who are college bound,
offers courses in academic sciences such as biology and chemistry. All of the
other academies, although fiey include some academic coursework in their
programs, are designed to help the noncollege-bound student enter the workforce
after high school.

Each academy school serves approximately 50 to 200 academy students who
participate in the academy program within a regular Philadelphia comprehensive
high schooL Academy students within each school ancnd the same classes on
the same schedule (block rostering) and are taught by the same group of teachers
(team teaching) for tbe entire 4 years.

Data for the 1988-89 school year show an attendance rate of 88 percent, a
dropout rate of less than 10 percent, and a post-graduation employment and
postsecondary education rate of 85 percent.

9
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The Portland Investment (P1), Portland, Oregon

The PI began in 1983, not as a program, but as a partnership of all sectors in
the community that were interested in, and had a stake in, dropout prevention.
Like the Louisville Education and Employment Partnership, the PI was modeled
after the Boston Compact of 1982. The PI is under the direction of the Leaders
Roundmble, an ad hoc committee of policymakers from city and county
government, business and indusuy, public schools, and community organizations
whkh was established specifically to address the issue of dropout prevention.
The PI envisions a continuum of education, employment training, and personal
support services for individuals beginning when they are prenatal and continuing
until age 21. Its comprehensive goals focus on families, children, and youth.
Initially the Roundtable concentrated on the development of a Comprehensive
Summer Youth Employment Program There ate now 16 specific programs that
serve more than 2,300 individuals per year under the PI "umbrella."

Together, these 16 programs span middle school througli high school and also
include out-of-school youth. (Future efforts will focus on preschool and
elementary grades.) The programs work together on recruitment and referral,
so youth can move through the continuum according to their needs. The way
of programs includes student service centers at middle schools where children
can receive help and/or referrals for themselves and their families to deal with
a wide range of school/social/family problems; a self-esteem building progmm
for children of middle school ages; transitions from eighth to ninth grade and
from high school to postsecondary education; school-to-work transition; targeted
school year and summer training and education to help 14- and 15-year-olds
succeed in school; applied basic skills; private sector welt experience and
vocational skills training for high school students; competency-based preemploy-
ment training; a teen parent program; and a preemployment program for
homeless youth. An essential ingredient in the plan is the Comprehensive
Summer Youth Employment Program which is part of the year-round, multiyear
continuum. School programs make use of the Comprehensive Summer Youth
Employment hogram as an extension rif their services, scheduling work
assignments in the summer program to coordinate with the school district's
summer school classes to accommodate youth who need to improve their basic
skills.

In the 16 programs in 1988-89, attendance rates increased and dropout rates
decreased. Basis skills scores rose. Graduation rates ranged between 90-100
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percent, more students completed their GED% and there were higher entered
employment and postsecondary education rates.

Cooperative Federation for Educational Experiences (Project COFFEE), Oxford,
Massachusetts

Project COFFEE involves vocational education, special education, the Digital
Equipment Corporation, the Oxford City Schools, a number of community
employers in Western Massachusetts, and about 15 additional school systems.
Established in 1979, COFFEE is an integrated alternative training program that
specializes in dropout prevention and reconnecting alienated trainees with
education. It now serves more than 100 students each year who hail from 18
regional high schools and who have a history of truancy, academic failure,
family problems, and social misconduct. In 1980, the project formed a
partnership with Digital Equipment Corporation's Educational Services, which
provides curriculum materials, staff training, consultation, and job training
experiences for students.

The training program at COFFEE involves a number of important skill-building
areas, including occupational skills, basic skills, preemployment sidlls, coping
skills, and physical education. COFFEE works with youth who are considered
disadvantaged and handicapped. Training is primarily self-paced, bands-on, and
task-specific; it involves using the actual equipment and work processes of the
businesses for which students are training. The students are especially involved
in customer service activities because each of the vocational classes operates
like a business which provides services to the school systems that subscribe and
send students to COktith, to local government, and to local business (for
example, in areas such as computer repair and landscaping).

Project data reveal significant gains in reading and math, improved attendance
rates, and an 85 percent graduation rate. Of the graduates, 70 percent are
employed; 50 percent of the graduates are employed in jobs related to the
occupational training.

St. Louis Off-Campus WorkIStudy Program, St. Louis, Missouri

The St. Louis Work/Study Program began in 1968 with a grant from the
Danforth Foundation that led to a partnership between the Ralston Purina
Company and the vocational education division of the St. Louis Public Schools.
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The partnership's goal is to increase the employability of students bY Providing
supervised work experience and exposure to careers.

The program offers more than 100 high school seniors annually an alternative
to the raditional school setting by havingboth academic and on-the-job training

at the actual place of business. Today there are seven work study programs,
five with private business, one with the American Institute of Banking, and one

with the City of St. Louis. Students divide their day between regular senior

courses and on-the-job training and receive credit for both components.
Academic subjects are taught by school system teachers, and on-the-job training

is supervised by company employees. The teachers generally visit uch
workstation on a weekly basis, and thus are cognizant of the needs of the
students and the employers and can adjust daily lessons accordingly.

Although the employers have no obligation past graduation, many program
graduates are hired by the companies they work for or are assisted with further
training, education, or employment. Ralston Purina now employs more than 100

former program participants in positions ranging from enuy level to mid-
management.

Over the life of the program, the dropout rate has been less than 5 percent and
attendance has improved. Placement rates range from 75-80 percent, while the
continuing education rates are 15-20 percent.

School-to-Work Model (Postsecondary Level)

Apprenticeship and Nontraditional Employment for Women (ANEW), Reraon,

Washington

ANEW is a nonprofit organization formed in 1980 by representatives from
industry, labor, and government to train women for nontraditional jobs,
especially in apprenticeable construction and electrical/mechanical trades. Each

year the program serves approximately 100 women who are eligible through the

Job Training Partnership Act (TTPA). ANEW provides a comprehensive range
of training services addressing multiple skill deficits and employs a holistic
approach to helping disadvantaged women improve their employability and
coping skills. The 5-month training course includes basic skills remediation,
competency-based occupational skills, job/life slcills, job-seeking and job-
retention skills, and physical conditioning. ANEW has created a supportive
learning environment for women emphasizing their strengths and ability to learn
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and using creative instructional techniques to promote learning. Since many
participants are welfare tecipients and/or high school dropouts with little or no
work history, extensive support and counseling is provided, especially in the
areas of overcoming employment barriers and resolving family and personal
problems that might negatively affect work performance. Peer support groups
are used as part of these integral services.

ANEW is operated at the Renton Vocational Technical Institute. The program
has developed linkages with local unions and employers as well as with
apprentice training committees and business groups to find jobs for graduates,
to improve the training program, and to share ideas about getting and keeping
women in the trades. Employers also contribute by making presentations in
class, conducting "practice" interviews, and recommending appropriate
curriculum changes.

Data from a 17-month period ending in November 1989 show a pmgram
completion rate of 75 percent a-ad a placement rate of 71 percent. Average
wage at placement was $849 an hour, 22 percent of the jobs were in apprentice-
ship programs. Subsequent followup found 63 percent still employed (a loss of
only 8 percent since placement).

Joint Urban Manpower Program (JUMP), Inc., New York City, New York

JUMP is an industry-sponsored training program whose existence is tied to
Federal and State requirements for equai employment opportunities in publicly
funded contracts for engineering services. This has shaped the types of
organizations and linkages developed to support JUMP. Fvur groups are
involved: private industry; engineering societiec the Vocational Foundation,
Inc. (WI); and the New York State Department of Transportation (N YSDOT).
Although an independent organization, JUMP is completely integrated with WI,
a private, nonprofit social service agency begun in 1936 to provide jobs,
training, education, and counseling for high school dropouts and other
unemployed young adults. VFI provides organizational, operational, and
financial support to JUMP.

JUMP was established in 1969 to provide training to help economically
disadvantaged minorities enter the engineering and design professions. The
program originally served young adults between the ages of 17 and 21; however,
there is no upper age limit now. JUMP provides 400 hours of classroom
instruction, plus 400 hours of on-the-job training in drafting or construction
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inspection. A critical factor in this program iz training only for guaranteed
employment. Participating firms hire applicants screened by YR; the
individuals go through the training program while being paid by their employers
and, upon successful completion of the provam, assume entry-level positions
in their companies. Approximately 15 to 25 people participate in each
semiannual training cycle. Contracts awarded by NYSDOT to engineering firms
include a provision requiring training and employment for minorities and
females using State guidelines for the number of trainees and length of training/
employment. The objective of this training requirement is to produce trainees
who will be retained by their employers as permanent employees. Construction
inspection trainees are afforded an opportunity to become certified by the
National Institute for Certification in Engineering Technology (NICE1). Firms
participating in JUMP reimburse VFI for expenses from their contract funds.

The pay scale for trainees range from $7.50410.00 an hour, depending on the
individual's experience and skills and the employer's hiring practices. Of the
2/5 graduates from JUMP since 1980, 72 percent are still in the engineering and
design field, many with their original employers. A few have obtained college
degrees or been certified as NICET Level II, III, or IV inspectors.

Southeast Instinae of Cidinary Aru (SICA), St. Augustine, Florida

SICA is 1 of 25 technical vocational programs offered by the St. Augustine
Technical Center, a 2-year, postsecondary institution that is part of the Florida
public school system. The school operates on a quinmester system, charging
students a minimal tuition. The mission of the Center is to provide an
educational program that will serve the vocational training needs of each
individual student as well as the requirements of business and industry. The
Center meets this goal by offering competency-based training programs designed
with guidance from advisory boards made up of local business and/or
tradespeople who are knowledgeable about competencies that are most in
demand in the labor market. The boards also provide and maintain linkages
with the private sector that are important for student placement both during
training and after graduation.

SICA enjoys an excellent reputation on the east coast and is beginning to be
recognized nationally. In 1983, the program won the U.S. SechAary of
Education's Award for the most outstanding vocational program in the southeast
United States. Begun in 1969, the Institute serves about 90 'It idents annually.
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The 2,160-hour curriculum is competency based and largely self-pa.;ed. There
are 12 core courses in addition to 12 optional, 9-week courses. Training
includes the daily operations of the Center's faculty dining MOM and student
cafeteria. Students who complete the program receive a 2-year diploma in
culinary arts.

Ninety-two percent of the most recent graduates obtained jobs at higher-than-
entry wage levels.

Career Advancement Model

Crouse-Hinds, Syracuse, New York

In collaboration with Onondaga Community College (OCC), the Crouse-lfmds
Division of Cooper Industries has designed a training program which addresses
three areas: job-specific, skills-specific, and general mining needs. All
employeestradesworkers, technicians, and technical pmfessionalsare eligible
to participate. Crouse-Hinds has been modernizing its plant facilities with state-
of-the-art equipment requiring new skills of employees. Through a wide range
of training programs, including three associate degree programs, Crouse-Hinds
is using training as a means of preventing worker dislocation for some
employees and providing career advancement for others. Most of the training
is held onsite at Crouse-}Tmds. Instructors work with employees to enhance the
curriculum and to design the instructional methodology to meet the learning
needs of working adult learners, adapting to their flexible schedules and their
diverse learning levels and styles. All craftworkers are encouraged to enter the
apprenticeship programs and to pursue a 2-year associate degree through the
community college. OCC will give a journeyman 30 hours of college credit
towards the degree program.

Approximately 1,400 employees have participated in the more than 240 training
and three associate degree programs since 1986.

Genesis Health Ventures, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania

Genesis Health Ventures is a medical services company specializing in geriatric
care. Its facilities are located throughout New England and the Mid-Atlantic
States. In partnership with Holyoke Community College (in Massachusetts) and
11 other community colleges, Genesis provides a career advancement training

MIS
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program for nursing assistants through a series of graduated, career ladder steps:
a Nursing Assistant Specialist Program, a Senior Nursing Assistant Specialist
Provam, a Senior Nursing Assistant Specialist Coordinator Program, and an
Associate Degee in Nursing Program (successful completion of which qualifies
participants to sit for State board examiutions and become registered nurses).
This career ladder approach to training enhances the self-image of existing
workers, provides a retention incentive, helps to recmit new workers, enhances
the quality of the services that are provided by the orpnization, and improves
the image of long-term cue within the community.

The Nursing Assistant Specialist Program is comprised of a curriculum of 100-
contact hours spread over a 6-month period at a rate of 4 to 6 hours per week.

Specific attention is focused on professional/vocational skills and on improving
.41f-esteem/self-image. The training includes lectures, discussions, demonstra-
tion, and practice (with many visuals), news articles, and other hands-on, task-
based learning situations. In addition to college instructors, the program also
uses members of Genesis' professional staff as tutors and mentors. As trainees
progress through the career ladder system, their pay and responsibility levels
increase.

Over 400 employees have completed training since the program started in 1985.
One outcome of the program is a dramatic decrease in employee turnoverless
than 10 percent among those staff who have participated in the program
compared to the typical turnover in the industry of 60 percent.

Prairie State 2000 Aushority, Chicago, Illinois

Career advancement training is provided to about 3,900 employees per year
through a partnership among the Prairie State 2000 Authority (a State-funded
agency that provides loans and grints to companies and training vouchers to
individuals); a variety of business/trade associations, community colleges,
community-based economic development organizations and unions; and a
number of small to medium-sized "primary" manufacturing companies in Illinois
that receive funding from Prairie State. Two participating business groups
reviewed in this study were the Management Association of Illinois (which acts
as a training broker and provider, in addition to providing a variety of other
business support services) and the Economic Development Council for the
Peoria Area (which acts as a broker between Prairie State and prospective
participating employers in its service area).
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Over 100 training providers are funded by the Prairie State 2000 Authority, with
the most common types of training being: new technology training, especially
relating to computerized numerical control (CNC) and office litHOMAti011;
productivity/quality improvement systems training, such as statistical process
control (SPC), just-in-time inventory and material resource planning; manage-
ment and supervisory training related to implementing quality systems; and
occupational (traditional vocational) "building block" skills training, which is
required to enable a company's workforce to bentht from new technology or
productivity/quality improvement training.

All training is customized to the specific needs of employers and employ= at
each site. Further, employees must be retained for at least 90 days after training
is completed if a company is to receive full payment for their training grants.
The program for career advancement training began in 1983.

Indian-Merielian Area Vocational-Technical Center, Stillwater, Oklahoma

The 1ndian-Meridian Area Vocational-Technical Center and the Oklahoma State
Department of Vocational-Technical Education have collaborated with seven
local employers to provide management and supervisory training oil an as-

needed basis. The Management Development prove= is operated like a
businessit must generate sufficient income to cover expenses; therefore,
employer partners pay an annual retainer fee for services. In addition to the
typical management and supervisory training, this program employs a chief
executive officer network of local plant managers, special cioss-company
training sessions, and local industry seminars featuring guest lectures by
nationally known management experts. Participating employers are provided
customized training, conveniently arranged for them, and they have the
opportunity to interact among themselves and with the area vocational-technical
center. The program, in operation since 1985, serves several hundred trainees
yearly. Among the more sophisticated course offerings provided through the
program are statistical process control (SPC), computerized numerical control
(CNC), and specialized safety training.

yelp In Re-Employment (11.1.R.E.), Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The Milwaukee }UAL program focuses on retraining and reemployment of
workers who have been permanently displaced due to plant closings or layoffs.
In general, the program offers dislocated workers assistanci; in assessing their
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skills, upgrading or retraining when necessary, and placement services to reenter
the workforce. In addition, the program provides a variety of support services
to dislocated workers and their families. Finally, a key component of the
program is to reduce the feelings of stress, tension, anxiety about low slail
levels, depression, and the sense of being alone that most dislocated workers
initially experience, so that participants can belie: m the services offered.

In operation since 1984, 11.1.R.E. serves approximately 2,200 dislocated workers
annually. Tb.t. major organizations involved include the Milwaukee Area
Technical Cbilege, the Wisconsin State Job Service, the Wisconsin State AFL-
CIO, and the United Way of Greater Milwaukee. The ILLR.E. staff of eight
professionals and a secretary/typist is provided by the four participating
organizations and operates from its own office. Dislocated workers who are
certified as eligible enrollees participate in a 4-day orientation during which

services art explained, career interest and alcilis assessment tests are
conducted, and job search sldlls art provided. Each participant is assigned a
case manager. Based on whether the goal is to seek full-time employment
immediately or enroll in some type of training, participants are counseled on
possible career options and work with their case manager to refine their job
stare,. skills and obtain appropriate employment, or to determine the most
appropriate type of training for future employability. Classroom/skills training,
on-the-job training, and basic skills remediation are optional, as are support
services. About 30 to 40 percent of H.I.R.E. participants enroll in training.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MODEL PROGRAMS

Selected characteristics of the programs examined in this report are presented in the
first exhibit. Exhibit 1 displays information on the 10 school-to-work transition
programs (7 secondary, 3 postsecondary), and Exhibit lA depicts the five career
advancement programs (organized alphabetically within each category in all exhibits).
In actuality, the Los Angeles program bridges all categories, because it is open to
both adults and to youth who rre still in school. Similarly, the Crouse-Hinds
program is both a career advancement and a dislocated worker program.

Although the career advancement programs do not necessarily all share the same
focus, they have been grouped together based on their points of similarity. All five
programs have a work-based focus with actual work tasks rather than a concentration
on traditional classroom education. They all measure program effectiveness based
on employers' feedback regarding trainee performance. The companies involved in
the career advancement programs seem to invest heavily in human resources as a
means to improve their competitiveness, profitability, and productivity.

Target Group

In the school-to-work model, four of the seven secondary programs target "at-risk"
students (the definition of "at-risk" is program specific including such factors as
working behind grade level, poor grades, ineffective personal/social interaction
patterns, attendance problems, behavior problems, dropping out, etc.). These
programs are designed to intervene no later than the ninth grade and provide
appropriate learning environments that sustain the adolescent through to graduation.
Two of the three postsecondary programs serve at-risk adults who tend to be high
school dropouts, on public welfare, or only marginally or occasionally employed;
some have a history of substance abuse, encounters with the legal system, and/or
other difficulties. In both youth and adults, these problems are often accompanied
by deficits in basic sldlls and socialization skills, and by work habits that negatively
impact entry into, and progress along, a career path. The school-to-work programs
that do not specifically target at-risk populationsHuntsville, Los Angeles, St. Louis,
and SICAnonetheless have at-risk enrollees in their programs.

Initially only half of the selected school-to-work programs were identified as
targeting at-risk youth and adults. However, as the study progressed, researchers
found that every program was serving disadvantaged at-risk clients/students and some
programs were serving them in large numbers. Although the reasons for this
occurrence arc not quantified, four factors seem to contribute to this situation as
follows:
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EXHIBIT 1

PROFILE OF SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS

_

Program
Program

Moue!
Target
Group

Number
Served

Annually

Service
Area

Years
In

Operation
Number of Staff

Huntsville School-to-Appren-
ticeship

School-to-work
(Secondary level)

High school seniors
with at least 1 year
of vocational tnin-
ing in an
apprenticeable trade

6
(increasing to 12 in

1990-91)

Huntsville, AL
metropolitan

are41

5

2 full-time instructors (who also
teach other students)
1 part-time instructor (for related
instruction)
1 part-time program coordinator
(who is also Center's assistant
administrator)

Los Angeles Adult Regional
and Skills Center Program

School-to-wort
(Secondary and
postsecondary)

All students
Adults 408,624

Los Angeles, CA
metropolitan

area
20

,.-

3,000 total (instructors, adminis-
trators, counselors)

Louisville Partnership
toSchool--work

(Secondary)

9-12 grade
at-risk students

2,000
Louisville, KY

metropolitan
area

2

21 mew planners (1 per Fchool)
Partnership director
3 support staff
2 program directors (Mentoring
and Student Career Information)

Philadelphia High School
Academies

School-to-work
(Secondary)

9-12 grade disad-
vantaged inner-city
students

1,750
(increasing to 3,600
by 1992 and 5,000

by 1995)

Philadelphia, PA
metropolitan

area
21

President
12 staff including 3 program
directors (to oversee academies)
Lead and regular teachers at
each academy

Portland Investment
School-tro-work

(Secondary)

Low-income, mi-
nority, at-risk
youths

2,300
Portland, OR
metropolitan

WA
6

Various partners have liaison/
coordinating representatives

Project COFFEE

I

School-to-work
(Secondary)

9-12 grade
at-risk students

110
16 school districts in
Western Massachu-

setts
11

Project director
6 academic teachers
6 occupational training teachers
1 hill-time counselor
4 instructional aides
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EXHIBIT 1

PROFILE OF SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Model

Target
Group

Service
Area

Years
in

Operation
Number of StaffProgram

Number
Served

Annually

St. Louis Off-Campus Work-
Study

School-to-work
(Secondary)

High school seniors
(including at-risk)

100

,St. LouisMO
metropolitan

area
22

Full-time program administrator
Secretary
9 teachers plus
Company coordinators and su-
pmisors

Postsecondary

Low-income, mi-
nority women (16-
60 years old) 100

(2 cycles per year
of 50 each)

King County, WA 10

Full-time director
Employment coordinator
Employment counselor
2 full-time skills instructors
Part-time math tutor
Part-time strength-building in-
stmctor

ANEW

Economically dis-
advantaged, minori-
ty adults (17 years
and older)

30-50
(2 cycles per year

of 15-25 each)

New York City, NY
metromlitan

Brea

21

1 fulltime coordinating counsel-
or
1 full-time instructor

SlCA
A

Postsecondary

AH students
Adults 90

St. Augustine, FL
metropolitan

area
State of Florida

21

2 Administrators
3 secretaries; 1 clerk typist
23 instructors
4 wearwashers (kitchen aides)



EXHIBIT lA

PROFILE OF CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Program Program
Model

Target
Group

I Number
Served

Annually

Service
Area

Years
in

Operntion
Number of Staff

Cmuse-Hinds/Cooper Industries
Career edam -ement

MI employees
tradC WOACTS,

technicians, and
technical profes -
sionals

1,400
Crouse-Hinds plant

Syracase, NY
4

CH training manager
Onondaga Community College
assistant director for community
education
Secretary
Instructors

Genesis Health Ventures Career advancement Nursing Assistants

,

438
(over 2 years)

New England and
mid-Atlantic region

of the
United States

5

Instructor
Program coordinator

Illinois Prairie State 2000 Em-
ployer-based Program

Cuter advancement

Existing employees
of financially quail-
lying "primary"
companies who
must be retrained in
new technologies or
productivity/quality
implovement sys-
tems in order to
remain competitive

3,900 State of Illinois 7

61/2 FTE's
Central OffkelChkago

1 full-time CEO
1 full-time fiscal officer
1 full-time data coordinator
1 full-time contracts coordinator
1 full-time secretary

Northern Illinois Field/Chicago
Metro
3/4-time field representative

Central Illinois Field/
Galesburg
1/2-time field representative

Sonihera Illinois Field/Herrin
1/4-time field representative



EXHIBIT lA

PROFILE OF CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Program
Model

Target
Group

Number
Served

Annually

Service
Area

Years
in

Operation
Number of Staff

Indian-Meridian AVTC Career advancement
Local industry
managers and su-
pervisors

Estimated 850 Stillwater, OK area 5

One lead specialist, an assistant
(position remains vacant) and a
trainer

Guesi kcturers (nationally
known figures) also are used

Milwaukee H.I.R.E. Program Dislocated worker

Laid off (or soon to
be laid off) workers

PrimarilY dime in
low-skilled, blue-
collar type occupa-
tions

2200 Milwaukee, WI 6

8 professionals, 1 secretary
Milwaukee Area Technical
College (3 staff persons)
orientation, skills assessment,
job search skills training, career
counseing

Joh Service (2 staff persons)
career counseling, job search
assistance, placement assistance

AFL-CIO (2 staff persons)
management and coordination

United Way (I staff person)
counseling and referrals

_
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Many of the programs serve urban areas, and the demographics in these
areas reflect increasing proportions of disadvantaged to nondisadvantaged
students.

Much of the money available to support programs targets disadvantaged
populations.

Disproportionate numbers of disadvantaged students may be being
directed into work/skills/vocational programs.

Some employers participate in the programs to meet affimiative action
goals.

Four of the career advahcement programs target workers within the participating
companies. However, two programs (Crouse-Hinds and Prairie State 2000) target all
employees, including tradesworkers, technicians, and technical professionals, whereas
the others focus on specific occupations or occupational paths (e.g., Genesis' nursing
assistants and other nursing spwialties) or specific levels within the companies (e.g.,
Stillwater's local industry managers and supervisors). the fifth program,
specifically targets laid off (or soon to be laid off) workers, primarily those in low-
skilled, blue-collar type occupations. The type of corporate employee population
serval has a major effect on program design and implementation; in fact, it dictates
the character and content of the program.

Numbers Served

There is a wide range in program size, as defined by the number of trainees servcd
annually. The majority of school-to-work programs deal with groups of about 100
or fewer. The Louisville Partnership, the Philadelphia High School Academies, and
the Portland Investment projects serve about 2,000 students each. Huntsville, with
6 students, and Los Angeles, with more than 400,000, are on opposite ends of the
spectrum. In the school-to-work programs, size is not a function of program model,
but is more related to the population density of the geographic area served and to the
extent to which the program examined is a broad, community-based program that
reflects local labor needs.

Size in the career advancement programs is determined more by the number of
employees and the needs of the participating companies, as well as the capacity of
the service providers, than by program design. Genesis serves 400; Crouse-Hinds
serves 1,400; Prairie State 2000 serves 3,900; StWwater serves an estimated 850; and
Milwaukee's HIRE. program serves 2,200.
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Service Area

In the school-to-work model, each program's service area is defined as the larger
metropolitan area (or multicounty surroundings) within which the program is located.
Expansion of the service area to include the larger community reflects, in part, the
need to respond to the labor demands of many employos, including smaller
employers, scattered around the area. All of the secondary and postsecondary
programs in the study serve a number of different employers and report that, although
one particular employer may have played a leading role at various stages in the life
of the program, a bmad base of employers is critical to sustain program activity.

The service art-a for career advancement programs varies, depending on the labor
market needs to which they respond. For example, the Genesis Health Ventures
program serves any of its nursing and retirement homes located in the Middle
Atlantic and Northeastern United States. The Crouse-Hinds program serves its plant
in Syracuse, New York. Prairie State 2000, a multiemployer program, trains
employees in companies across Illinois that are funded by the Prairie State 2000
Authority. The service area for the Indian-Meridian Area Vocational Technical
School is the general Stillwater, Oklahoma, area. The ILLR.E. program in
Milwaukee serves specially targeted groups of employees who are already, or about
to become, dislocated from companies located in the metropolitan area.

Years of Operation

Most of the school-to-work programs examined have been in operation for a number
of years. In fact, on average, the programs in our sample are 14 years old. The
newest school-to-work program, the Louisville Partnership, has concluded its second
year of operation, and the oldest, in St. Louis, has been operating for 22 years. The
career advancement programs are typically newer than the school-to-work programs.
The five programs reviewed have been in operation for 5 years on average (as
calculated from the time of the site visits in mid-1990).

Number of Staff

The number of staff involved in each program varies as a function of the number of
trainees served, the number of facilities used for program operation, the types of
training offered, and funding levels. A clear pattern in the school-to-work programs
is the designation of one individual to direct and coordinate activities overall, with
site-specific "managers" in the form of lead teachers, career planners, ur instructors
when multiple locations are involved. In the two postsecondary programs that are
housed at a single location, Al'5V and JUMP, this structure does not apply.
Another pattern observed in many of the programs was the use of community figures
to teach seminars or make presentations on work maturity and employability topics,
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such as drug abuse/drugs in the work place, world-of-work expectations, etc., or to
serve as role models for the trainees.

All of the career advancement programs appear to be designed with a program
coordinator or training manager, a designated numb:r of trainers, and depending on
total size, some adrairastiatile-orserzetarial support. Some also have data managers
or fiscal specialists. There are no other discernible patterns in terms of staffing
across the programs reviewed. The Stillwater program supplements its staff
capacities through the use of nationally known guest lecturers. Genesis expands its
staff capabilities by involving many other employees as mentors for the trainees. The
Milwaukee RLR.E program, in addition to its own staff, also utilizes the program
staff of the various partners, including the Milwaukee Area Technical College, the
Job Service, the AFL-CIO, and the United Way.
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2. LINKAGES WrITIN PROGRAMS

This study focuses on training programs that have established a formal partnership,
or linkage, with educational institutions, employers, and other groups. The purpose
of the study is to find out why and how the parmerships developed and how they
operate, and to learn the lessons that will facilitate replication of similar partnerships
elsewhere. Chapter 2 examinee who the parmers art, their major responsibilities and
activities, mechanisms used to maintain the linkages, and the stages of development
observed across these partnerships.

PARTNERS IN THE MODEL PROGRAMS

The following four categories of partners are found to be associated with the model
programs:

The program -.Itself;
The educational institutions;
Private industry (employers); and
Trade, government, and community organizations.

Although each partner seems to be involved for different reasons, each plays an
important role and contributes valuable resources to the ongoing linkage activity.

Partners in Schoobto-Work Programs

The partner organizations identified with each program are presented in Exhibit 2.
The information in the exhibit suggests several important findings regarding the
school-to-work programs. First, each model program has a specific name and
operates as a distinct entity within the broader context of the education and employcr
communities. Second, a majority of the programs are operated within or in
conjunction with a single school system or educational institution. For example, the
Philadelphia High School Ac demies (PHSA) Project serves the entire Philadelphia
School District; the Portland Investment (PI) deals with the Portland Public Schools;
and the Louisville Partnership deals with the entire Jefferson County Public School
System. Only the Cooperative Federation for Educational Experiences (Project
COFFEE) serves multiple school systems, although one school system, the Oxford
Public Schools, is responsible for implementation of the program. The other 17
school districts aligned with Project COFFEE are served as clients to whom COFFEE
provides services.

Third, multiple employers serve as partners in each model program, although the
actual number of participating employers is greatly varied. The largest group of
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PARTNERS IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS

Program Educational Institutions Employer/Industry
Trade, Governmental and

Community Groups

Huntsville School-to-App
ticeship

Huntsville Center for
Technology

Huntsville Public Schools

Small business community Association of Builders and
Contactors; State Department
of Education; Btntau of Ap-
prenticeship and Training

Los Angeles Adult Regional
and Skills Center Program

Los Angeles Unified School
District

--,1
Several thcwand area employ-
CTS

Commtmity/civic organize-
dons; Office of the Mayor;
City utility departments;
Chamber of Commerce

Louisville Partnership Jefferson County Public
Schools

Area employers City of Louisville; Jefferson
County Government; Private
Industry Council; Chamber of
Commerce and Leadership
Louisville; National Alliance
of Business; Meuo United
Way

Philadelphia High School
Academies

Philadelphia School District 15 area busineues (esp:cially
big business)

Philadelphia Committee to
Support School; American
Federation of Teachers

Port lane. Investment Portland Public Schools Portland area business commu-
nity City of Portland; Chamber of

Commerce; United Way;
Mulmomah County; PIC;
Urban League

Project COFFEE Oxford Public Schools
Fifteen other school
districts

Digital Equipment
Several dozen local businesses

Chamber of Commerce; Buhl-
ly Assistance Progiams; Local
Government and cow system;
Civic Organizations

St. Louis Off-Campus Work-
Study

St. Louis Public Schools McGraw-Hill
Citicorp
City of St Louis
Standard Oil
Shell Oil
American Institute of Banking
Ralston Purina

Danforth Foundation

Renton Vocational Technical
institute

Local unions
laud business
Apprenticeship Coordinators

Chamber of Commerce; Re-
gional Government

ANEW

JUMP Vocational Foundation, Inc. NY State Department of
Transportation

Engineering societies
Engineering firms

SICA

,-......_
St. Augustine Technical

Center
Hospitality and b3tel business
community

American Culinary Federa-
don; Local, regional and nue
government; PIC and JTPA
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employers is found in the Los Angeles Adult Regional Occupational and Skill Center
Program, where several thousand local employers participate to some degree as a
partner in the program The Joint Urban Manpower Program (JUMP), which
includes the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) and several
dozen engineering firms, represents a midrange in the number of employer partners.
The Huntsville School-to-Apprenticeship program, with about eight employers as
partners, is at the lower end of the range, in part because, upon graduation the
students register as apprentices in full-time permanent jobs that the employers
guarantee.

Larger employers within the service area usually are most involved with implementa-
tion of the programs. Employers who offer on-the-job training (OJT) positions tend
to be medium to large employers who hire many employees, rather than small
employers with only a few employees. The larger employers can more easily afford
to contribute the supervisory time needed in the programs. Moreover, they have
access to resources, primarily as a function of dollar and equipment volume, that are
often passed on to the training program. Perhaps the most significant reason that
larger employers seem to be drawn into the partnerships is their potential to provide
greater numbers of work-study jobs for trainees and their need for larger numbers of
skilled, entry-level employees. However, smaller employers also benefit from the
programs Small employers frequently hire program graduates and/or provide part-
time jobs to participants while they are in school. Additionally, the association of
smaller employers within the partnership can lead to a pooling of resources similar
to those available from larger individual employers.

The fourth finding regarding school-to-work programs is that most of the programs
involve a number of organizations in the category comprised of trade, government,
and community groups. For example, the PI involves the Chamber of Commerce,
the Urban League, the City of Portland, the United Way, the local county govern-
ment, and the Private Industry Council. Project COFFEE's partners include not only
the Chamber of Commerce, civic organizations, and local government, but also the
court system and the Federal, State, local, and charitable social service and family
assistance programs in western Massachusetts. Several programs, such as the
Southeast Institute of Culinary Arts (SICA) and the Huntsville School to Apprentice-
ship Program, also involve trade associations for the industries served through the
training.

One effect of involving community, trade, and government organizations as partners
in the school-to-work programs is an increase in the available resource base. More
important, however, is the effect of their involvement on the other partnersschool
administrators and industry leaders whose immediate horizons are expanded. By
including community, trade, and government organizations as partners, the project
experiences heightened expectations about outcomes and finds more public attention
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focused on its activity. One result of this increased attention is that administrators
in partner organizations give more attention to, and place higher priority on, the
program when compared to their other daily activities.

Partners in Career Advancement Programs

All five career advancement programs are comprised of partnerships among industry
and educational institutions, with varying degrees of participation from other trade,
government, and community groups, as shown in Exhibit 2A. As in the school-to-
work transition programs, each career advancement program functions as a discrete
program within the broader context of the educational institution and participating
employer. These programs are driven by the skill needs of the specific companies.
For example, Genesis Health Ventures serves its chain of nursing and retirement
homes through programs at Holyoke Community College and similar2-year colleges

in other geographic areas where Genesis is located. Crouse-Hinds, a division of
Cooper Industries, has collaborated with Onondaga Community College (OCC) to
upgrade the skills of its employees; the New York State Education Department and
the State Economic Development Department play minor roles, and a few other
vendors, other colleges, and technical institutes or consultants are deployed as
needed.

The Illinois Prairie State 2000 Authority (a State funding agency) provides funds to

various companies in Illinois with workplace training needs. These predominantly
small to medium-sized "primary" manufacturing companies are proVided with

customized training by over 100 training
providers, including the Management Association
of Illinois (MAI), in-house company programs,
community colleges, business/trade associations,
community-based economic development
organizations, equipment vendors, proprietary
technical schools, the parent company, and unions.
The program in Stillwater, Oklahoma, is a
partnership between the Indian-Meridian Area

All the model programs in the study
are market driven; however, the
school-to-work programs tend to
include more employer partners and
community groups than career
advancement programs.

MINNIE
Vocational TecLiical Center and seven major

employing organizations in the Stillwater area. State-level assistance is provided by

the Oklahoma State Department of Vocational-Technical Education.

Help In Re-Employment (RI.R.E.) trains dislocated workers through the Milwaukee
Area Techthcal College. Participating employers in 1-1.I.R.E. include representatives
from business and industry who serve on an advisory group, as well as specific
businesses facing plant closings or layoffs and employers looking to hire new
employees. A number of trade, government, and community urganizations also serve
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EXMBIT 2A

PART1eRS Di CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Program Educational Institutions Employer/Industry
Trade, Governmental and

Community Groups

Crouse-Hinds/Cooper Indus-
tries

Onondaga Community Col-
lege

CH President serves on board
of OCC

Crouse-Hinds, Electrical Con-
grunion Materials, a division
of Cooper Industries

State &London Depanmene
State Economic Development
Deparunent (minor roles);
Some vendors, other colleges
and technical institutes, and
consultants

Genesis Health Venues Holycie Community College
plus 11 other community
colleges located close to
corporate operations

Geneeis Health Ventures, a
medical services company
specializing in geriatric care

Advisory role

Illinois Prairie State 2003
Employer-based Program

Over 100 training providers,
including the Management
Assbciation of Illinois, in-
house programs, community
colleges, community-based
economic development orga-
nizations, equipment vendors.
proprietary technical schools,
and unions

Various "primary" companies
in Illinois that are funded by
Prabie State 2000 Authority
and have workplace training
needs

Prairie State 2000 Authority
(a state funding agency);
Management Association of
Illinois (serves as a broker
with companies, as well as a
training provider);
The Economic Development
Council for the Peoria area
(serves as a broker with com-
panies)

Indian-Meridian AVTC Indian-Meridian Area Voca-
tional-Technical Center
(AVTC)

Armstrong World Industries
Autoquip
Central Rural Electric Cooper-
ative
Charles Machine Winks
Mercury Marine
Moore Business Forms
Oberlin Color Press

Oklahoma State Department
of Vocational-Technical Edu-
cation

Milwaukee H.I.R.E. Program Milwaukee Area Technical
College (MATC)

Dozens of businesses facing
plant closings or layoffs, or
looking to hire new employees

Wisconsin State Job Service;
Wisconsin State AFL-CIO;
United Way of Greater Mil-
waukee
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as partners, including the Wisconsin State Job Service, the Wisconsin State AFL-
CIO, and the United Way of Greater Milwaukee.

The school-to-work programs also are market driven (i.e., reflects the employment
needs and opportunities in the community), but ustially are designed to meet regional
employer needs (e.g., Louisville), or the needs of multiple employers within a given
industry (e.g., the Philadelphia Academy Ban Icing Program). Therefore, they tend to
include more employer partners than the career advancement programs. Further,
school-to-work programs tend to reach out to other community resources and
institutions to a greater degree than career advancement programs, and frequently will
involve social service agencies in the effort.

MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACTWITIES OF INVOLVED ORGANIZATIONS

Each exemplary program reveals a division of labor regarding the contributions of
each type of partner. The division of labor is fairly consistent across both the school-
to-work and career advancement programs, despite the efferent focus and mode of
operation between the two program models. Typically, in the school-to-work model,
the training program is given responsibility for day-to-day operations. Its staff
teaches students, coordinates activities, administers budgets, deals with disciplinary
problems, and attempts to place graduates. Additionally, the program director and
other personnel maintain liaison with the partners as part of their formal responsi-
bility.

Educational institutions, the second partner category, provide services and play
similar roles in both program models. Typically, education partners provide overall
program administration and the staff who actually provide the instruction as well as
accountingirecordkeeping services, scheduling and logistical support, storage and
classroom space (in some cases), and some equipment. Often, the board of directors
or advisory council responsible for program oversight and policy includes administra-
tors representing the educational institutions.

Employer partners also provide similar services and assume similar roles across the
model programs. In the school-to-work programs, their specific contributions include

provision of the following:

Summer jobs and pan-time jobs during school, and full-time jobs after
graduation;

Supervisors and other staff to work with trainees and monitor their in-
company performance;
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Performance expectations regarding quality, discipline, and work culture
requirements;

Members of advisory committees, boards of directors, or governing
councils for the program;

Funding for the program;

Equipment and supplies at the workplace or simulated worksites;

Workplace training and orientation, which may include tours, in-school
presentations, practice interviews, simulated training, simulated work
processes, and actual on-the-job experience;

Overall vision, leadership, and direction for the program;

Staff to work on program needs and activities;

Expanded contacts within the greater community; and

Expertise, particularly in the areas of curriculum development, instructor
training and work orientation, employment projections, and program
planning.

In the career advancement programs, the employer partner contributions are very
similar to those in school-to-work programs. However, with the exception of
HIRE., the trainees are full-time company employees, and so do not require special

supervision or workplace orientation. In the Genesis program, special supervision
and guidance is required in order to facilitate graduates into the system. Also, some
of the trainees may be part-time.

The fourth set of partners, the trade, government, and community organizations, share
in the overall division of labor to a different degree than the employer or school

partners in the school-to-work model. In most situations, the trade, government, and
community partners primarily serve a facilitative role. They enable the program to
expand its realm of contacts in the community, they help access funds or resources,
and in the school-to-work programs, they refer jobs and/or applicants to the
programs. In some situations, partners in this fourth category also encourage industry
representatives and educators to work together to develop goals and champion the
cause of underserved individuals. In many cases, a local government entity, such as
the Office of the Mayor in Los Angeles, Portland, and Louisville, and the Economic
Development Council in Peoria, serves as an impartial broker to help the other
partners crystalize and articulate their particular mission, needs, and goals within the
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project. They also try to help craft win-win situations so that all parmers can realize
both the program goals and their organizational goals from the partnership activity.
Sometimes community partners also provide seed money to assist in the initial
development of the partnership.

Trade, government, and community groups serve a less dominant role in career
advancement programs. For example, in the Genesis program, these partners serve
in an advisory capacity on cwriculum program design because of licensure and
certification of trainees. The Prairie State MOO Programs in Illinois are particularly
interesting in that the Economic Development Council for the Peoria Area acts as a
broker with companies, and the role of the MAI serves in a dual capacity as a broker
with companies and a training provider.

MECHANISMS USED To MAINTAIN LINKAGES

Seven mechanisms that sustain parmerships have been identified in the study and are
termed "linkage vehicles." These are u follows:

Personal contact and networking;
Fundraising activities and funding mechanisms;
Planning procedures/activities;
Skilled personnel;
Contracts, memos of understanding, and other agreements;
Advisory committees and/or board of directors and/or councils; and
Newsletters/media.

Personal Contact and Nehvorking

It is hard to imagine any partnership existing without frequent personal contact
among the partners. However, successful programs seem to be characterized by an

inordinate amount of personal contact, usually
maintained by daily phone conversation, and

Successful programs seem to be char- centering around program operations and
acterized by frequent personal contact administrative matters. More complicated issues,
among the partners. such Ls promoting the program, resolving

problems, or presenting new proposals or ideas,
usually are handled face-to-face on a weekly or

biweekly basis. Both types of contact are viewed as important The daily contact
keeps everyone "in-the-know" and generates a feeling of ownership. Face-to-face
contacts are important because, as one respondent remarked, that is "the way
important matters are resolved in a business organization."
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Not only do personal contacts occur between the leaders, chief executive officers
(CEOs), and superintendents of the parmer organizations, but personal contacts occur
at many "boundary-level positions" throughout the organizations. Teachers, industry
vice presidents, managers and supervisors, school principals, and projec: staff (e.g.,
counselors, trainers) all may communicate with one another. Thus, all levels of the
program are integrated in day-to-day activities. Respondents mentioned two
important outcomes of these interaction patterns:

Everyone feels ownership of, responsibility for, and commitment to the
program; and

Everyone is kept current regarding ongoing activities and developments.

In addition, the researchers noted that this communication pattern has two other
critical impacts. First, the programs become "institutionalized"; in other words,
programs are not personality dependent. If a leader (e.g., a dean, CEO, or
superintendent) moves to a new job, the program continues. Second, the communica-
tion is accompanied by diffuse decisionmaldng that spurs individual initiative and
feelings of ownership. Personnel at all levels of responsibility not only talk, but can
and do make things happen.

Personal contact through participation in civic organizations also serves as a vehicle
to facilitate partnerships. In many programs, saool personnel such as administrators
and teachers are encouraged or required to be involved in civic organizations as a
means of promoting the program and the school. For example, in Portland, all
partners were "required" to present a video about the program in every civic and
community organization to which they belonged; in COFFEE, civic organizations,
such as the Chamber of Commerce and the Kiwanis Club, provide leads for new
parmers. Often programs actually undertake civic work as part of their mission. The
Los Angeles Adult Program regularly participates in local activities. Recently they
supported the survey conducted by the Bureau of the Census by creating educational
and informational materials and supplying manpower. Apprenticeship and
Nontraditional Employment for Women (ANEW) staff are members of tradc
associations, like the Associated General Contractors of America. Through this type
of continuing involvement, personal relationships art cemented and support for the
program is gained.

In several programs, networking is acmally sponsored by the program. The Indian-
Meridian Program sponsors seminars for local industry leaders around contemporary
topics, such as organizational change, as a strategy for stimulating dialog regarding
common needs and goals and implications for the program. Prairie State 2000 uses
a roundtable of CEO's to guide recruitment and promotion activities. Networks in
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the Louisville and Portland programs not only bring employers into the programs, but

also help to secure resources, recommend policy, and adjust program design.

In some school-to-work programs, personal contact with the educational institution
has helped many local employers find new employees. For instance, SICA frequently

serves as a kind of hiring hall where employers call to find new employees or
temporary workers. In the ANEW program, there are program graduates who are

now in personnel positions in partrer companies and call ANEW to find new
employees, having come that route themselves.

Fundraising Activity and Funding Mechanisms

Another linkage vehicle is fundraising activity that brings all the partners together to

work toward a common goal. For example, in Louisville, Portland, Project ANEW,
and St. Louis, partners were able to work together to secure seed money that they
used to plan and implement initial versions of the program.

However, the money itself may not have been as important as the process of seeldng

the funding. Even when funds were not forthcoming, the fundraising activity brought
the partners together, focused on the program mission, and stimulated partner activity

to accommodate the mission within the structures of the individual companies. For
example, in the Genesis program, the process of seeking money helped identify and
resolve organizational differences among partners that could have inhibited or limited

the partnership. In the Prairie State 2000 program, funding itself is a linkage
mechanism because the Prairie State effort links employers by providing funding,
training, and brokering of services.

Planning Procedures

Planning procedures also serve as a linkage vehicle because, in every exemplary
program, the parr are involved in intensive planning procedures. For example,
in Los Angeles, the partners serve on advisory committees that meet several times
a year to deal specifically with the issue of program planning In both the Louisville
Pa: tnership and Huntsville School to Apprenticeship Program, the partners are
involved in an elaborate survey projecting employment needs, wage demands, and
new skills that will be necessary for entry-level workers. Project ANEW has begun
an extensive 5-year planning effort involving each member of the partnership.

In Louisville, the partnership probably owes its initial success to the extensive
planning activity accomplished under the direction of the chair of the partnership.
Based primarily on his contacts, a task force was established to contact hundreds of
employers by letter, phone call, and personal visit, to secure comrnimients of jobs,

resources, and continuing support for the program. At the same time, an attempt was
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made to discern the specific employment needs, skill requirements, and suggestions
of those employers in order to incorporate their ideas into the oerall project plan.

Usually the planning process results in a jointly crafted planning document that
serves the following three functions:

To guide ongoing program activity;
To extend program ownership to all members of the partnership; and
To define the roles that each partner will play.

Exhibit 3 is an excerpt from a fairly typical planning document used in school-to-
work programs. It focuses attention on the program mission, states expectations for
the project, and demands that the effort be given priority among the ongoing
activities of the partner organizations.

Skilled Personnel

Mother liLkage vehicle which is shared by the model progiams is the use of sidlled
personnel who play similar roles within partner organizations. Each program has a

director (or equivalent), paid for by project funds,

Each program has a director (or
equivalent), paid for by project funds,
whose responsibilities are project
administration and liaison with other
members of the partnership.

whose responsibilities are project administration
and liaison with other members of the partner-
ship. In the initial development of the partner-
ship, these were sometimes unpaid positions
where executives were "borrowed" from partner
organizations in order to nse their particular
skills. For example, in the Louisville and
Philadelphia programs, well-known executives in

the community lent their time to the parmership in order to line up business support
for the program and as a way to bring a business perspective to the initiative. In
these two programs, much of the credit for the success of the partnership has been
attributed to the ability of those "borrowed" executives.

The involvement of individuals with similar capabilities seems to be critical to the
continuing success of each exemplary pioject. In most instances, the director serves
as the chief spokesperson with the media and with other members of the pa xership
presenting new initiatives. Therefore, directors must have not only excellent
management skills, but sales and public relations skills as well.

In many programs, staff who deal with the students have other, varied duties. For
example, in the Louisville partnership, a career planner is located at all but two of
the District's 23 high schools. That person is responsible for providing direct
services to the students (e.g., teaching, counseling, motivating), contributing leader-
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Eihibit 3: Sample Planning Document
School-to-Work Program

Workforce LA
A Three-Year Strategic Plan

Objectives 1990
1 Develop a local industry edoation

partnership model that can be replicated
state-wide

Establish Wortforce LA Executive level policy
couP
Formalize Executive Commitee and Board of
Directors

Esieblish Wortforre as non-profit entity

Esublish a foundation f a r Workforce LA

Establish Los Angeles Education Employment
Cccedinating Council

B. Ensure that academic and occupational
mention programs prepare graduates
With the skiM needed for successful
life-long employment.

Establish an inter-agency Commissioe to
develop a "life-long" learning continuum

Implement life-long" learning continuum

Establish a Health Care Industry-Educadcm
Consortium

Implement curriculm prolucts

Establish second Indusuy-Education
Conscetium

Implement curriculm and prolucts

Establish additional IntN-Education
Consortia as needed

Strenthen communimion between
educationitrainir4 providers and
employers to minimize duplication of
effort.

Develop and implement a aeries of Community
Forums

Develop and implement a markedng and public
relations plan for Woridarce LA

implement CAREERFEST 190

implement CAREERFEST 91

Implement CAREERFEST

1991 1992
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ship to the project, and maintaining communication with employers to secure
placements for the student and resources for the program. Obviously, staff in this
type of position must have a variety of finely tuned skills. In other programs, such
as Los Angeles and COFFEE, the instructors shoulder a major portion of the
interaction responsibilities with employer partners and assist both in placing students
and in generating new initiatives within the program.

Contracts, Memos of Undetztanding, and Other Agreements

The exemplary programs are characterized by a formal designation for the role of
each partner, including the services and resources that each will provide. Typically,
these contracts specify division of labor among the partners, resource allocation, and
responsibility for outcomes. Some also provide management tools such as Pen charts
and staff loading information that can be used to monitor program progress. The use
of contracts also has become standard procedure in a number of programs that
provide auxiliary services, such as Project COF'FEE, where the project offers
transportation services to partner school systems.

In many programs, program implementation activities also are covered in memos of
understanding signed by all parties. Exhibit 4 illustrates a portion of a typical memo
of understanding in a career advancement program in which the partners agree and
set forth in writing goals and objectives, strategies to meet the goals, activities that
are related to those strategies, and target dates for completion of activities.

When asked about the necessity for formal arrangements, administrators of the
exemplary programs were clear in their recommendation. Without fail, they said it
is simply "good business" to formally stipulate specific activities; although
formalized arrangements may not be necessary in many situations, they offer a better
audit trail and can help ensure program longevity even if officials in the partner
organizations change.

Advisory Committees/Boards of Directors/Councils

A linkage vehicle used by every program in the study is the formation and use of
advisory committees, boards of directors, or councils made up of designated
representatives from each partner organization. These groups meet periodically to
deal with a variety of issues related to establishing policy and finding resources for
the program. For example, SICA's Advisory Board has eight members who are
restaurant owners, executive chefs, sales representatives for restaurant supply
companies, and the Apprenticeship Director for the American Culinary Federation.
The board meets officially four times per year, but the members are active in various
aspects of the program on a continuing basis and initiate frequent personal contact.
Among the activities the board undertakes are the following:
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EXHIBIT 4

PORTION OF TYPICAL AGREEMENT
FOR CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

GOALS OBJECIT YES/STRATEGIES ACI1YMES

-=,
LEAD

RESPONSIBILITY
COMPLE-

TION
TIME LINE

. Strengthen communication
between educationhraining
providers and the health care
industry so that mutual re-
scums are pooled and used
more effectively.

3.a. Establish a Communications Team to
pursue project activities that will in-
crease information sharing. The Team
will also serve as a problem resolution
team.

3.a.1. Devek" an information
seminar for teachers and
counselors to discuss issues
pertaining to the health care
industry.

School 5-30-90

3.a.2. Develop, for the selected
health care cluster, a "Ca-
reer Awareness Kit" of
materials for school staff
and student use related to
industry-specific career
ladder information, employ-
ment opportunities, and
post-secondary options.

School
Employer

7-31-90

3.a.3. Develop options for faculty
to remain current with in-
dustry changes and emerg-
ing occupations.

School 7-31-90

3.a.4. Continue as an ongoing
team to recommend resolu-
tions to issues involving
funding, staffmg, facilities,
hiring practices, etc.

School
Employer

ongoing
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Determining equipment needs for the program;

Securing bids for equipment;

Providing internships and jobs for students;

Making occasional presentations in the classroom;

Reviewing the curricula;

Offering projections of growth and direction for the industry-at-large; and

Facilitating the securing of resources for the program.

The functions of the advisory group are fairly consistent across programs. In the
PHSA program, board functions were almost identical to SICA board functions
except that in Philadelphia the board also helps set policy for the program and acts
on personnel decisions. A similar role is played by the JUMP board.

Another function of most advisory groups is public relations. Board members
facilitate contacts within the community and help establish a favorable climate in
which the program can operate. Board members also help to bring new employer
partners into the organization and help to "cut the red tape" when programs must deal
with bureaucracies.

Overall membership on any given board or advisory committee ranges from about
eight to forty members. The typical board meeting is a combination of social and
business activities. For example, a board meeting attended by one of our project staff
had 100 percent attendance of board members and took place at a formal luncheon.
At this luncheon meeting, the board reviewed with the program staff the activities of
the previous and upcoming quarters, and then awned its anention to two other critical
issues. First, the members considered local industry growth and the need for trained
applicants to fill entry-level positions in the organizations represented by the
members. They discussed the issue with a consultant brought in to offer suggestions
regarding the hiring situation in the region. Having dealt with the issue of
employment projections, the board examined the cuniculum in relation to new skills
needed by entry-level workers. Revised skill profiles were developed for several
occupations within the occupational cluster addressed by the training program. The
meeting concluded with each board member providing specific feedback regarding
both program operations and the proceedings of the meeting.
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NewsletterslMedia

offill=10

All of the program studies use the media to some degree for a number of purposes.
Some programs, such Ls the Los Angeles Adult Regional Occupational and Skills
Center, use the media for trainee outreach and recruitment as well as for developing
good public relations in the community. Media efforts include posters, brochures,
videos, newspaper articles, public service and public education announcements, and
paid advertising. In some programs, media use is extended Internally" through
organizational newsletters that keep partners and auxiliary groups informed about
program activities. In addition, newsletters also are used to recruit participants into
the training program, to recruit new organizational members that enable an extension
of services to trainees, and to reduce potential internal, program-related turf battles.
For example, in the Genesis program, a monthly newsletter highlights existing
training activities, presents future opportunities, and recognizes the contributions and
participation of the miners and other staff who are associated with the program, as
well as the efforts of the trainees.

"Good press" is often cited as a mechanism to promote and maintain the partnership.
In some locations, the local paper has featui ed a serie.'..s 0)f articles describing different
aspects of the program, such as a successful graduate or a satisfied employer.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PARTNERSHIPS

All the partnerships examined in this study were market driven and arose in response
to a specific community/employer need. The partnerships developed in three phases,

often spread over 7 years or more. Each phase
wimessed a fairly consistent pattern of activity.
That is, within our limited data base, similar types
of problem clarification and resolution activities
took place at approximately the same stagc of
development. This suggests that the parmaships,
like organizations, have moderately predictable
life cycles that may make it possible to anticipate
needs, problems, and solutions, and act pro-
actively when creating new partnerships.

Partnerships, like organizations, have
moderately predictable life cycles that
may make it possible to anticipate
needs, problems, and solutions, and
act proactively when creating new
partnerships.

Phase I

Phase I in the development of the partnership seems to include five activities that
often are concurrent or overlap during the 2- to 3-year project startup period. First,
one or more individuals or groups with an idea or recognition of a specific need
worked in isolation to respond to that need. In time, the individuals or groups
encountered one another, shared ideas, and found a common thread of understanding.
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Out of this interaction came a second kind of activity, a convening of a larger group
whose members shared a common concern. As the groups began to work together,
they developed a knowledge base regarding the issues related to the problem, began
to craft a vision of mission for the future, and started to reach consensus on the
intended outcome of any collaborative activities. Often, this meant working and
reworking ideas to meet the needs of the partners as well as those of the target
population. Out of this process came a shared vision of the program's intended
purpose, u well as a commitment of time and resources to pursue the goals of the
newly formed partnership.

At this juncture, usually a third activity occurred. A spokesperson was chosen by the
group, or a broker emerged, to take the process forward. The spokesperson or broker
assumed responsibility for orchestrating, and often for managing, group activity. In
many instances, the broker also took on responsibility for maintaining continuing
group operations.

The fourth activity in Phase I was to seek seed money for the planning process.
Within the programs studied, seed money came from a variety of sources including
private foundations, Federal Government, State government, and private industry.
Although the grant usually was small ($10,000 to $50,000), it was sufficient to fund
the fifth Phase I activityplanning and consensus building. Typically, planning
activity was characterized by the group's continued work to perform the following
tasks:

Formalize the intended outcomes;

Discuss the means through which outcomes will be reached;

Translate goals into specific service activities;

Divide the labor required to implement the program;

Assign accountability for activities;

Negotiate and sign an agreement identifying the source and nature of
resources, the usage of these resources, and the duration of their avail-
ability; and

Establish the vehicles through which the panners will continue to
communicate and to implement the program.

Planning and consensus-building activities had the effect of solidifying feelings of
ownership, which stemmed from sizeable personal commitment and sacrifice of time
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Phase II

Phase III

and energy. Individuals reported hundreds of hours ofmeetings to resolve issues and

secure resources, as well as high-energy negotiating sessions to craft compromises
that met the needs of the target population and the objectives of strategic partner

organizations.

After the compromises were reached, shared vision was crystallized, labor was
divided, and partnerships were codified, the projects entered a second phase of
activity. Phase U included implementing the program, promoting and marketing the
partnership's activities, and continuing to seek and secure political support. The
programs also refined their structure and implementation processes to better fit their

markets and to build on their success. In some situatious, programs grew during this

second phase of activity. More often, however, the programs functioned with the

original partners and began operating successfully within that parameter. The second
phase of activity seemed to last 2 to 3 years in most programs, taking the program
activity into Year 4 or S.

The programs usually entered a third phase of activity, which might be called
"organizational maturity," during the fifth or sixth year of operation. Two

characteristics of the third phase are stability and success. Programs achieved their
goals, had low staff turnover and fixed resources, and continued to receive favorable
media attention and community support. Moreover, the program's reputation grew
and it became recognized, at least locally, as a program that delivered the services

it promised.

Another characteristic of the third phase was an infusion of new challenges. After
a period of stability at the beginning of Phase III, most programs began to seek out

new partners and/or offer new services, to look for new resources, and to expand

their constituency within the region. This process, which served as a kind of renewal
for the programs and for the individuals involved, has continued for most of the
programs in the study.

One potentially complicating factor regarding the Phase III expansion relates to an
increase in the number of involved community groups and local governments across

a larger geographic region. Expanded political influence was viewed cautiously by
most partners because they saw it as complicating the long-term development of the
partnership.

It is important to note that the programs experienced peaks and valleys of activity
during the organizational maturity phase of development Periods of temporary-level
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operation and occasional stagnation would be followed by periods of rapid expansion.
Often these cycles seemed to correspond with regional business cycles; however,
there are no quantitative data to draw a firm conclusion.

The development of each partnership has shaped the content and the delivery of the
program and, in most cases, the funding streams and processes as well. For example,
the Milwaukee HIRE. program was developed in response to worker dislocation.
To this date, it still operates in a response mode. Consequently, it does not have a
steady, predictable funding base (e.g., private funding), but rather operates from year
to year, and grant to grant, in response to particular economic cycles and industry
fluctuations. The other programs have moved to a proactive posture (H.I.R.E. is
considering a similar move) in which they consider market projections for planning
as a strategy to ensure continuity for their efforts.

IMPLICATIONS/LESSONS LEARNED

Nine lessons seem clear from analyzing the linkage or partnership development
process within the model programs. Each lesson holds several key points for a
location or institution interested in building a partnership to support a work transition
program. Several of the lessons seem to be common sense; however, failure to
attend to a lesson may lead to unwarranted delay or difficulty in operating the
partnership.

All partners must share a clear vision of program outcomes and
must work to achieve mutual goals.

There must be a common understanding among partners about the nature of the target
population and about the expected outcomes of program activity. Based on this

understanding, the expectations should become
%written goals of the partnership and must be
vigorously pursued by the program. Such
clarification is beneficial in any partnership
arrangement.

The most effective partnership
linkages are those which mutually
reinforce program goals while also
meeting the long-term and strategic
needs of each participating
organization.

The most effective partnership linkages are those
which mutually reinforce program goals while
also meeting the long-term and strategic needs of
each participating organization. That is, the goals

of the partnership must be merged with the mission of each partner organization so
that the training program serves not only the target population but also meets other
ongoing needs of partner organizations. For example, training programs that
successfully serve disadvantaged youth not only meet the needs of the target
population, but also help schools maintain average daily attendance, help employers
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employees, and help community service organizations concentrate their resources on
neediest clients. Similmiy, when the local community college can provide the
training for local employers to help them itspond to competition, keep current with
new technology, and advance employee knowledge, skill and ability, the college not
only generates revenues to help it survive, but also helps fulfill its community-based
economic development mission as well. When an industry can provide exposure for
community college teachers and professors to help keep them current on the latest
technology, it helps to ensure a quality education for the existing and future
workforce. When a State can use some of its economic development funds to
provide training to help attract and retain businesses, te State is ensuring its
continued economic vitality. When a labor union an help employers better
anticipate their workforce needs and better plan for and cany out retraining or
upgrading programs for existing employees, these unions are helping the companies
meet their human resource needs, and helping employees retain or regain employ-
ment. The clearer each partner is on its goals, the easier it is to find points of mutual
benefit.

Occasionally, however, the merger of program goals and organizational needs/objec-
tives requires internal policy changes within the participating organizations. The
process of changing policy and merging goals helps to create the necessary win-win
situation for the partners and enables them to discuss, within their own organizations,
the means to achieve the agreed upon outcomes. Importantly, the means can vary
from parmer to partner within the same parmership and still achieve a common
outcome. However, the means and resources that each partner will contribute during
a given period of time toward program implementation must be codified in a
document of understanding, dated and signed by all partners to clearly establish lines
of responsibility, authority, and accountability.

There must be a recognition of the time requirements necasary
to create and institutionalize an effective partnership and pro-
gram.

Creating linkages or partnerships consumes a great deal of time and energy. Further,
it is expensive because it requires significant time expenditures by upper-level
management in the planning and initial implementation phases. Study findings
suggest that an effective partnership may take as long as 7 years to develop to
marurity, and even then it is subject to life cycles that require renewal. Moreover,
throughout the life of the partnership there will be continuous readjustments to the
organization in order to keep it operating efficiently.

In the programs studied, functional parmership linkages were developed over a
relatively long period of time, although the linkage mechanisms may have been
settled fairly quickly. Partnerships took years, not weeks or months. One
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implication of the time needed to develop and solidify working relationships is that
it is difficult, and perhaps ineffective, to review these programs and their linkages
before they have been in operation at least 2 ta 3 years. This may pose problems for
policymakers and program planners who often want program results and positive
outcomes on a quick turnaround basis.

The data do suggest, however, that some factors can shorten the period of time
required in Phase I for creating a partnership. In Louisville, for example, the model
was crystallized and implemented in less than the 2 years that it usually takes to
complete Phase L The progress was attributed to these three factors:

A history of cooperation among the partners on issues similar to the one
on which the partnership is focused;

The availability of information about models, potential problems, and
solutions that made it possible for the partners to work from a common
knowledge base fairly quickly; and

The rapid achievement of solid, continuing support from industry and the
political community.

Educational service providers must have a private service industry
perspective.

The data clearly indicate that, in model program, educational partners have what
may be termed a "private sector perspective." That is, they express their role as a
service organization and view their mission as carrying out the training mandates
established by the pannership. They readily accept their position as a partner and
as a service provider and do not require unilateral control, unlike some traditional
industry/education ventures that fail as a result. The business perspective also
includes a readiness to deal with accountability issues, an understanding of the
negotiation process, and an orientation toward seeking win-win solutions to problems.

Another aspect of the business perspective exhibited by educational partners is
timeliness. In the model programs, the educational institutions providing training are
able to offer quick turnaround in term of getting training online. Often this means
rapid decisionmaldng and working within a more flexible calendar dian may typically
be the case in a school system.
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The partnership must foster a climate of negotiation and coopera-
tion.

Frequently a parmership will establish a program as an independent entity which then
functions as a third party broker to help resolve turf battles. By having a broker, no
partner is viewed as protecting or preventing a single vested interest, and the climate
for seeldng win-win solutions is fostered. In general, the strategy adopted by the
broker is to require the potential partners to focus on two issues: client needs and
the mission statement that expresses the expeAlted outcomes in relation to client
needs. By focusing on needs and outcomes and by conducting negotiations such that
compromises and solutions always support the m.'ssion statement, the broker is able
to assist partners in broadening their reasons for participating in the partnership
beyond their own self-interest.

The model programs often adopt internal rules about dealing with conflict For
example, in Portland, the rules provide that partners keep problems confidential
within the partnership. That is, they do not discuss problems outside the room where
they meet. They do not involve the media until the problem is resolved, nor do they
talk about the problem within their own organiutions. Given these ground rules, turf
battles are more likely to be brought up and dealt with than would be the case
without the assurance of confidentiality.

Partners must exhibit a top-down commitment that grows both
vertically and horizontally within their organizations.

Top-down commitment that grows horizontally and vertically within all partner
organizations is absolutely essential to building a strong partnership. This may be

the most important lesson learned by examining
model programs. Four issues are involved in this
lesson, each one critical to developing effective
partnerships.

The most important lesson learned
by examining model programs is
that there must be a top-down
commitment within each
organization. The authority and
responsibility to implement the
partnership becomes decentralized
throughout the organizations as the
program moves to implementation.

First, there must be top-down commitment within
each organization. Individuals in the organizations
must be given direction, a sense of mission, and the
responsibility and authority for moving forward with
the program. In the model programs, top-level
commitment typically comes from the CEO or a
senior vice-president within the employer
organizations, from the heads of community

organizations, from chief elected officials in local government, and from the super-
intendent or president of a school system or community college. The commitment
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is unwavering in terms of pursuing the partnership's mission and confers visibility
and priority upon the program of the partnership.

Second, given top-down commitment, the authority and responsibility to implement
the partnership becomes decentralized throughout the organizations as the program
moves to implementation. Initially, decisionmaking responsibility and authority
rested at the upper levels of the organization. Over Phases I and II of development,
however, responsibility for the actual work of the partnership and for maintaining
contact with each member organization wu delegated to programmatic levels in the
chain of command of the organization. Program work, even work involving partners,
generally is delegated to the actual service providers. For example, in Louisville, the
Deputy Mayor is a member of the planning team; in Portland, the City School
Liaison, who reports directly to the mayor, serves on the action planning committee;
and in the Genesis Health Ventures' Project, several members of the employer and
educational management team play key roles in the partnership. In the Los Angeles
Adult Program and Project COFFEE, teachers and administrators are responsible for
contacting employers. Similarly, in Louisville, the career developers are responsible
for the day-to-day operation of the program and for maintaining many of the
boundary contacts with members of the parmership. Further, with this decentralized
decisionmaking and authority, all members in boundary positions are invited,
encouraged, and indeed expected to bring forward new ideas for expanding the
partnership and solidifying the operation.

Two important outcomes grow from the multilevel contacts. First, ownership for
program outcomes and processes is experienced at all staff levels with a resulting
increase in commitment. Second, the partnership becomes institutionalized so that
when a major upper-level "player" in the partnership leavesas recently happened
in C011-th., St. Louis, and Louisvillethe partnership continues to work and grow.
It overcomes personality dependency.

A third issue regarding the commitment required to maintain a successful parmership
is that of personal investment. This is particularly strildng in the school-to-work
model programs Unlike many of the school-to-work partnerships that have been
writtet, about in recent literature in which business provides money to the school,
partners in the model programs provided an even more precious resourcetime. The
time that individuals gave to development and implementation of partnership
programs most often was uncompensated and was given at significant personal
sacrifice. For example, in a number of program, teachers and administrators spent
many weeknights developing networks, promoting the program, working on
placements and providing personalized services to trainees. There seems to be a
direct relationship between the amount of personal investment that each individual
within the partnership makes and the continuing success and growth of that
partnership.
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The fourth issue regarding top-down commitment has to do with developing and
using CEO networks. The partnerships conscientiously set about creating their own

influence structure and building their own constituency. They look to bring new
members into the pannership when appropriate and to secure all nezessary resources

to meet their common goals. Moreover, the networks usually extend well beyond a

single industry into conanunity and trade organizations. Networks help to maintain

a camaraderie among top industry and community leaders, ease the transitions of new

leadership, transfer knowledge and information, and provide an institutional
framework for participation and interaction.

The networks take several forms. Sometimes they are part of existing community
networks as in Los Angeles Or Project COFFEE. Other times, they are consciously
sponsored by the training program as is true with the Louisville, Portland, Indian-
Meridian, and Prairie State 2000 efforts.

The partnership must foster open, honest, and frequent communi-
cation.

Model programs are characterized by frequent communication at all levels of activity

within the partnership. Communication often occurs on a daily basis and deals with
all aspects of program activity and policy. New ideas are encouraged at all levels
and, in the event that an idea is rejected, partnership members are encouraged/
expected to rework it, to indicate the difficulties with it, and to offer suggestions
about how i could be made useful.

Two other norms regarding communication provide particularly important lessons.

First, within the model programs, credit for success is shared and publicly
acknowledged. Credit is freely and appropriately given when it is due, with the
result that individual investment in the program is strengthened. Second, and equally
critical, an understanding exists among the partners that they will speak positively of
the program. Positive interaction regarding the program is consciously built into the

culture of the organizations. This does not mean that the partners do not argue
vociferously for their points of view; in fact they often dobut behind closed doors.
Any discussion in public, even within their own organizations, is positive.

All employers, regardless of size or sector, should be included In
the program.

The issue of employer size seems to be it:portant in two ways. Larger employers
have more OJT placements available to students, and, with a larger staff, they are
able to afford the increased supervisory responsibilities necessary to carry out the
program. On the other hand, many small businesses depend on the partnership
programs as a source of pan-time workers. So, although the students do not receive
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the structural raining of an OJT position, they benefit by gaining work experience
as well as earning money.

Regardless of size, all employers have important contributions to make and benefits
to realize through participation in the program. Whereas larger employers have more
resources to contribute during the initial development of a parmership, as the program
becomes established, the employer base should quickly be widened to include all
employers in the service area, public, private, and nonprofit, large and small. In fact,
smaller employers have more to gain from joining the partnership and can take
advantage of these linkages to expand their scope, their reach, their stability, their
visibility, and so forth. For example, the employer-operated training programs
funded by the Prairie State 2000 Authority appear to be small programs, operated by
a small agency, and serving small employers. Because the programs lack sufficient
staff to keep in touch with many small employers directly, they have includcd in their
network such organizations as MAI and the Economic Development Council of the
Peoria Area that, in turn, have their own linkages with companies in Illinois that may
be candidates for participation. Similarly, in Oklahoma, seven employers participate
in the training programs. They have established three types of industry-education
linkages: linkages between the area vocational-technical center (AVTC) and
individual companies; linkages between the AVTC and a subset of local companies
as a group; and linkages among the participating companies.

The lesson learned is that small organizations can increase their exposure in the
larger community and their pool of potential employees through linkages with broad-
based associations, councils, etc., that have their own networks. 'Thus, sinai
employers, who typically cannot afford much markedng, outreach, or public relations,
can benefit from the existing networks of the larger organizations in the partnership.

Involving a single educational institution or school system in the
partnership eases administration and facilitates communication.

The model programs in the study in', olve a single school partner. This is viewed as
very positive within the partnerships because it means that one educational endty is
the point of contact for the other partners. It also means that there is one set of
books and one set of administrative procedures, which makes administration of the
program far _.. hassle-free than programs that deal with multiple school systems.

The grea, ,t benefit of having a single school system involved in the program,
however, is that it facilitates communication between the program and the business
community. Too frequently, employers who would like to become involved in school
system-based programs are put off by the conflicting agendas of school districts in
the same locale. By dealing v. h only one district, the partnership is able to assure
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employers that they will not be caught in school system turf battles and that they will
not encounter a lot of administrative red tape.

Some organizations can play multiple, simultaneous roles.

The career advancement program linkages provide opportunities for some organiza-
tions to play multiple roles simultaneously. In the Prairie State 2000 programs, MAI
serves as both a point of interface between the Prairie State 2000 Authority and
employersa brokeras well as a funding scout and a training provider. This
multiple role enables MAI to function in a manner similar to an outside orpnization
development consultant. ("Here are some services that will address your problems.
I can help arrange them for you and arrange for funding to defray part of the costs
of those services. I can also directly provide the training.") Likewise, in Stillwater,
the Indian-Meridian Area Vocational-Technical Center also plays multiple roles:
helping to determine the types of training needed, helping to expand the types of
training provided, and actually providing the training.

This has implications for program design. When the training broker is also the
training provider, there are various advantages and disadvantages. The advantages
are that the broker is familiar with the cmployers' needs, and therefore the training
provided can be mutually reinforcing. The broker/trainer has the opportunity to
augment its revenue, its training staff infrastructure, and its reputation with its
members or participants. However, the disadvantages are that this situation often
creates a monopoly, offers the employer little choice with regard to other training
providers, and can be unsatisfactory if the quality of the training provided by the
broker/trainer is inferior or unsatisfactory. The elements of competition and market
choice to drive quality up and costs down are removed.
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Summary of Lemons Learned Regarding Linkages

All partners must share a clear vision of program outcomes and
must work to achieve mutual goals.

There must be a recognition of the time requirements necessary to
create and institutionalize an effective partnership and program.

Educational vice providers must have a private service industry
perspective.

The partnership must foster a climate of negotiation and cooperation.

Partners must exhibit a top-down comunitment that grows both
vertically ^nd horizontally within their organizations.

The partnership must foster open, honest, and frequent communica-
tion.

All employers, regardless of size or sector, should be included in the
program.

Involving a single educational institution or school system in the
partnership eases administration and facilitates communication.

Some organizations can play multiple, simultaneous roles.
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3. PROGRAM OPERATIONS

This chapter examines the operations of the school-to-work and career advancement
programs that were developed as a tesult of the linkages just described. The
following eight topics are addressed: promotion strategies, organization and staffing,
types of training offered, types of support services offered, assessment of trainees'
performance, assessment of service providers' performance, program funding, and
technical assistance issues. The concluding section discusses lessons learned about
program operations.

PROMOTION STRATEGIES

Promotion strategies encompass both outreach to potential participants and publicity
to the general public that advertises the program by explaining how it benefits both
participants and the community. The two aspects become intertwined because
outreach and recruitment activities often go hand-in-hand with public promotion
efforts. The ensuing publicity generates support for and participation in the program.

The focus of our analysis is on strategies to recruit and retain program participants,
including trainees/students, public and private sector employers, other entities related
to business and industry, and educational institutions. Retention is very important to
promotion, because it is one of the factors that potential participants use to judge the
program. Within this framework, public promotion activities also are captured.
Recruitment of educational institutions typically has not been an issue in either the
career advancement or school-to-work programs because, with one exception in each
model, they are either operated by the public school system or with a local
vocational-technical institute or community college.

Recruitment of StudentslTrainees in School-to-Work Programs

The most commonly used, and reportedly the most effective, method of recruiting
participants for all the programs is by word-of-mouth. Many applicants hear about
the program from participants, friends, or relatives.

Those school-to-work programs that are operated by public school systems rely, at
least in part, on referrals from guidance counselors, teachers and others in the system,
as well as from the courts, law enforcemrnt and social service agencies, churches,
and other organizations that are in contact with the members of the target population
and/or their families. They also make information available directly to the target
population, such as in the Portland Investment in which program information is given
to free school lunch recipients and also mailed to Kid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) recipients by the welfare departmmt.
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The school system programs also make use of presentations to students during the
school year and open houses held for students and parents. FOT instance, the
Philadelphia High School Academies staff make presentations at the middle schools
(since the program serves grades 9-12) and contact interested students and their
parents periodically to keep them informed and maintain their interest until the
students are eligible to enroll. At the Southeast Institute of Culinary Arts, two
counselors from each high-school in a three-county area are invited to visit the St.
Augustine Technical Center and have lunch prepared by the culinary students. The
counselors then go back to their schools and choose students to form a group of 125
who visit the Center, receive an orientation, and have lunch.

The school-to-work programs that target out-of-school youth and adults use a
combination of approaches to attract students: newspaper articles and adverdsements,
public service announcements (PSAs) in the media, appearances on radio and
television talk shows, posters, brochures, flyers, newsletters, presentations to
community groups, and exhibits at job fairs and career days.

The out-of-school programs also employ a variety of recruitment mechanisms based
on the particular segment of the population they wish to attract. In Los Angeles, for
example, the program serves many immigrants, emphasizing the use of multilingual
announcements, advertisements, and presentations appropriate to the various ethnic
and minority groups in the city. The ANEW program has a requirement that 55
percent of its enrollment be minorities. Therefore, outreach efforts target media and
special groups, centers and events popular in various communities, as well as
agencies serving African Americans, Asians, Hispanics, and Native Americans. At
the Central Area Motivation Program, which serves a broad base of multicultural
clients, Apprenticeship and Nontraditional Employment for Women (ANEW) staff
hold a 7-hour orientation session to acquaint women at the Center with ANEW.

Several programs maintain a waiting list for applicants who cannot enroll because the
number of training slots is limited, the content or structure of the training does not
lend it ;elf to participants entering after the session or cycle has started, and/or the
applicant has not met requirements for entry into the program. Applicants who are
ineligible, unsuitable, or decide they are not interested are usually directed to
alternative programs or other options that may meet their needs.

Recruitment of Employers in School-to-Work Programs

An examination of recruitment strategies for employers is not complete without
recognizing that several key aspects undergird effective marketing efforts. Foremost
among them is the credibility imparted to the program by the presence of respected
private industry leaders on the progam's advisory group or board of directors.
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Equally important ts the ability of the program to produce graduates with the types
of skills needed by employers. In every program studied, the training curriculum has

been developed and updated in consultation with
employers in the particular industry or business.
Even in Louisville, where the program does not
train in specific job skills, curriculum developers
confer with a consortium of employers regarding
employability and work maturity skills development.
Most of the programs have an on-the-job or labora-
tory training component of some sort, and involve
employer approved certification of skills, generally
stated as competencies. In programs with OJT

and/or work experience, students are matched with employers on the basis of skills/
interests/needs and go through a probationary period. This provides some selectivity

for the tmployer. These factors, combined with information on placement and
retention, also art persuasive in marketing the programs to employers.

Most of the strategies used in employer recruitment capitalize on the I:1 Or Atr..1

ongoing success of the program, information that is perceived as insIvrrant All

parties when recruiting employers. For instance, in Portland, the CamiA1047 of
Commerce publishes a widely distributed monthly nevslener in which the Business/
Youth Exchange Coordinator writes a column describing the activities, successes, and

new initiatives of the Portland Investment. The PhiAelphia High School Academics
(PHSA) administrator mails a promotional package to potential employers and
follows up with a telephone call and possibly a meeting. The PHSA Board of
Directors, composed of about 30 business, education, and union leaders, assists in
identifying likely firms and the appropriate contact person(s). The most commonly
used employer recruitment methods art as follows:

Foremost among recruitment strate-
gies for employers is having re-
spected private industry leaders on
the program's advisory group or
board of directors. This imparu
credibility to the program.

Personal contact, by program directors and staff, with owners of small
businesses, supervisors and personnel directors in large companies,
officials in business associations, and training coordinators at various

unions;

Word-of-mouth from employers who have hired one or more program
trainees;

Periodic newsletters, other publications, and public appearances (including
radio and television) by staff to promote the program to businesses,
professional associations, and others;

Provision of the opportunity for employers to tk the training facilities,
observe training, and talk with staff and students;
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Promotional efforts made by members of the Board, advisory groups, or
other affiliated groups to their colleagues in the business community;

Development of customized training programs to fulfill needs of the
employer(s); and

Participation by pr:gram staff and board/committee members in various
philanthropic, fraternal, social, and community organizations that offer
opportunities for formal and informal networking.

Personal contact is considered by most pmgrams to be the most effective recruiting
tool. In New York City, the Joint Urban Manpower Program (JUMP) board
members call their colleagues to generate support for training slots. The backing of
four major professional societies and prestige of the board members lend considerable
credibility to the recruitment efforts. Perhaps the most dramatic examplt of the use
of personal contact in a recruitment effort took place when the Louisvillt. Partnership
began in 1988. Its chair formed a task force of 65 encutives loaned by their
companies to recruit employers to provide jobs for the at-risk students targeted by the
program. Organized in teams, the executives contacted about 450 employers via
letters and followup telephone calls and personal visits. After only 6 weeks, 127
employers had committed about 1,200 jobs. In the Los Angeles prop-am, teachers
are required to make contacts with industry representatives. Their jab descriptions
include making regular visits to employers, and assisting employers who use the
school like a hiring hall or refeaal service (e.g., calling the instructor to find out
which students may be finishing, when, and with what skill level). The location of
700 auxiliary branches in communiies and businesses within the Los Angeles area
also provides ongoing opportunities for sharing of resources and outreach.

Reimb:...Asement for all or a portion of the employers' training costs are reported as
a significant recruitment incentive in two progams. The JUMP and the Huntsville
programs share this feature.

Recruitment of Other Key Participants in School-to.Work Programs

Five of the ten school-to-work programs have representatives from organized labor
on their boards or planning committees: ANEW, the Portland Investment, the
Louisville Partnership, PHSA, and the Cooperative Federation for Educational
Experiences (Project COFFEE). These members not only show support for the
program, but also help to ensure access to job slots protected by collective bargaining
agreements; to utilize employees covered by collective bargaining agreements as
trainers, teachers, or supervisors within the program; and to develop and maintain
training programs that enhance graduates' entry into occupations represented by
organized labor.
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The advisory groups for the Portland Investment, Project COFFEE, and the Louisville
Partnership also include elected public officials and/or leaders of community-based
organizations. In Los Angeles, public officials are involved in a brokering capacity
u new program elements are introduced. In all cases, the inclusion of these
members is based on their leadership, political clout, ability to command financial
and other resources, and/or reputation among target groups in the community.

Recruitment of these highly influential members generally occurs during the
developmental phase of the program, not after the program has been implemented.
Program maturity seems to affect only the need to replace original members who may
eventually resign.

Recruitment of Students/Trainees in Career Advancement Programs

Trainee recruitment in the carer advancement programs is quite different fix= the
school-to-work programs since these programs generally serve existing employees
within a company, and, therefore, have a "captive" audience. Employers use a
variety of methods to inform employees of opportunities. In all cases, training is on
a voluntary basis, so internal promotion is low-key, but fairly constant. At Crouse-
Hinds, for instance, recruitment is done through use of bulletin boards, booklets,
individual counseling, and certain incentives to pursue degree programs.

rienesis Health Ventures uses its training program as a recruitment vehicle. It

employs a variety of strategies including newsletters within the company which focus
on training, pictures of graduation exercises prominently displayed within the
facilities, special seminars on career issues for employees, an alumni day to bring
together graduates to share ideas and socialize, a brelhure within the company to
recruit participants, and word-of-mouth advertising from participant to participant.

The Milwaukee Help In Re-Employment (H.LR.E) Program recruits dislocated (or
soon to be dislocated) employees through notices, presentations, and local unions.

Public Promotion in Career Advancement Programs

Informing both professional organizations and the general public sbout their program
activities helps career advancement programs stay current regardmg raining- and
industry-related technology while promoting their organizations. Genesis Health
Ventures uses promotional tools such as company literature to maintain good public
relations and also to recruit qualified health care professionals to the organization as
potential employees. Additionally, the company recruits more customers for its
facilities, because it becomes known for quality enhancements, continuity in patient
care, and expanded services. The use of the training program as a promotional
technique is of strategic importance because it demonstrates the level of professional
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nursing care that is available to Genesis' customers. In so doing, the image of
traditional nursing home care delivery is transformed.

The Crouse-Hinds Program is promoted externally through its training manager's
memberships on several local and State advisory boards, participation in training

conferences sponsored by the American Society
of Training and Development and through presen-
tations to university classes.Informing both professional organiza-

tions and the general public about
their program activities helps career
advancement programs to stay techno-
logically current while promoting
their organizations.

'-

Prairie State 2000 uses a system of field represen-
tatives to help promote its programs. In addition,
third parties such as the Management Association
of Illinois and the Economic Development
Council of the Peoria Area help tap into the
existing networks of organizations with constitu-

encies that include potential candidates for funding through the Prairie State 2000
Authority.

H.I.R.E. staff promote their training to area employers to encourage them to provide
on-the-job training (OTI) for program participants. This promotion is done primarily
by phone and personal visits.

The Stillwater, Oklahoma Indian-Meridian Area Vocational-Technical Center (AVTC)
promotes its Management Development program through its existing linkages with
business and industry, which includes its five-member board and local employers.
In addition, the AVTC maintains various ad hoc relationships with local business and
industry. Its chief executive officer (CEO) nemork also helps to serve as a
promotional vehicle.

Retention of Students1Trainees in Schooko-Work Programs

Retention of students or trainees enrolled in the various school-to-work programs is
quite high. (In this report, "retention" uses the meaning common in the employment
and training field, i.e., to remain in the program or the jobrather than the meaning
common in the education system, i.e., not passing a pupil into the next grade.) The
factors that contribute to low dropout rates include the following:

Screening applicants for the motivation and/or skill levels needed for the
program;

Signing written agreements that specify the obligations of the participants
(student, school, and employer) in the program;
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Providing or helping applicants to obtain the types of support and
remediation services needed to qualify for and/or remain in the proVarn;

Tailoring the content and schedule of the training to the individual's level
when appropriate;

Providing a supportive learning environment;

Taking a personal interest in the trainee; and

Coordinating work experience in the summer or after school as part of
career exploration and decisionmaking.

All of the school-to-work programs have an on component, offer placement
services, or arrange employment in a full- or part-time job. In the St. Louis,
Huntsville, ANEW, and New York City programs, the students are actually earning
while learning. In some programs, only certain students may receive wages [e.g., if
eligible under the Job Training Partnership Act (MA)]. Earning income and the
prospect of a job with meaningful career oppormnities are powerful inducements to
trainees to stay in the program. In addition, program staff typically follow up with
the employer or supervisor as well as the student to monitor progress, identify and
help to resolve problems, and obtain feedback that can be used to improve student
performance. In helping to solve problems in the workplace, staff are able to tailor
program activities to more appropriately meet the needs of the employers and the
trainees. This type of continuing supervision and support, as well as the potential for
full-time employment when the program ends, sustains higher retention rates.

Retention of Employers in Schoobto-Work Programs

Employers stay with the various school-to-work programs primarily because their
immediate staffmg needs are met and they may have the opportunity to acquire, over
time, experienced personnel to support continued 7roductivity. The following are
factors that enhance or ensure retention of employers:

Screening of applicants/students by the training institution to ensure that
minimum skill requirements and motivation are present for entry into the
program and placement in a training slot or actual job;

Designing and providing training that is relevant to the employers' needs;

Giving employers the fmal say about accepting and/or hiring individual
trainees;
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Reimbursing employers for all or part of the training they provide;

Developing formal agreements or contracts that spell out the terms of the
parmership;

Involving industry representatives as members of the program's governing
body or advisory group and holding regular meetings to assess program
status;

Having business and trade representatives develop and/or guide develop-
ment of the curriculum and periodically review the contents to recommend
improvements on a regular basis, typically every 1 to 3 years;

Maintaining frequent contact among the partners at both the decision-
making or policy level and the work experience or training level;

Having participating employers and industry groups market the program
to other employers;

Demonstrating that the objectives of the program are being met and
getting that news out to the business community;

Maintaining CEO networks of participating employers where the CEOs
gather periodically, often under the auspices of the school, to discuss their
training needs and the program.

Some of these are the same factors observed in maintaining luikages among the
partners and also serve as inducements or rewards for participation. One would
expect similarity given the close relationship between linkages and retention.

Many of the programs require written agreements with the employers who train and/
or hire program participants. These agreements generally stipulate the expectations
of each party and often provide a detailed outline of the training that the employer
will provide. Agreements ensure that all participants know what is expected during
the course of the year and what outcomes are possible. The Huntsville School to
Apprenticeship Program uses a signed agreement between the employer and both the
Alabama Department of Educationfor a 12-month periodand the student and his/
her parent or guardian The employer has the fuil decision about whether to accept
the student into full-time apprenticeship after completion of the program.

The Hur'sville, St. Louis, and Los Angeles programs, as well as JUMP and ANEW,
have training conducted in whole or in part at the employers' worksite. Program
staff either provide the training directly or make visits to the worksite to monitor
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progress, coordinate activities, and identify problems. This ongoing interaction
among program staff, site supervisors, and trainees at the operational levels generates
a high degree of professional and personal investment in the program. It also serves
to reduce employer apprehension regarding having students in the workplace.

The Southeast Institute of Culinary Arts (SICA) serves as a continual resource to
employers in that it offers use of its facilities when a restaurant or caterer has
equipment problems, and use of its students by caterers to prepare and serve at
various functions. Local fums employ about 80 percent of the students in either full-
time or part-time positions during training. These "placement" services are offered
free of charge and not only respond to the needs of local employers but also offer
valuable work experience and income for the students. As a further incentive to
employers, the St. Augustine Technical Center guarantees employers that it will
retain, for free, any graduate who does not perform up to par.

The economic necessity for competent employees at entry-level positions and beyond,
the existence of a viable program for providing requisite training, and, in many cases,
a sense of responsibility for the well-being of one's community and country all
conuibute to the continuing involvement of the business, industry, labor, education,
and other groups in the programs visited.

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

The organization and staffing patterns of the school-to-work programs differ
markedly from those of the career advancement programs. The nature of the two
types of programs, their target groups, and setting require different structures.

School-to-Work Programs

The organizational and stafrmg structure of all 10 school-to-work programs is similar
in at least 2 respects. First, each program has created a distinct entity to coordinate
and implement activities. Among the postsecondary programs this tends to be a
separate, legally constinned entity (e.g., ANEW and JUMP). One secondary program
is also in this category. PHSA was formed in 1988 after nearly 20 years of operating
the academies as independent entities. Among most of the secondary programs,
however, selected school district staff form this action group.

Second, every program has a full-time director, administrator, or coordinator (except
the very small Huntsville School-to-Apprenticeship program). This individual
typically spends a major portion of his or her time promoting the program in order
to recruit new employers and maintain the base of support already established.
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Full-time teaching or training staff represent the largest group in the staffing patterns
across the school-to-work programs (see Exhibit 1 for details on staffing structure).
In most cues, instructors assume some responsibility for developing jobs, coordi-
nating with employers who art providing students' work experience or OJT, and
following up on trainees after their placement to get feedback on their performance,
as well as training. ANEW and JUMP both have counselors who provide career and
personal counseling. In most programs, counseling is done by teaching staff, and in
some cases, the program director. Four of the programs have one or more
administrative/clerical support staff and two have instructional aides.

Career Advancement Programs

Each of the career advancement programs is organized with a program coordinator
or a training manager who oversees the operation and manages the training
instuctors and other administrative personnel as needed. Program design, numbers
of participants, and geography seem to dictate the organization structure and staffing
patterns of the programs. As illustrated in Exhibit 1A, no uniform pattern is evident
across programs. In fact, the career advancement programs are characterized by their
individuality.

The Prairie State 2000 programs provide an interesting variation, with a central office
and two field offices. The central office in Chicago is staffed by one CEO, one
fiscal officer, one data coordinator, one contracts coordinator, and one secretary. The
Northern Illinois field office has one three-quarter time field representative; the
Central Illinois field office has one half-time field representative; and the Southern
Illinois field office has one quarter-time field representative.

The Milwaukee H.I.R.E. Program has a unique matrix management approach, in
which each participating organization provides some of the staffing. The Milwaukee
Area Technical College provides three staff persons to perform orientation, skills
assessment, job search skills training, and career counseling. The Job Service
provides two staff persons for career counseling, job search assistance, and placement
assistance. The AFL-CIO provides two staff persons for overall management and
coordination, and the United Way provides one staff person for counseling and
referrals .

StafflTrainee Ratio

The ratio of teaching staff to trainees varies considerably and is assessed differently
in different programs. For instance, there is no consistency in how programs "count"
volunteers or part-time staff. However, in most programs the ratio seems to be 1
staff person for every 10 to 25 students.
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Stqff Qualjfications

Regarding qualifications of the instructors, teachers in the public tchool systems must
meet their respective States' requirements for =raft:lion. In two of the programs
serving adults (Los Angeles and SICA), the instructors can be iiired and begin
teaching based on their industry experience aud/or level of achievement recognized
by their professional association, but must thr tegin worldagg toward State
certification. The JUMP instnictor has both an advanced degree in engineering and
work experience in construction engineering. In the ANEW program, the instnictors
are certified vocational education teachers. Across all prugrams and types of staff,
regardless of professional qualifications, a real commitment to the program goals and
to the students on a personal basis was apparent and is regarded as essential.

TRAINING PROGRAMS OFFERED

The training offered by the model programs varies steady and is based on local labor
market needs. However, one common element across most programs was the use of

%nom a contract or agreement between the individual
trainee :Ail d the program. At a minimum, the

The training offered by the model document identifies the responsibilities of students
programs varies greatly and is based and what the educational institution and/or mo-
on local labor market needs. ployer will provide. Frequently, in the career

advancement programs, the ageement includes
information concerning the employee's continuing

commitment to the employer. In some school-to-work programs, the contract
requires parent signatures. In addition to a client agreement with each trainee, JUMP
has signed agreements with employers covering their commitment to hire one or
more trainees. Firms apply their personnel policies relating to "new hires" prior to
their trainees' enrollment in JUMP.

Target Audience

The primary target group for 6 of the 10 school-to-work programs studied is at-risk
youth (and adults in some cases). For a student to be identified as at risk, a formal
or informal assessment of his or her training needs and barriers was conducted.
Several of the programs test the applicant's reading and math levels and three
administer interest and/or aptitude inventories at the outset of the program. None of
the programs reported that applicants are screened ow based on the results of formal
assessment tools. All of the programs include a personal interview with the director
or other staff as part of the assessment process. It is generally during this interview
that the student's need for the program is established; then, a training Otsigi, based
on individual needs, is generated for the uainee. The definition of "at risk" is
program specific and includes one or more of the following descriptors: dropout,
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"discipline problem," student working two grades behind grade level, non-English
speaker, or student with a diagnosed disability.

The career advancement programs are offered for employees of specific companies,
except for the program, which trains workers who have been dislocated from
a variety of industries.

Types of Training Offered in Schooko-Work Programs

Private sector and school system officials in several school-to-work programs
mentioned that, although preparing young people for the work world is an extremely
important component of the school system's mission, it is not the entire mission.
They are concerned that some partnership programs focus so intently on the
Workforce 2000 issues that they lose sight of their mission to prepare students to
become productive members of society, not just productive workers. The school-to-
work programs are designed to ease the transition process, whether it be immediately
to the work world or to further education or training. However, the programs also
are designed to keep students in high school until they graduate and to move at-risk
students out of that category permanently, thereby fulfilling the broader mission of
the schools.

The 10 school-to-wnrk programs offer 8 types of training in a variety of combina-
tions, as follows:

Acadenticngular high school English, math, and social study classes;

Basic Skillsreading and math remediation as well as English as a second
languar;

GED Preparationtopics related to the test;

Occupational Skillstraining for entry-level and higher positions in a
specific industry or work role (e.g., food service, computer maintenance);

Preemployment Skillsvalues clarification, decisionmaking, goal setting,
labor market information, self-esteem development, and world-of-work
expectations;

Job Seeking Sid Ilsapplication preparation, resume writing, interviewing;

EmployabilitylLife-Coping Skillsattendance, punctuality, conflict
resolution, quality orientation, communications, interpersonal relationships,
problemsolving, money management, drug and alcohol abuse prevention,
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expectations on the job, teamwork
workers; and

Physical Conditioningstrength
coordination.

and dealing with the attitudes of co-

and flexibility development and

Exhibit 5 displays the types of training offered at each school-to-work study site, as
well as the primary delivery methods used.

The model programs all enjoy very strong linkages with industry and are very
responsive to local market needs, both in choosing which occupational skills to offer
and in defming a "work-ready" individual. The specific occupations for which
training is offered by each program are listed on the page following Exhibit S.

Several aspects of the training offered by the school-to-work programs are especially
critical. The job-specific, envy-level skills are certainly important and many
employers like the opportunity to ensure that skill training content matches industry
and company needs. Employers contribute their expertise to ongoing program
development by serving on program advisory committees that review curricula, and/
or by offering GJT that emphasizes company-specific practices.

Of equal importance to the
employers' perspective, are

success of continuing partnerships, particularly from the
employability and basic skills development These skills

are offered in every program, and include topics
like math and English, oral communications
skills, problemsolving, work world expectations,
and understanding organizational climates.
Employers report that student success in these
content areas is related to high placement and
retention rates. Trainees claim that mastery of
the content helps to build their self-esteem.

The school-to-work programs are
designed to ease the transition
process; however, the programs also
are designed to fulfill the broader
mission of the schools.

Similarly, job search skills contribute to making
trainees placement-ready and to building self-confidence.

Two other aspects of the curriculum also are reportedly related to increases in
participants' self-esteem and confidence: preemployment training and physical
conditioning. In both instances, the training provides opportunities for trainees to be
successful in education/training-associated activities. A number of trainees indicated
to our project staff that the personal attention they received, and the success they
achieved, were among the few instances of either that they had ever encountered in
the school setting.
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EXHIBIT 5

TYPES OF TRAINING OFFERFD AND PRIMARY DELIVERY METHODS
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS

Program

Types of Training Offered Primary Delivery Methods

Aced&
mk

Bask
Skills GED

Om-
potions!

Skills

Pre-
employ-

ment
Skills

Job
Seeking
Skills

Employ-
ability/
Life-

Coping

Physical
Condi-
Honing

Class-
MOM

Simu is-
Hon/
Lab

Work
Ever-
knce OJT

Huntsville X X X X X X X X

Los Angeles X X X X X X X X X

Louisville X X X X X

Philadelphia X X X X X X X X

Portland X X X X X X X X X X

COME X X X X X X X L_ X

X

X X

St. Louis X X X X X X X X
.aamisma

XANEW X X X X X
.zrammmmxirm..-1-

X X X

JUMP X X X adding
X

adding
X

X X

S1CA X X X X X X X

*Fums with trainees who do not have a diploma are required by NYSDOT to send the trainees to
JUMP (rather than submit their own training plan). JUMP sees that these trainees are enrolled
in evening GED classes to obtain their GED before graduation from JUMP.
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Huntsville Project COFFEE
Machinist Computer Maintenance
Electrician Word Processing
Electronics Technician Horticulntre/Agricuhme
Carponer Building/Grounds Maintenance
Drafter
Plumber St. Louis

Banking
Los Angeles Business

Agricultural & Environmental City Government
Studies Financial Services

Business Customer Service
Electronics & Computer Science

Louisville
Company-specific full- and
part-time positions

FhiladeOlsia
Automotive
Business
Electronic
Environmental Technology
Health
Horticulture
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Additionally, the preemployment training often explicitly addresses workplace norms
and attitudes including treatment of new hires, performance, expectations, language,
and gender and social attitudes; preparing the individual for what to expect and how
to respond improves the odds that the trainee will succeed in that situation.

In designing the training, program developers have worked within thek. respective
States' requirements related to child labor laws. In-school workplace training for
secondary students, as well as out-of-school work experience, typically does not
begin until the minimum age level stipulated by the State.

Types of Training Offered in Career Advancement Programs

The training offered in career advancement programs differs from school-to-work
transition training in several respects. There is less concentration on the entry-level,
preemployment, and employability development skills, and a greater concentration

on specific vocational skills development in career advancement programs. There
also is less concentration on basic skills, unless an employee assessment has indicated
that such a focus is warranted before vocational skills can be mastered.

The occupational training areas in the career advancement programs are presented on

the following page.

Two features of the training in career advancement programs are readily apparent:
the training is designed to meet the particular needs of the employer and to offer
career development opportunities for the employees. All of the model programs ir
the study share an emphasis on customization to accomplish these objectives.
Descriptions of the general approach used in two different model programs illustrate

this point.

The Stillwater, Oklahoma program includes management and supervisory training
which normally is provided onsite at local plains during normal work hours. In some
instances, the training focuses on specific topics or skills such as listening skills. In
other instances, the training is more generic and improves ongoing organizational
development activities. FI:r example, it is common for the local sponsor to provide
regularly scheduled employee involvement seminars for team leaders at local plants.

The management and supervisory training is customized along three dimensions.
First, training reflects the products, manufacturing processes, and organizational
structures at each local plant. Second, the training complements management and
supervisory training available from other sources, such as the training provided by
parent corporations. This training frequently involves important degrees of corporate
procedures and corporate culture. Another common other source of management and
supervisory training is State and national associations which address important
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Occupational Training in Career Advancement Programs

Crouse-Hinds
Job/skill-specific training
Employee development programs
Associate degrees in:
Applied Science
Management
Manufacturing Engineering

Genesis Health Ventures
Nursing Assistant Specialist
Senior Nursing Assistant

Specialist
Senior Nursing Assistant

Specialist Coordinator
Associate Degree in Nursing

Prairie State 2000 Authority
New technology training

(e.g., CNC, office
automaticii)

Productivity/quality improvement
systems veining (e.g., SPC)

"Quality" management and
supervisory training

Occupational "building block"
skills tridning

ndMeridiankrir
Management and supervisory

Employer-specific occupational
skills training

Training in specialized new
techniques

Office automation training
Training in safety and other

specialized areas

kfilwrukee
Job search sIdlls training
Career planning and occupational

assessment
Job-specific skill training
OJT
Life coping assistance
Adult basic education
Skills upgrading
English as a second language
OED preparation

specific features relevant to their industry/occupational targets. Therefore, the
management and supervisory training prz tided by the local sponsor is coordinated
with the training provided by other sources, and complements the other training by
filling gaps and building upon and extending the applicability of the trainhig provided
by the other sources. Third, the management and supervisory training is customized
by coordinating it with the other types of training provided by the local sponsor,
particularly occupational skills training, training in specialized techniques such as
statistical process control (SPC) and computerized numerical control (CNC), and
office automation training.
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In the Prairie State 2000 program, a variety of educational, business/trade and
community-based economic development organizations are utilized to market, arrange
or provide training based on the local employers' needs. Among these organizations
are the Management Association of Illinois (MAI) and the Economic Dewlopment
Council of the Peoria Area.

MAI's approach to training arises directly from the response of American business
to the threat from international manufacturing companion. Therefore, it is related
to the introduction of new technology, the improvement of productivity/quality, and
the enhancement of the overall competitiveness of U.S. industry. The approach
envisioned to achieve these outcomes is a reorganization of production processes
arising from a top-to-bottom "culwre change" in which employees at all levels gain
new perspectives of themselves, their competitors, and their coworkers. Once they
have gained top level support for this mission of change, they provide comprehensive
management and supervisory training. The management and supervisory training
leads naturally into establishment of employee involvement mechanisms and
implementation of team-building activities. With those activities underway, MAI
turns its attention to the four other forms of training provided. These include
traditional occupational skills training, training in new manufacturing technioues,
office automation training, and basic skills training.

The Economic Development Council of the Peoria Area serves as broker between
the Prairie State 2000 Authority and the companies which are potential candidates for
the program's funding. They operate on an ad hoc basis to arrange different types
of training for each participating company, based on the firm's unique needs, whether
that requires occupational skills training or training in employee involvement and
reorganization of the production processes.

Exhibit 5A summarizes the types of training and delivery methods used at the career
advancement programs.

Training Methods

All of the model programs use a variety of teaching and training methods in different
combinations, depending on the subject area. All the programs stress the need for

using experiential, hands-on, task/job-related

All the programs stress the need for
using experiential, hands-on, taskIjob-
related techniques in dealing with
trainees, whether they are adult
learners or youth.

techniques in dealing with trainees, whether they
are adult learners or youth. Programs also rely
heavily on interaction and feedback between
instructors and trainees to ensure that the trainees
achieve competency in the given topic area. All
of the programs include classroom trgning to
some degree, although the instructors use less
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ExHuirr SA

TYPES OF TRAINING OFFERED AND PRIMARY DEAVERY METHODS
IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Program

Types of Training Offered
i

Primary DeHry Methods

Acade-
mk

Bask
Skills GED

Occu-
pational

Skills

Pre-
employ-

ment
Skills

Job
Seeking

Skills

Employ-
ability/
Life-

Coping
Skills

Physkal
Condi-
tioning

Clais.
room

Simu la-
lion/
Lab

Work
Ever-
knce OJT

Cmuse-Hinds/
Cooper Indus-
tries

X
(to meet
manage-

MCI It

needs, state
require-
ments,

apprentice-
ship

require-
ments,

technologi-
cal change,
or develop

ment
needs)

X
(general
develop-
ment like

team
building,
listening

skills,
super-
visory

training)

X

,

I

Genesis Health
Ventures

X X X X
(career

seminars)

X
(mentor-

ing)

I

X
(75%)
(work-
based

karning,
team

learning.
individual
coaching/
tutoring)

X
(25%)

X

,
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EXHIBIT 5A

TIMES OF TRAINING OFFERED AND PRIMARY DELIVERY METHODS'
IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Types of Training Offered

Made-
Program ink

Illinois Prairie
State 2000
Employer-based

Program

Indian-Meridian
AVTC

Milwaukee
H.I.R.E. Pro-
gram

?Mk
Skills

Gust
initiat-

ed;
labor
forte

is
gener-

ally
well

educat-
ed)

X

GED

X

Ocas-
ptiona:

Skills

(buildiag.
block
skills)

X

X

Pre-
onploy-

ment
Skins

Primary Delivery Methods

Employ-
ability/

Job Life-
Seeking Coping
Skills Skills

Shnnia- Work
tion/ Exper-
Lab fence orr

X

X
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lecture and considerably more small group work, individual activities, interaction,
modeling, and practice of specific tasks than is typically observed in classroom
teaching (see Exhibits 5 and 5A).

School-to-Work Programs

In the school-to-work programs, a relatively high percentage of time (e.g., up to 50
percent in COFFEE, St. Louis, Los Angeles, ANEW, and SICA) is spent in
laboratory or mock settings that simulate work environments. For example, the
horticulture =dents at Project COFFEE operate a greenhouse and landscape
"business." They grow the plants and flowers, market their products and services,
design plantings, and tend landscaped areas throughout the community. The
simulation allows them to practice all the skills identified as necessary to work
successfully in a horticultural business without incurring the stress of a worksite
situation. The horticulture students at PHSA have designed, developed, and now
maintain a number of very professional looking gardens in the school courtyards,
including a Japanese ornamental garden, an English hedge garden, and a tropical
garden complete with a pond and waterfall. Similar types of operations are employed
in other trade areas in COFFEE, PHSA, and Los Angeles.

Many of the programs also use actual work on the job as part of the training. In

some cases training is formal OJT in which the employes is required to prepare
training objectives and agrees to train and to evaluate the student against those
objectives. In other cases, less formal arrangements are made with employers who
hire srrients in part-time positions while they are still in school, and full-time in the
summer The program may then use the students' work experience as a training tool

to develop employability skills.

The training at SICA includes the daily operation of the school's cafeteria and faculty
dining room. This is not actually OJT, because the students do not get paid for their
training. However, the training does take place under the same production pressure
that exists in an employment situation. Thus, there is only slightly more margin for
error than would exist in a formal OJT situation. The Los Angeles Skill Center
printing and data entry/word processing programs operate very much like the SICA

program. The work is real even though it is for a school system or community
service agency; the margin for error is smalL

Three other aspects of training delivery deserve special nom. First, every program
uses a competency-based curriculum Instructional materials and tracking of trainee
progress are keyed to specific knowledge, skill, and attitude competencies, usually
stated with performance criteria, and always related to specific work tasks The work
task then becomes the organizing mechanism for training =tent. Typically, learning
activities are work-task based. Performing the task becomes the learning vehicle;
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trainees learn by doing, and achieve mastery through repetition and refinement of
technique. Moreover, they gain self-confidence u they achieve task mastery,
knowing that the task is (or is very similar to) what they will do on the job. The
task-based model also is extremely helpful for trainees with basic skill deficiencies.

A second notable aspect of training delivery observed in all the programs is an
interaction pattern in the learning environment that differs from the Interaction pattern
of typical schoolrooms. Teachers and trainees generally interact on a first name
basis. More important, in most laboratory training environments, and even many
classrooms, the teacher usumes the role of supervisor, work is allocated by skill
level and job priority, tasks are assigned to individuals or teams by work order, and
timely performance is expected. In addition, interaction patterns mimic work
environments as trainee questions are frequently answered by referring trainees to
reference manuals, by assisting the trainee decision-maldng process by uldng
"troubleshooting" questions, or by pairing the trainee with a more experienced
participant. Trainees are neither given the answer nor abandoned to their own
devices, but are guided to the information that enables them to answer the question
for themselves. After trainees find the answer, they are reinforced with feedback.
Again, it is a form of learning by doing, and is much more efficient and supportive
than trial-and-error learning.

Another important aspect of the interaction pattern in training is demonstration and
coaching. Mcst tasks are demonstrated by the instructor. Then trainees practice and
learn the task with the instructor and often other more experienced trainees. These
other trainees, who in some programs work like team leaders or crew chiefs, coach
trainees, correcting and reinforcing their performance.

A third characteristic of training design is that virtually every aspect of model
program curricula enables trainees to take control of their own lives. The nonoccupa-
tional-specific training content is aimed at building and developing life coping skills
and a sense of personal accountability. A goal of all the training is to get trainees
to accept adult-level responsibility for their own actions and decisions. Even the
disciplinary options such as "time-out" areas and "suspension from work without
pay" (for school absence, for example) are built on this model. Of course, lessons
assigned as individual and team-work tasks also facilitate the acceptance of individual
responsibility for performance.

Career Advancement Programs

The training provided in career advancement programs. differs from school-to-work
programs in that there is less concentration on enrry-level, preemployment, or
employability skills. Further, there is less concentration on basic skills unless an
assessment has indicated a basic slcills focus is warranted.
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All of the career advancement programs use experiential training techniques, and also

pay particular auention to the needs of the adult learner. Some of the considerations
to accommodate adult learners follow.

Instructors understand that each person's educational level and experience
with new technology will vary. They begin at whatever level is
appropriate for the individual employee and proceed at a pace comfortable
to the individual to bring the individual up to the level of the class.
Sometimes pacing is accommodated by providing tutoring.

Instructors recognize that stress may be associated with being back in the
classroom so they help employees adjust, and demonstrate the practical
applican of what they will be learning. As one instructor put it,
"Technology is changing so rapidly that we must make people comfort-
able with constant change."

Flexible schedules are used for training in most program. Among the
options, training can be offered during regular working hours, in tbe
evening, or, in some cases, on Saturday mornings.

Special attention is given to help people make up for missed classes.
Most training managers feel that even when an employee drops out of a
class, that person has still learned some things that will improve
productivity on the job. Therefore, a dropout is not necessarily considered
a program failure. Employees are often told that they will have the
opportunity for training again even if they drop out, and some do go back
into the class at a later date.

Trainees get one-on-one attention from the instructor as needed. Worksite
demonstrations of new technology art commonplace, and nnoring is
provided as needed, without stigma.

Small groups or teams are used to target instruction to the appropriate
leveL

Generally, trainees' grades do not go to their supervisors. However,
courses completed and degrees obtained are noted in their personnel files
and often count toward continuing credit at the partner educational
institution.

In addition to these factors, individual programs have developed particular policies
and modes of operation to enhance learning. For instance, Crouse-Hinds training

policies are very responsive to employees' needs. The training manager made it clear
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that if a training program is not going well for the employees, she will suspend
classes until changes can be made in the instructional style or content of the material
being presented. The opinions of the employees about the usefulness of the class and
the teaching techniques of the instructor appear to have high priority. They also use
employees as insructors when practical. They have an inhouse "training-the-trainer"
course which stresses adult learning principles. The Indian-Meridian AVTC provides
both special crosscompany training sessions for employees of companies in the CEO
network and local industry seminars featuring guest lectures by top experts in
management and organization development.

Training Mix

The mix of raining components, including the time spent on each content area, varies
widely from program to program. The mix is influenced by such factors as
certification requirements, graduation requirements of the institution offering the
raining, and the demands of the industry. The needs of the trainees also influence
the mix of training components in programs designed for the adult learners and for
at-risk populations.

School-to-Work Programs

Exhibit 6 displays the mix of components, location of training, and unique
characteristics of the training offered in the school-to-work programs.

Industry certification requirements of the industry help determine the time
requirements for programs such as JUMP where trainees spend 10 weeks full-time
in the classroom and 400 hours in full-time OJT. That schedule was implemented

a few years ago based on recommendations of the
board and employers. Previously, trainees had spent

The training mix is influenced by the entire 20 weeks in the program dividing their
sach factors as cernfication require- days between classroom and OJT. The employers
menu, graduation requirements of suggested that the training would be more effective
the institution offering the training, if it were more concentrated, and the current sched-
and the demands of the industry. ule was adopted. The SICA program is structured

around the certification requirements of the National
Culinary Association (NCA), because graduates of

the program are eligible for NCA Level I certification. However, the program also
must meet the Technical Center's State-approved credit requirements for graduation
in order for trainees to receive diplomas.

What seems especially noteworthy in most of the programs is the careful allocation
of time to occupational, work-readiness, and academic basic skills, each considered
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EXHIBIT 6

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAM

Program Mix of Components Location

3:0.E.
Unique Characteristics Size

Huntsville School-to-Appren-
ticeship

16 hrs. pa week academic
English
Government
Economics

History
20 hrs, per week OJT

4 hrs. per week related studies

Home high school (one
of five)

Job site

Huntsville Center for Tech-
nology

Advanced aedit in formal
apprenticeship upon comple-
non of program

Potential 12 to 20; currently 6
enrolled

Los Angeles Adult Regional
and Skills Center Program

Wide variety of occupational skills

Training is provided 16 hours per
day, 6 days per week

12 employment prep centers

26 adult schools

Open-entry/open-exit

Competency/task-based

Modularized for individual
pacing

Mix of regular high school
Indents with adults, disabled,
disadvantaged, dropouts

Some daises on she

Louisvilk Partnership Career developer teaches 11 corn-
petcocks in small groups or larger
class size

Students work in competency area
tmtil achieved

Work experience part-time

21 high schools in the district Each of 11 youth competen-
cies taught a increasing level
of difficulty fcw 4 years of
H.S.

Californis Computer Curricu-
lum (CCC)Computer sys-
tern for ba.ric skills
remediation

60-80 per school

Training in informal groups of
3-20

.
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OT1WR CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program Mix of Components Location Unique Characterisiks Size

Philadelphia High School 4 year high school program Primarily at high school Block rosteringacademy 1750 enrolled in 14 academics
Academies vocational plus academic students take all academic as

well as vocational courses
together

Parental involvement encour-
aged

Vocational & academic teach-
ers coordinate curriculum

Portland Investment Includes "academy" programs, job
readiness programs, basic skills,
GED, summer program with basic
skills component

High school

Community-based organiza-
lions

Program available to meet
virtually any need either on
direct service or referral basis

2,300 in 16 programs

Student Services Specialists in
middle schools to address
needs of al-risk strdents &
families

,

Parental involvement encour-

aged
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OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program Mix of Components Location Unique Characteristics Size

Project COFFEE Occupational skills, basic skills,
pre-employment, job search, em-
ployability/lire coping, physical
conditioning

20 hrs per week academic

20 hrs per week occupational
skills

80% time on task

High School (classroom shop
or simnlated work enviam-
ment)

Training programs operated
as businesses

Flexible scheduling to allow
for part-time employment

110 per year

St. Louis Off-Campus Work-
Study

15 hrs. per week academic

20 hrs per week OJT

Classes and OJT located at
place of business

Parental involvement

Classes on site in space rm-
vided by company

100 per year

ANEW 35 hrs per week-5 mos

Computer GED/besic skills

Occupational skills taught in simu-
Wed work environment includer
occupational skills; physical con-
ditioning employability life cop
ing; job search; pre-employment

Program is housed in a wing
of the Renton Vocational
Training Institute

3 mos job azarch club (post-
Wad)

Emphasis on spatial and phys-
ical skills

Training in study skills

Holistic swatch

Co-op ed or mid( experieme
available

50 per 9esSiOn
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OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program Mix of Components
I

Location Unique Characterinks Size

JUMP 35 hrs, of classroom training per
week that totals:

150 hrs, of basic math (geometry
and trigonometry) and draft-
ing principles/equipment, plus

250 hrs. specialized course in
either drafting or construction
inspection

400 hrs. OJT

Vocational Foundation, Inc.
in lower Manhattan for class-
room instruction

Empl s workplace for
OJT

One instructor teaches entire
technical course, supplement-
ed by visiting kcturers who
address specific subjects (e.g,
concrete, steel)

Outreach specialist conducts
employment-related work-
shot's

Trainees make field visits to
active job sites/headquaners
to observe operations

Training initiates a career path

Trainees are company em-
ployees

15-25 per cycle (2 cycks per
year)

SICA

.

I I

35 hrs. per week

2.year progmm-5 semesters per
year

12 bask courses cover all aspects
of food service/culinary arts

12 optional 9-week specialties

Basic skills/GED available

Computer fundamentals and job
Isearch/employability required

St Augustine Technical Cen-
ter

Operation of student cafeteria
and faculty dining room

Self-paced; student can be
certified after completion of
50% of required hours

1 2 t)
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competencies which relate to employability skills and work maturity. In so doing,
input was solicitetl from the private sector to ensure the relevancy of the curriculum
to the needs of the employer community. In implementing the curriculum, the career
developers try to gear the training to meet the needs of both the individual
participants and the employers.

Of course, Louisville, Project COFFEE, and the other programs that are offered
through the public high schools must either incorporate graduation requirements or
ensure that they coordinate with the regular school schedule so that the trainees earn
their diplomas. In Philadelphia, the programs are located at the regular high schools,
but the students are "block rostered" so that they take all their courses as a group.
However, despite the fact that they are not in the same classrooms as the other
students, they take the same required courses.

Career Advancemenz Programs

At the Genesis Health Ventures program, a formal career ladder is used to legitimize
the training program as a true carter advancement endeavor. Training is 75-percent
classroom, and 25-percent laboratory; however, classroom activities ars not solely
task-based and involve theory regarding aging and caring for the aged with
application that is directly related to the job.

The training program is used by Genesis Health Ventures as a promotional technique
to change the image of the nursing home industry on a general basis and, on a more
specific basis, to change local community perceptions of an organization's ability to
offer training that leads to better care for clients.

Crouse-Hinds provides occupational skills training to meet management needs, State
requirements, apprenticeship requirementg, technological changes, or employee
development needs. They also provide general development skills such u team
building, listening skills, supervisory training, and so forth.

With an open training policy encouraging all employees to participate, Clouse-Hinds
is potentially preventing dislocation fo.- some employees and providing career
advancement for others. They work closely with their local union committee to
ensure equitable access to training among all levels and classifications of employees.

Exhibit 6A summarizes the mix of components, location, and other aspects of the
training in career advancement programs.
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EXHIBIT 6A

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING
IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Program
Mix of Components,

Occupational Training Location Unique Characteristics Size

Cmuse-Hinds/Cooper Indus- Training for employees in job- Crouse-Hinds plant All training is on a voluntary 1,400 employee participants

tries specific, skill specific and gener-
al 'copies

Syracuse, New York basis, and is available to every
employee

Offers 3 Associate Degree pro-
grams:

Commitment to training is
pervasive throughout company

1) Applied Science
2) Management
3) Manufacturing Engineering

Training is viewed as both
career advancement and pre-
vention of worker dislocation

Plus many other job-related and
employee development prograw

Genesis Health Ventures Career ladder training program 30 nursing and retirement Use of the formal career ladder 438 participants (over 2 years

for homes in New England and with increased pay to legitimize
1) Nursing ksistant Specialist the mid-Atlantic region of the the program, and as a promo-

2) Senior Nursing Assistant
Specialist

3) Senior Nursing Assistant
Specialist Coordinator

4) Associate Degree in Nursing

75% classroom/25% laboratory

United States, 12 of which
are clustered in the Hartford,
Connecticut/Springfield, Mas-
sachusetts metropolitan areas

Classroom location in corn-
munity colleges near facili-
ties, with Holyoke Communi-
ty College being the oldest
partner and having the most
students

tional techniquefincentive

Instructors use models, visuals,
stories, newspapers, real world,
task-based, work-based and
theoretical learning situations

Program is voluntary, and
trainem participate on their
own time

1



EXHIBIT 6A
OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING

IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Location Unique Characteristics SizeProgram
Mix of Components/

Occupational Training

1 Illinois Prairie State 2000 Provides four types of training On-site at various small to Northern Illinois: 3,900 employees trained in

Employer-based Program New technology training medium-sirzd "primary" Top-to-bottom saturation train- program's fiscal year 1990
1

1

such as computerized numer-
ical control and office auto-
motion

companies in Illinois ing of all kinds of employees,
al all levels

Productivity/quality improve-
ment training (e.g., statistical
process control)

A one-stop, comprehensive
approach in which an organiza-
tion functions as both a broker

"Quality" management and
supervisory training

(wronging training, securing
funding) and training provider

Occupational 'building
blocks" skills training CentraVSouthern Illinois:

Linkage of 2 patties (employer
and training provider) with 2
pasties (economic development
council and program represen-
tative)



EXHIBIT 6A
OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING

IN CARFJER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Mix of Components/

Occupational Training Location Unique Characteristics Size

Indian-Meridian AVTC Specific program examined On-site at seven participating The Oklahoma State DVTE About 850
focuses upon management and companies in the local area model included:
supervisory training but organi-
zillion sponsoring this program
also provides the seven partici-
pating employers with:

Occupational skills training

Management and supervi-
sory training for a limited
number of participating
companies on an as-needed
basis

Training in specialized new
techniques such as SPC and

Payment of an annual
retainer fee

CNC
Office automation training

Partial funding of I mks-
sional position in the

Training in safety and other
specialized areas

AVTC

The local sponsor added 3
features:

A CEO Network of local
plant managers who meet
monthly
Special cross-company
training sessions for em-
ployees of companies in
the CEO Network
Local industry seminars
featuring guest lecturers by
top experts in management
and organization

The AVEC is run l&e a busi-
nessits superintendent is a

i )

CEO, rather than an education
administrator. Unit managers
must generate income to cover
expenses. Instructors' pay is
merit based; these is no such
thing as tenure.
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OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAINING

mi CARETR ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Mix of Components/

Occupational Training Location Unkine Characteristics Size

Milwaukee H.I.R.E. Program Outreach and recruitment of HIRE Center in South Mil- Teamwork, cooperation and 2,200 participants per year

dislocated workers
Career/occupational ASSCSS-

ment

waukee

MATC and other schools for

coordination between the four
key organizations

Career planning
Job search skills training and

classroom/skill training Heavy involvement (in fact,
catalyst role) by the AFL-CIO

job search assistance Work sites for OJT and their member unions

Classroom/skill training
Basic skills remediation
On-the-job training
Job developtnan and place-
ment
Various support services

Ability to provide (or arrange
for the provision of) compre-
hensive services in one central-
ized locationone stop shop-
ping

1
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SUPPORT SERVICES PROVIDED TO TRAINING PARTICIPANTS

The issue of support services is confounded because the definition of support services
is program specific. What is considered a t;upport service in one program may be
viewed as an integral part of the training effort in another program. Many
respondents discussed the need to treat the client holistically, considering and dealing
with all the client's strengths and bathers as they relate to making the transition 10
the work world. At least six programs are moving in this direction.

Looking first at career advancement programs, the Genesis Health Ventures program
provides two orientation sessions. One is an orientation to learning that deals with
taking tests, improving study skills, writing term papers, managiug time, and
improving reading skills. The other is a family orientation and support session that
helps trainees' family members understand the changes in family dynamics that will
take place during training. Training is supported through the orientations, counseling
services, career seminars, a tutoring program, and a mentoring program.

The Milwaukee H.I.R.E. program rdso provides a broad range of support services,
either through program grant funds or the United Way. Child care is available to

mi. participants while they are engaged in training;

Many respondents discussed the
need to treat the client holistically,
dealing with all the clients' transi-
tion-related strengths and barriers.

passes are provided as transportation assistance, and
financial counseling in areas such as family budget-
ing and credit/debt manage.nent is available. In
addition, personal counseling and referrals for needs
such as housing, health and medical care, legal
services, welfare, and chemical dependency are
provided by the United Way. Financial assistance

of up to $200 is also available for participants relocating to new jobs outside a 60-
mile radius of Milwaukee.

Turning to the school-to-work proxams, in Portland, under the "umbrella" of the
Parsnershitt programs, Student Services Specialists are assigned to various middle
schools. They act as case managers to assist students and their families obtain
necessary services related to academic progress, school attendance, social interaction,
emotional and physical health interventions, and the transition to high school.

ANEW has three employment counselors on staff who make support service referrals
and accompany the student to the service provider. Need for services may be
identified by the student, or by the staff during regularly scheduled counseling
sessions (all students receive at least 45 hours of counseling and 40 hours of class
time focused on motivation, self-esteem building, and problemsolving). Referrals to
counseling are made most often to assist participants in dealing with the trauma of
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incest or for anger management. Other referrals are made for emergency food and
shelter, medical and social problems, and child care nee4s.

Next year, the Louisville Partnership will begin a "Cities in Schools" program that
will operate in three high schools and one middle school with more than 20 percent
of the students enrolled in the free lunch program. 'The Centers will be staffed by
case managers who will provide outreach to families of students in need of support
services and make appropriate referrals. Eventually, many services will be
coordinated through Cities in Schools and/or the Family/Youth Service Centers.

Regardless of program type, however, relatively few support services are provided
directly by the programs in the study. Services that are provided most frequently
relate to the training. For example, some of the programs offer tutoring for trainees
who require assistance with training topics; some offer transportation, either by
providing bus service or tokens for use on public transportation; and some offer

counseling and placement services.

The study generated an expanded definition or categorization of support services

because of the way that programs use the services to support training activities.
Seven categories of support or adjunct services are described in the following
sections: counseling/placement, scheduling, competency-based curriculum, child care,
referral, employer-provided support services, and staff.

Counseling/Placement

Scheduling

Most of the school-to-work programs offer career (and in many instances, personal)
counseling, often on an informal basis, by instruriors and other staff, as well as in
regularly scheduled meetings with a career counselor. Placement services also are
provided by most school-to-work programs, both formally and informally, with
instructors or job developers initiating contacts with employers. Even in pmgrams
where staff are designated as job developers, instructors contribute to the prixess
through their personal networks to help students obtain desirable jobs. In fact, in
many programs, instructors almost become a one-person employment agency and
advocate for individual trainees.

The importance of scheduling in successful program operations cannot be over-
stressed. Scheduling is seen as a support service in some programs. For example,
several of the career advancement programs offer training both during and after
working hours to fit conveniently into employees' existing schedules. In the school-
to-work programs, PHSA "block rosters" students so that all Academy students
follow the samo class schedule to facilitate work-study components; the COFFEE
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program uses individualized learning with home and school study to overcome child
care and/or court-imposed restrictions on trainee time; and the Los Angeles Adult
Program operates multiple sections of the same class spanning 15 hours a day, 6 days
a week to enable trainees to better match their life constraints and school hours.

Competency.Based Curriculum

Child Care

The competency-based curriculum is a pedagogical practice that also serves as a
support service in both career advancement and school-to-work programs. It allows
continuous updating of trainee progress and enables some programs, for example Los
Angeles and Crouse-Hinds, to offer open-entry, open-exit, self-paced learning.

Competency-based materials also serve another training-related support, the individual
learning contract. More than half of the school-to-work programs use some form of
a personalized learning contract in which trainees, staff, and often parents commit in
writing to individual trainee academic and vocational goals and activities, for a given
period of time. The contract is signed by all parties and is used, sometimes as often
as each week, to usess individual progress, focus expectations, and reward output.
Trainees benefit because it clearly spells out expectations; enables them to experience
success in incremental months; facilitates setting attainable and realistic goals; and
helps them accept responsibility for their own actions because it is a contract they
signed.

Another important area of support service is child care. The HIR.E. program as
well as three school-to-work program, Los Angeles, ANEW, and COFFEE, give
special emphases to the child care issue. ILLR.E. offers child care while participants
are in any of the program components, and pays for it on a voucher basis from vant
funds. Project COFFEE uses individualized scheduling and offers study and referral
services to community organizations to assist with child care responsibilities. ANEW
uses referral and financial assistance to provide day care services. The Los Angeles
Project uses two onsite day care facilities and a day care specialist training program
to provide child care. Trainees in any program at the center can obtain child care at
a cost of $3.00 per week while attending class; the fee buys breakfast and/or lunch
for both the parent and the child. Furthermore, parents using the facility must spend
time interacting with the child at the center. Reading to children is encouraged,
thereby improving the parent's literacy skills while providing an opportunity for
interaction.
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Referral

In school-to-work programs that are not able to address all the trainee's needs,
support services generally are offered on a referral basis. Need for the service is
determintd by program staff, with input from the client; a referral is then made to
an appropriate agency or organization in the community. Sometimes a referral is
simply telling the client where she or he might go for a particular service. Other
times, the program staff brokers the service for the client, accompanies the client on
the first visit to the service provider, and/or follows up with a phone call to the
service provider to ensure that the client's needs are net.

Programs typically use whatever service providers are available in the community.
The types of support service agencies and organizations used by various programs
include the following:

City or county medical health services;

Emergency housing providers;

Day care providers;

Medicaid;

Crisis centers;

Food banks;

Al-Anon and other support groups for specific issues (e.g., domestic
abuse, sexual abuse);

Publicly or privately funded social services; and

Substance abuse programs.

Employer-Provided Support Services

In some cases, employers provide services to trainees. Crouse-Hinds provides books
and materials for each trainee. In Huntsville, the employer may buy necessary work
clothes or tools for the trainee and deduct the sum from the individual's paycheck
over a period of time. Some employers also reimburse trainees for tuition, books,
and tools at the successful completion of the apprenticeship training.
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Staff

One additional support service must be notedthe instructor. During interviews at
virtually every site, we heard stories of individual teachers simply assuming the role
of service provider and making things happen for the trainee. Trainees have lived
in teachers' houses as a form of emergency housing, trainees have received
"anonymous" food and clothing stipends or gifts, trainees' children have been cared
for by instructors' spouses, and medical/dental bills (especially emergencies) have
been paid. Trainees even have been released by the courts and police to the custody
of the teacher. This personal caring and individual commitment often is cited by the
trainee as a reason for success.

ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEE PERFORMANCE

Criteria used to assess trainees' performance in the school-to-work programs typically
include grades, attendance, and skW/Icnowledge testing. Competency-based curricula
in use in every program provide very specific performance criteria against which
progress is measured. Skill and knowledge testing accompanies each module of the
particular occupational area, preemployment/work maturity area, and academic area
(depending on the program). Both paper and pencil testing, and performance (skill)
testing are routinely employed. The Louisville Partnership relies primarily on oral,
rather than paper and pencil testing, whereas Project COFFEE uses oral, written, and
performance tests. Some programs (e.g., Huntsville, JUMP) assess both he
classroom and workplace learning.

The methods of assessing trainee performance in career aavancement programs vary
in some respects from methods used in school-to-work programs. The career
advancement programs typically, but not universally, rely less on grades, attendance
and formal examinations, and more on employers' assessments and on documentation
of formal attainment of degrees. At Genesis and Crouse-Hinds, trainees are given
exams at the conclusion of each module, but their performance also is evaluated
during discussions and hands-on activities. Grades, attendance, and tests are used in
assessing trainees enrolled in classroom/skills training, and the supervisors assess the
OJT trainees. The program has similar assessment practices, whereas the
Prairie State 2000 programs emphasize assessment of the employee's job perfor-
mance.

Graduation/Skill CertOcation

Upon completion of the program, trainees in the seven secondary school-to-work
programs may receive a high school diploma. In these cases, students must meet the
respective State's graduation requirements.
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Skill certification is provided by at least 6 of the 10 school-to-work programs. The
type of work sk, certification given by each program is described below:

SICA graduates complete 12 courses in the basic, 2,160-hour, 2-year
program. They receive a diploma and a copy of their competency
certification, which is based on attending at least 50 percent of the bours
required in each of the 12 courses and attaining competency in each area,
as assessed by each instructor. The certification also includes employabil-
ity skills.

The Huntsville School-to-Apprenticeship certificate Ls given to students
who have completed 2 years of vocational training and the work
component during their senior year. A four-point scale is used to rate
students in each major competency area:

4 = sidlledcan work independently without supervision;
3 = moderately skilledcan perform job completely with limited

supervision;
2 = limited ski//requires instniction and close supervision; and
1 = no exposurehas no experience or knowledge in this area.

Louisville Partnership graduates receive a certificate of competencies in
the 11 youth competency areu recognized by JTPA. This certificate is
^warded along with their high school diploma.

JUMP graduates receive a certificate after completing 400 hours of
classroom work and 400 hours of supervised on-the-job training from their
employers. The instructor continues to monitor the trainees for 6 months
after the completion of classroom training. The certiamte enables them
to enroll with the National Institute for Certification in Engineering
Technology (NICET), which shows readiness to prepare for Level II
certification (requiring at least 2 years' work experience).

The Los Angeles program awards a certificate of proficiency within the
student's occupational program, on which is noted not only the course of
study, but also the specific competencies achieved and level of mastery
achieved on each of those competencies. The level of mastery is
determined by the appropriate advisory committee and school supervisor
of instruction working with the content specialists.

ANEW graduates receive a certificate of completion from ANEW and th:
Renton Vocational Technical Institute, which houses the program. The
certification is based on at least 75 percent or 525 hours of attendance and
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70 percent achievement overall on the performance objectives documented
in the construction trades and electrical/mechanical basic skills training,
job/life skills training, and strength-building component.

All of the career advancement programs in the study offer trainees certificates upon
successful completion of training. In two of the programs, Crouse-Hinds and Genesis

Health Ventures, trainees can also earn an associ-
ate degree, depending on their level of program

All of the career advancement pro- participation and self-motivation. Those who
grams in the study offer trainees cer- complete Genesis Health Ventures' program also
tificates upon successful completion of earn certification of their skills, award pins and,
training. at the top level in the career ladder, R.N. licen-

sure, based on the training and successful passing
of the State board examinations.

Data on the assessment of trainees' performance in school-to-work and career
advancement programs appear in Exhibits 7 and 7A, respectively (pages 95 and 103).

ASSESSMENT OF SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE

Programs differ in the nature and extent of outcome data available to assess the
performance of service providers. This section focuses on the educational/training
services, not on adjunct or support services, provided to pardcipants.

School-to-Work Programs

Several of the school-to-work programs in the study use JTPA monies for all or part
of their funding. Therefore, they have performance-based contracts with their local
Private Industry Council and are required to maintain careful records about
completion rates, placement rates, average wage at placement, and retention rates at
specified periods following placement. They also are required to target specific
population segments for service. ANEW, the Portland Investment, the Los Angeles
Adult program, and the Louisville Partnership are in this category. JUMP must
prepare a monthly training progress report and job site visitation report to the
NYSDOT and consultant engineering firms, as well as an annual report to NYSDOT.
Other programs do not have requirements to collect standardized data on a regular
basis (e.g., Huntsville School-to-Apprenticeship). The level of detail reported here
varies as a function of data availability, funding requirements, and program
complexity.

The secondary programs generally are intended to improve student attendance in
school, improve basic skills proficiency, decrease the number of dropouts, increase
the number of graduates and provide skills training to enhance students' employabil-
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ity after graduation. Postsecondary programs emphasize Molls training and improved
career opportunities. Based on information from the programs, all are experiencing
some degree of success, even if the magnitude of the changes has not always reached
the level desired. Of course, this is a function in part of program maturity, the target
population served, and the ability of the program to respond to changing needs within
that population. Data regarding program performance are summarized below and in
Exhibit 7.

Attendance

The Louisville Partnership reported that, among the 1,237 freshmen and seniors who
enrolled in the program during its first year (1988-89 school year), absenteeism was
reduced by 17 percent. These Partnership students were in school more than 90
percent of the time. A similarly high figure was provided by PHSA (more than 90
percent) for its approximately 1,700 students, grades 9-12. The Portland Investment
and Project COFFEE also have documented improved attendance rates.

Dropouts

The dropout rate for the Louisville Partnership students was 63 percent less than that
for the Jefferson County Public School District students overall, and in both cases
was less than 5 percent of the population. PHSA and JUMP each averaged less than
a 10-percent dropout rate. The Portland Invesmient and Project COFFEE experienced
a decrease in dropout rates, while the St. Louis Work-Study and Huntsville School-
to-Apprenticeship programs have had very low proportions of dropouts. For
example, Huntsville has experienced only two dropouts in its 5-year history.

Basic Skills

Three programs reported improvement in basic skillsPortland Investment,
Louisville Partnership, and Project COFFEE. The improvements were reported as
statistically significant results.

Graduates

Project COFFEE data indicate that more than 85 percent of the program participants
graduated from high school. Portland Investment's efforts also have resulted in
higher graduation rates (from 90 to 100 percent, depending on the program) as well
as GED completions. In the Los Angeles program, the proportion of graduates
among at-risk students enrolled in concurrent school (both occupational training and
regular day school) was much higher than that for at-risk students enrolled only in
day school (62 percent versus 19 percent). ANEW has achieved a 75-percent
completion rate.
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EXHIBIT 7

ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEFS' AND SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS

Program
Development of IEP,
ITP, or Training/Con-
tract Agreement

Criteria Used for Assessing Trainees

Assessment Data on Service
Providers' Performance

Grades Attendance
Skill/Knowledge

Tests
Employer

Assessment

,

Credential/
Certicatfiion

Given

Huntsville School-
to-Apprenticeship

t-

Training agreement
signed by student, par-
ents, vocational instruc-
tor, program coordina-
tor, and employer.
Outlines responsibilities
of all parties

Yes
(must

maintain
a C

average)

Yes

Competency-
based testing in
each module in
particular occupa-
tional arca

Rates skill and
quality of work,
attendance, punc-
tuality, and overall
performance during
OTT

Competency calif-
icate in occupational
field with skill rat-
ing (4-pt. scale) in
each major com-
petency area

Only 2 dmpouts in 5-year
history
Estimate 50% of graduates
enter apprenticeship at aver-
age starting wage of $5/hr.
20% enter college; 20% go
into military; 10%other

Los Angeles Adult
Regional and Skills
Center Program

Trg lanainin p developed
by staff and trainee

Yes

Competency-
based testing in
each occupational
area

Progress is
tracked on train-
ing plan

_.,

Rates competencies
only in industry-
based classrooms
where employer
provides instructor
and during Oil'

...

Certificate of profi-
ciency within occu-
pation, with specific
competencies and
level of mastery
achieved within each
competency; also
H.S. diploma/GED
for students in that
track

Served over 400,000 people
last year
Averaged 80% placement rate
in trade or traderelated
among 20,000 students (many
at-risk)
served in business and indus-
try schools

nGradumio rate of at-risk stu-
dents in concurrent school
much higher than those in day
school (62% vs. 19%)
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ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEES' AND SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Development of IEP,
ITP, or Training/Con-
tract Agreement

Criteria Used for Assessing Trainees

Grades Attendance
Skill/Knowledge

Tests
Emninyer
. ment

Credential/
Certification

Given

Assessment Data on Service
Providers' Performance

Louisville Partner-
ship

Agreement signed by
student, parents, and
career planner

Education and Employ-
ability Development
Plan prepared for each
student

Yes 95%

Performance-
based and oral
testing on each
preemployment
and work maturi-
ty competency

May choose to
provide 1 of 3
recommendation
letters or rating
sheets on attitudes
that student is
required to obtain

H.S. Diploma and
certificate of corn-
petencies in 11 areas

1989-90 data:
High attendance (over 90%)
Dropout rate of 1.1% com-
pared to overall district rate
of 2.96%
136 more students continuing
education in 1989 than in
1988
Increased GPA in English
(144 to 2.51) and Math (2.32
to 2.41)
Among 535 seniors, 203
placed in jobs and 332 in
post-secondary school or still
in high school

Philadelphia High
School Academies

Training agreement
signed by student, par-
efts, and staff.
Oudines responsibilities
of all the parties

Yes
(primary

mea-
sure)

Yes Yes

Completes perfor-
mance evaluation
forms

H.S. Diploma

1988-89 data:
High attendance (88%)
Low dropout rate (under
10%)
High post-graduation employ-
ment and postsecondary rates
(over 85%)
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ASSESSMENT OF TRA1NEFS' AND SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Development of IEP,
ITP, or TraininWCon-
tract Agreement

Criteria Used for Assessing Trainees

Assessment Data on Service
Providers' Performance

Grades Attendance
Skill/Knowledge

Tests
Employer

Assessment

Credential/
Certification

Given

Portland Invest-
ment

Varies across the 16
programs

Yes (in
most

11m.
grams)

Yes Yes In sortie progams
H.S. Diploma
GED

Summary across 16 programs
for 1988-89:
Increased attendance
Decreased dropouts
Improved basic skills
Higher graduation rates (90-
100%) and GED completion
Higher entered employment
and postsecondary education
rates

Pmject COFFEE

!EP developed by school
staff and parents.
Includes goals, perfor-
mance levels, tasks and
objectives

Yes
10 pts. per

quarter

Performance-
based competency
testing (usually
weekly)

Program is
tracked against
!EP

N.A. H.S. Diploma

Significant pins in reading
and madi
Improved student attendance
85% graduate
70% of graduates are em-

Ployed
50% of graduates employed
in jobs related to occupational
training

St. Louis Off-
Campus work-
Study

Training plan for posi-
tion prepared by SLPS
supervisor and submitted
to company coordinator;
st udent signs contract W
uphold rules of prop=
and company; parent
signs consent form

Yes
(must

maintain
a D

average)

Yes

Yes

(standard SLPS
testing for

coursework)

Grades work per -
formance a nd
behavior during
OJT

H.S. Diploma

Cumulative over program
duration:
Dropout rate of kss than 5%
Improved attendance
Placement rates of 75-80%
and continuing education rates
of 15-20%
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ASSESSMENT OP TRAINEES' AND SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

,

Program

-.=...

Development of IEP,
ITP, or Training/Con-
tract Agreement

Criteria Used for Assessing Trainees

Grades Attendance
Skill/ICnowkdge

Tests
Employer

Assessment

Credential/
Certircation

Given

Ammsm ent Data on Service
Providers' Performance

ANEW

1TP signed by trainee
and staff. Identifies
goals and occupational
objectives with DOT
codes, potential barriers
affecting training and
employment, program
and support services
needed, and plan of
action prior to and
during training

Yes
75%

(525 hours)
Competency-
based testing

Only for those
students in coop-
erative education

Certificate of corn-
pletion, based
75% attendance and
accomplishing 70%
of overall perfor-
mance objectives as
documented on
grade report

7/1/88-11M/89 data:
75% completion rate

t 71% placement rate
63% retention rate
Average wage at placement
$8.49/hr
50% of jobs paid $131hr or
more
22% of jobs were in appren-
ticeship programs

JUMP

VF1 client agreement
signed by trainee.
Spells out rules and
regulations including
hours of work, dress
code, and penalties

Employer has signed
agreement with JUMP
that refers to trainee

Employers have employ-
ee-employer relationship
with trainees

Yes Yes
Competency-
based testing

OJT segment after
coursework is
comPelency-based
and tied to State/
N10ET require-
ments

Certificate after
completing 400

work and 400 hours
orr; may enroll
with N10ET to show
readiness to prepare
for Level 11 calif-
icate

Pay scale: $7.50-$10.00/hr
72% of 225 graduates since
1980 are still in engineering
field, many with original
GSM.
A few have obtained college
degrees or been certified as
N10ET Level 11,111, or IV
inspectors

1 4
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ASSESSMENT OF TRAINERS' AND SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE
IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Development of IEP,
ITP, or Training/Con-
tract Agreement

Criteria Used for Assessing Trainees

Grades Attendance
SkilliKnowkdge

Tests
Emp"oyer

Assessment
Certification
Credential/

Given

Assessment Data on Service
Providers' Performance

SICA

Contract signed by stu-
dents.
Explains program objec-
tives and competency
requirements

Yes

At lust
50% of
hours

required in
each of 12

COUINCS

Competency-
based testing

N.A.

Diploma and copy
of competency cer-
tirication, including
employability skills,
based on 50% own-
dance and compe-
tency attainment in
each area

92% of graduates obtained
jobs at higher-than-entry
levels

Program won U.S. Secretary
of Education award for most
outstanding vocational pm-
gram in Southeast in 1983
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Placement (and Other Outcomes)

The view held by the Los Angeles program staff is that their mission is not
accomplished until each trainee is placed in the job for which he or she wu trained
or one that is closely related and uses similar skills to those acquired during training.
Among the 20,000 students, many of whom were at risk, served in the Los Angeles
ph,gram's Business and Industry Schools, 80 percent accomplished that goal. PHSA
reported that its postgraduation placements exceeded 85 percent. Of the Louisville
Partnership's 535 seniors, 203 were placed in jobs (38 percent) and the remainder
went on to postsecondary institutions or, in some cases, stayed in high school to work
toward their diploma. Seventy percent of Project COFFEE's graduates were
emplo,:etl--40 percent in jobs related to their skills raining. During the life of the
Huntsville Se,00l-to-Apprenticeship program, an estimated 50 percent of the
graduates have entered an apprenticeship program, about 20 percent each have gone
into college or the military, while the remaining 10 percent have chosen other
options.

Starting Wage

SICA reported that 92 percent of its graduates obtained jobs at higher-than-average
entry-level pay. In Huntsville, graduates who enter apprenticeship begin at about $5
an hour. JUMP trainees earn from $7.50 to $10 an hour, depending on the
employer's assessment of the trainee's skill and experience levels. Over the period
from July 1, 1988, to November 30, 1989, the average placement wage among
ANEW graduates was $8.49 an hour, and 5C percent of the jobs paid $8 or more an
hour. Twenty-two percent of the jobs obtathed were in apprenticeship programs that
will lead to wages ranging from $18 to $24 an hour in 3 to 5 years when journey-
worker status is reached. Certainly in the postsecondary programs, these higher-than-
average entry-level wages open the door to significantly improved career opportun-
ities and, for ANEW and JUMP graduates especially, provide a way out of the
economically disadvantaged circumstances experienced by most participants. Most
of the secondary school programs do not have data on starting wages of their
graduates.

Job Retention

Data on retention in employment are not widely available. ANEW reponed a
retention rate of 63 percent among the graduates placed during the 17-month period
from July 1, 1988, to November 30, 1989; the figure indicates a loss of only 8
percent since placement. Given the target population and nontraditional occupational
fields those women are entering, this figure is impressive.
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Findings from a survey conducted last year by JUMP offer rather persuasive evidence
of the efficacy of that program. Seventy-two percent of the 225 graduates since 1980
are still in the engineering field, many with their original employers. A few of these
individuals have gone on to obtain college degrees or become certified u NICET
Level TI, III, or IV inspectors (Level 11 requires 6,228 hours of training/experience;
Level In takes another 3 years after that). One of the partners in the St. Louis Work-
Study program is Ralston Purina. After 22 years of involvement, the firm presently
employs over 100 graduates in entry-level to mid-management positions.

Other formal evaluation efforts, in addition to the ongoing evaluations required by
school systems and JTPA grantees, have been undertaken in some of the sites visited.

mom Several programs have been involved in one or

The biggest challenge for programs is
deficits in the skill levels and work
ethics of the emerging workforce
deficits that require identifying viable
solutions and paying the costs of
remediation necessary to ensure su.s-
wined productivity.

more evaluations by third-party contractors,
including Project COFFEE, the Huntsville School-
to-Apprenticeship program, and the Los Angeles
program. Portland Investment programs share a
common data collection format for reporting
outcomes to the Leaders Roundtable. This is part
of an evaluation effort included in the 10-year
plan. Other phases of the evaluation are being
planned now. PHSA is developing a standard
evaluation component for the program, apart from

the continuing evaluation activities required by the school system.

A final and critical assessment measure sought continually by all the programs is
employer satisfaction and retention in the program. It is clear that employers as a
group are supporting program efforts in each site by hiring graduates and retaining
them, if not as long-term employees, certainly for a sufficient period of time that
employers can recoup at least part of their investment of time and money. The
school-to-work programs in this study average 14 years in operation. So it is not
surprising that some employers at each site have been involved with a program for
a number of years. These employers, along with others recruited through ongoing
outreach to industry, are sustaining program efforts. This does not mean, however,
that the programs axe not facing some serious problems. Reportedly, the biggest
challenge is deficits in the skill leveLs and work ethics of the emerging workforce
deficits that require identifying viable solutions and paying the costs of remediation
necessary to ensure entr) -level workers who can contribute to sustained productivity.
This has major implications for the program parmers in virtually every site visited.

Career Advancement Programs

Most of the career advancement programs examined had some evaluation or measure
of the service providers' performance; however, methods vary, depending on the
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company (see Exhibit 7A). Genesis Health Ventures screens potential instructors on
factors s_ch as platform shrills, direct practical experience, quality employment
history, significant experience in long-term care, and the ability to relate well to
students from a variety of educational backgrounds. They also use employee
retention rates as an indicator of success and experience. Their employee retention
rate of 93 percent, rather than the ind.:stry average of 40 percent, over the life of the
program testifies to the effectiveness of training. Fourteen percent of the total
number of graduates have gone on to further their education.

Severtil of the career advancement programs rely on an annual assessment by the
employers. Prairie State 2000, for example, asks those firms whose employees
received training through the Management Association of Illinois to complete an
annual evaluation form.

Human resource managers in participating firms assess the contributions of the
training to team building, productivity, and product quality made by the Indian-
Meridian team. In addition, standard training evaluation forms are completed by the
participants at the end of each management/supervisory training session. And,
interestingly, Stillwater AVTC also assesses the management and supervisory training
program's fmancial performance at the end of each fiscal year. Unit managers at the
AVTC are delegated substantial responsibility for generating income to cover
expenses within their areas of responsibility. Part of their job is to establish tuition
levels, generate individual and organizational participation in programs, apply for
applicable State and Federal subsidies, and operate their programs "in the black" each
year. The activities must generate enough revenue to support their units. Thus, the
ultimate assessment for their training program is the market test: can the program
generate enough revenue to sustain itself?

The Milwaukee HIRE. program is monitored by factors such as enrollment and
placement rates; however, there is no formal evaluation component. The RI.R.E.
program strives to achieve 100-percent enrollment in training and 100-percent re-
employment at 70 to 80 percent of the previous wage level.

PROGRAM FUNDING

Information on program funding can cover a wide array of costs and allocation of
progam resources. Because this study examines linkages among programs, the
examination focuses on the following areas which are most germane to the topic:

- Total budget;
Sources of funding;
Types of in-kind contributions;
Cost per student or training slot and



EXHIBIT 7A

ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEES' AND SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE
IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Program
Screening or Pre-Training

Assessment Practices Trainees' Performance Service Providers' Performance

Crouse-Hinds/Cooper Industries

Attendance (only 3 penoaal absences)

Courses completed and degrees obtained
are noted in personnel file

Genesis Health Ventures

Employees are screened into program,
based on:

1) employed at least 6 months
2) consistent above average perfor-

mance rating
3) desire to continue education
4) agree to continue working for corn-

Parry
5) interview
6) an essay about why they was:* !n be

in the program

Exam at the end of each module; discus-
sions and hands-on activities

4 levels of credential/certification: 1

1

1) Nursing Assistant Specialist L,

2) Senior Nursing Assistant Specialist
3) Senior Nursing Assistant Specialist

Coordinator
4) Associate Degree in Nursing

Instructors screened prior to training on:

1) Platform skills
2) Direct practical experience
3) Quality employment history
4) Significant experience in long-term

Cafe

5) Ability to relate well to students
from a variety of educational back-
grounds

Employee retention rate of 93% over life
of program instead of industry average
of 40%

Illinois Prairie State 2000 Employer-
based Program

1 ) :.

In one of five companies reviewed, em-
ployees were assessed prior to training
and determined to be:

1) Job ready in all mathematical skills
(no training requited)

2) Competent in basic mathematical
skills but in need of specialized job-
related training

3) In need of basic skills training in
mathematics

Language barriers were also identified

Employee job performance is assessed

I r- .). ) _

Telephone contact with company by
Prairie State staff at mid-term of training

Standard training evaluation forms are
completed by the participants at the
conclusion of each management/super-
visory training session

Retention of trainees for 90 days after
training is required for trainer to receive
full funding

Empioyers who receive training through
the Management Association of Illinois

Icomplete an annual evaluation form



Ex ninrr 7A

ASSESSMENT OF TRAINEES' AND SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE
IN CARFER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Screening or Pre-Training

Assessment Practices Trainees' Perrormante Service Providers' Performance

Human resource managers assess contri-
bution of training to tearn-hoilding, pro-
ductivity, and product quality

Indian-Meridian AVM Assessment of management and supervi-

1

sory training program's financial perfor-
mance is conducted at the end of each
fiscal year



EXHIBIT 7A

ASSESSMENT OF TRMNFFS' AND SERVICE PROVIDERS' PERFORMANCE
IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Screening or Pre-Training

Assessment Practices Trainees' Performance Service Providers' Performance

A variety of needs and occupational as- Tests/grades for classroom/skin training; Program is monitored by factors such as

sessments are used, including: employer assessment for OJT enrollment and placement rates; howev-
er, them is no formal evaluation compo-

Needs AssessmentQuestionnaire on
various factors which may influence
career planning. Data gathered on age,

For classroom skill training, course corn-
pletion certificates; diplomas; a&sociate
degree

nent

The HIRE program strives to achieve:

education, experience, work history, tenta-
tive goals, areas of interest, barriers to
employment, and related employment and
educational needs

100% enrollment in training

100% reemployment at 70-80% of
the previous wage level

Basic Skills AssessmentAssesses basic
abilities in reading, language usage, cleri-
cal speed and accuracy, space relations,
numerical skills, and mechanical reason-

Milwaukee I-1.I.R E. Program
ing

Interest InventoryBased on personality
types (reactive, investigative, artistic,
social, enterprising, and conventional)
coupled with about 1,200 occupations

Vocational, Interest, Experience, and

-

Skills A&sessmentCombines the results
of the previous two instruments into a
charted "world of work" concept
divided into data, people, ideas, and
things. The resulting information pro-
vides possible career choices and optioas.

OJT contracts between employers and the
.

1 5
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Levenging of funds.

School-to.Work Programs

As can be seen in Exhibit 8, the total annual budgets in 6 of tbe 10 school-to-work
programs for which data are available ranged from a low of $378,695 (ANEW with
its 92 students) to a high of $123 million (Los Angeles with its 408,624 cumulative
yearly enrollment). These figures reflect direct funding only and exclude in-kind
contributions. The four programs for which total budget figures are not provided
(Huntsville School-to-Apprenticeship, JUMP, St. Louis Work-Study, and SICA) seem
clearly to rank at or below ANEW's level.

In looking only at the direct funding totals and sources in the first column of
Exhibit 8, it is clear that all school-to-work programs in the study are funded
primarily by public monies, with the exception of PHSA. However, the role of the
Philadelphia school district in the academies program, and the role of the private
sector in the St. Louis Work-Study program, requires some explanation in discussing
funding sources.

The PHSA budget is $800,000, of which 70 percent comes from private sector
donations and 17 percent from the Pew Foundation, a private trust. PHSA, however,
is a nonprofit organization established to administer and operate the program. The
Philadelphia school district actually pays for the base salaries of academy teachers,
the school facilities, and all attendant costs, as well as lots of supplies and equipment.
This "in-kind" contribution must be valued in the millions of dollars. One could
argue that the school system has to serve the students regardless of the academies'
existence so that these costs should not be categorized as in-kind contributions.
Regardless of how costs are categorized, they are highly significant in the total cost
equation and effectively make the program predominantly publicly funded. Also
significant are the donations made by private companies to equip the academies. For
example, the environmental science academy lab contains equipment valued at
between $600,000 and $750,000. With the exception of one $17,000 machine, all of
the equipment was donated.

The other program, St. Louis Work-Study, reflects the opposite side of the coin. The
St. Louis Public Schools (SLPS) pay for the 11 school staff (primarily teachers in
charge of the half-day academic coursework for students in company-based or other
offsite classrooms), plus equipment and furniture for classrooms where not provided
by the employers. The in-kind contributions of employers include space, equipment,
a program liaison, one or more supervisors, and half-clay job slots for the students.
The amounts contributed by employers vary considerably, with Ralston Purina's
$110,000 of operating costs representing the high end of the scale. But the aggregate
costs of the employers' contributions appear to average more than the approximate
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EXHIBIT 8

PROGRAM FUNDING IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS

Program Program Funding/Sources In-Kind Contributions Cost Per Trainee

Huntsville School-to-Apprenticeship

Total budget Not provided

Alabama Department of Education spends
$526,000 on this program for 200 stu-
dents in 4 locations.

At Huntsville, funds support 2 full-time
instructors for 10 months, 1 part-time (4
hrs/wk) instnrctor and 1 pan-time (5 hrs/
wk) coordinator.

$1,000 from employer (equipment and
instruction)
$1,000 from sic,Jent ($200 tools plus 190
days' transportation to worksite)

$3,420 (half from the State; half from
employerU.50/hr x 20 hrs/wk x 38
weeks)

_

Los Angeles Adult Regional and Skills
Center Program

Annual budget: $123,000,000

Funding sources: State apportionment
(Adult Education Fund and General
Fund); Federal, State, local funds (Adult
Basic Education Pro ; JTPA; Greater
Avenues for Independence; ESL Supple-
mental Funding; Immigration Reform and
Control Act)

Supports 3,000 staff and facilities

Variots, including equipment for training
and worksite training facilities from em-
ployers and communiay organizations

- 4

Varies as a function of program option

Average $459.80 per year

Louisville Partnership

Total budget $825,000

Funding sources: City of Louisville;
Jefferson County Government Jefferson
County Public Schools; PIC (80%);
Chamber of Commerce; United Way

Supports 28 staff

Some promotional activities/materials and
job slots paid by employers

School facilities/equipment

Tirne/expertise of business and other
leaders

Not provided

1 1 rI .



EXHIBIT 8

PROGRAM FUNDING IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program Program Funding/Sources In-Kind Contributions Cost Per Trainee

Philadelphia High School Academies

Total budget: $800,000

Funding sources: Private sector donations
(70%); PIC °TPA $ -- 18%); PEW Foun-
dation (private trust 12%)

Supports 12 PHSA staff plus teachers'
overtime/student activities

School district pays for base salaries of
teachers and facilities/equipment/supplies

Equipment given by private companies (in
one lab valued at $600,000+)

Time/expertise of business and other
leaders

$500 (in addition to $3,000 cost per
student borne by school districts)

Portland Investment

Total budget: $4,600,000

Funding sources: PIC; public schools;
city and county governments; businesses;
United Way; Urban League

UnsubskEzed wages paid by employers
for youth in work experience programs

Time/expertise of business and other
leaders

Varies as a funcdon of particular pro-
gram. Specific inform;tion not provided

Project COFFEE

Total budget: $532,800

Funding sources: Each of the school
districts that buy slots and services for
students; Oxford School District (host
district)

Supports 18 staff

Oxford School District provides building/
some equipment/supplies

Digital provides curriculum materials,
staff training, consultation and job train-
ing experiences for students

$5,000 (+ transportation services for
about 60 students @ $1,000 approxi-
mately)

1

,

,

St. Louis Off-Campus Work-Study

Total budget: Not provided

Funding sources: St. Louis Public
Schools (SLPS)

Supports 1 1 SLPS staff and equipment/
furniture where not provided by company

Employers provide space, equipment, a
program liaison, supervisors, and work-
study positions for students (Ralston-
Purina contribution, $110,000, is at high
end of scale)

In program with 20 students, cost to
SLPS is about $2,000 (more if have
fewer students)

ANEW

Total budget: $378,695
(20% less starting 711190)
Funding sources: Seattle-King County
Private Industry Council (PIC)

Supports 7 fuff-time staff

$56,700 from Renton Vocational lnsti-
tute's State voc ed funds for building,
office space, utilities, ground maintenance

Thnelexpertise of business and other
kaders

Per slot: $3,787 ;

,

Per placement: $5,826

160 16i



EXHIBIT 13

PROGRAM FUNDING IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program Program Funding/Sources In-Kind Contributions Cost Per Trainee

Total budget Not provided VFI provides facility and support services $3,9140 for 400 hours classroom time and
counseling/monitoring support during 400

Funding sources: employers through
contracts with New York State Depart-
ment of Transportation (NYSDOT); cngi-
necring societies

Employers pay for trainees' fringe bene-
lits and supervisors' time not reimbursed
by NYSDOT

OJT

Time/expertise of business leaders
Supports 2 full-time staff

Total budget Not provided Si Augustine Technical Center (SATC)
houses program

$12,000 per year is given to SATC by
the State (based on 4 counts per year of

Funding soinces: Florida Department of SICA's full-time enrollment with quarter -

SICA
Education; Federal/State funds (MA,
JOBS, Pell Grants, Single Parent Pro-
gram); student tuition; lunch revenues

Restaurant equipment given or sold at
reduced cost by vendors

ly payments of $3,000)

Supports 38 staff
Time/expertise of business and other
leaders

Ira
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$2,000 cost per student to SLPS, effectively making this a predominantly privately
funded program.

Funding Categories

The two major categories of public funding in the school-to-work programs are
education monies (from local, State and, to a lesser extent, Federal sources) and
employment and training funds from the JTPA. Other categories play a much less
dominant role overall, though a very important role to the individual programs
involved.

Within the education monies category, one primary source is the State Departments
of Education, which utilize State tax dollars Ls well as Federal allocations of

vocational education monies authorized under the
Carl Perkins Act to support the educational/
training activities of at least three programs. The
other primary source in this funding category is
local school districts, which use a combination of
local and State tax dollars. Seven of the ten
school-to-work programs receive funding directly
from one or both of these sources (only PHSA,
ANEW, and JUMP do not). If we factor in the

Philadelphia school district's contributions, and the in-kind contributions to ANEW
from the Renton Vocational Technical Institutefunded by State vocational
education moniesthen JUMP stands alone as not receiving any public education
funds.

The two major categories of public
funding in the school-to-work pro-
grams are education monies and
employment and training funds from
the Job Training Partnership Act.

A third major source of funding is the local Private Industry Councils (PICs) which
receive monies authorized under the JTPA for job training of targeted populations.
JTPA monies comprise most or all of the budgets for three of the six school-to-work
programs funded by their local PICs: ANEW, 100 percent; the Portland Investment,
above 50 percent; and the Louisville Partnership, 80 percent. (The proportions of
J'TPA dollars supporting the Los Angeles program, PHSA, and SICA are much
lower.)

City and/or county governments, as well as private organizations (United Way, Urban
League, local Chamber of Commerce) contribute to the total budgets in Portland and
Louisville. However, their funding levels are relatively modest in comparisor to the
other parmers.

JUMP represents an anomaly among the 10 programs. Its primary funding source
is the New York State Deparnnent of Transportation (NYSDOT), whose contracts
with engineering firms include a requirement to provide training and employment to
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a minority or female for a specified time based on the number of labor hours in the
contract This provision stems from a Federal requirement relating to the use of
Federal gasoline tax dollars. The consultant firm pays Vocational Foundation, Inc.
(which operates JUMP) a flat fee for each trainee's classroom work that actually
comes out of the firm's NYSDOT contract.

In-Kind Contribwions

The subject of in-kind contributions in the school-to-work programs has already been
introduced. A review of Exhibit 8 reveals that these contributions are found in every
program and range from rather modest to highly significant dollar amounts. Both
private and public sector organizations contribute in kind. In addition to those already
mentioned, a comment on the exhibit's entry "time/expertise of business and other
leaders" is appropriate. As noted in the linkages section of this report, a number of
business and community leaders in virtually every site provide ongoing direction and
oversight to their respective programs. In addition, these and other individuals
review curricula, make presentations to students, provide tours of their businesses to
the students, conduct practice interviews with students, critique rdsumds, train and/or
guide program staff, and provide unsubsidized jobs and supervision to students/
trainees. The value of their contributions is incalculable and very substantial.

The fmal column in Exhibit 8 presents information on cost per trainee. 'The figures
vary as a function of type and length of program and what costs each program has
elected to include, thus any comparisons or conclusions based on these figures should
be interpreted with care. Among secondary programs for which school year costs are
provided, Project COFFEE appears at the upper end of the range with a cost per
trainee of $5,000, plus transportation costs for some students, while St. Louis is
found at the low end with $2,000. But, as already notcd, the St. Louis figure does
not include the employer's contribution, and the Huntsville figure of $3,420 only
counts the cost of OJT slot not the classroom training. Among postsecondary
programs, there are similarities in the dollar totals of ANEW's cost per slot of $3,787
for an average 700 hours of training and JUMP's $3,980 for 400 hours of training
plus counseling/monitoring support during the next 400 on hours, but the duration
of the training effort is certainly different. The much higher SICA figure of $12,000
annually may include costs not reflected in the figures for the other programs, such
as facilities, equipment, all support and other staff, building and grounds mainte-
nance, etc. A true cost-per-student figure would require its own study, but a general
impression of the budgets, services provided, and numbers served is that the costs are
relatively modest.
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Leveraging Funds

".11111

A number of the programs have been quite successful in leveraging funds. That is,
they have been able to use existing resources as a springboard to obtain additional
funds and "piggyback" resources that, in toto, "buy" a lot more than additional
dollars/resources could alone. Two examples illustrate the point. 'Ma Los Angeles
program has been successful in leveraging funds and finding alternative resources for
a variety of special programs addressing such issues as adult workplace literacy,
services for disadvantaged and handicapped students, displaced workers, and
provision of support services (e.g., the child care program described in the Support
Services section of this report).

In the spring of 1990, JUMP completed a lengthy negotiation with NYSDOT for a
new 2-year contract that will provide funding to support a number of initiatives. The
monies will enable the program to hire the instructor on a year-round buis and allow
him to make visits to trainees' worksites, to add structured preemployment services
and employment-telated workshops, to purchase a computer and add a 40-hour basic
course in computer-assisted drafting, to provide a specialized 1-day first aid course
for construction inspection trainees (a NICET requirement), and to design and
implement a refresher course to prepare candidates for the N10ET Level II exam.

Seed Money

One final topic of importance regarding funding for school to work programs is seed
money or startup funding. Several programs described the critical role of startup
funding in launching their efforts. Two sources of funding helped get the Portland
Investment plan started. The first was Portland's selection as an Urban Network
Project demonstration site supported by Federal funding. The second was a $50,000
9-month planning grant from the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation that allowed the
Roundtable to convene four community-wide work groups of service providers,
school personnel, parents, and others in 1985-86 to make recommendations that
eventually became the goals and objectives of the Portland Investment plan. The
work groups were structured around four age groups; prenatal to fifth grade; middle
school, with a focus on beginning the school-to-work transition; high school, focusing
on the transition; and out-of-school, ages 16 to 21, focusing on basic skills
remediation, GED, and employment training. This work was essential to establishing
definitions of the problem, specific needs, and recommendations. While the work of
the Roundtable would have gone on without the funding from the first source, it
would have been severely hampered without the second.

The St. Louis Work-Study program began more thin 20 years ago when the
Superintendent of Schools was highly instrumental in obtaining a grant from the St.
Louis-based Danforth Foundation. This funding enabled the school distlict to pilot
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the program in two companies and pay the students' wages during their work
experience. Ralston Purina, one of the original companies, remains heavily involved
in the program. Howeves, the other company, Stix Baer Fuller, dropped out when
the grant ceased to pay the students' wages. The Foundation also was invaluable in
establishing linkages with the private sector to initiate the program.

JUMP began in 1969 through the efforts of several leaders in six engineering
societies in New York City. The professional societies solicited firms to participate
and also contributed seed money to support program startup costs. VFI helped to
fund the program through a Federal grant under the Manpower Development and
Training Act. One of the founders still is actively involved on the JUMP board.

The Louisville Partnership received $10,000 in seed money from the National
Alliance of Business (NAB) when Louisville was selected as a demonstration site in
a project to assist 12 cities develop partnerships to improve education, work
preparation, and employment opportunities for young people. In addition to the
overall benefits of participating in NAB 's Compact Project, this money enabled key
members of the "action team" to attend planning meetings held for Compact
participants.

Career Advancement Programs

As illustrated in Exhibit 8A, there is no common approach among the various career
advancement programs with regard to funding sources or amounts. One program,
Genesis, is funded entirely with private funds; the dislocated worker program
H.1.R.E., is almost entirely publicly funded; and the other three programs use a
combination of public and private funding sources.

Genesis pays 100 percent of the tuition costs associated with professional educational
programs for its trainees. Costs vary from training institution to institution, as each
contract is separately negotiated. In Genesis Health Ventures' program with Holyoke
Community College, the continuing education department operates as a business, with
a balance sheet. They must operate "in the black," and must earn a profit or at least
support their own operating expenses. As a result they have a business orientation
and promote themselves as a business to business within the broader community.
The Community College assists with small, in-kind services such as providing for the
graduation luncheon and pins for the Nursing Assistant Specialists.

Crouse-Hinds' programs are funded through the company and through State economic
development and education funds. While information on the total training budget
was not provided, it appears that there are sufficient funds to enable any employee
to sign up for any class and to ask for tutoring for the class. In fact, Crouse-Hinds
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Exmluir 8A

PROGRAM FUNDING IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Program Program Funding/Sources In-Kind Contributions Cost Per Trainee

Crouse-Hinds/Cooper Industries

Total budget over $800,000

Funding sources include CH, State eco-
nomic development and education funds

Genesis Health Venoms

Total budget

100% financed by Genesis (no tax dol-
lars)

Cost varies from institution to institution

Each contract is separately negotiated

Educational institutions operate on a
balance sheet (bottom line)

Colleges assist with graduation luncheons,
certificates for graduation, and pins for
position of Nursing Assistant Specialist

Participants sign an agmement to work
4,000 hours after graduation (equivalent
to 2 years at full-time status) to pay back

the company's investment in their training

Nursing Assistant Specialist: $3504400
per trainee

Associate Degree in Nursing: in the
several thousand dollar range

Illinois Prairie State 2000 Employer-
based Program

Total budget:

In FY 1990, the program disbursed about
SI million in grants to 60 employers, or
about $16,700 per employer

The Economic Development Count.:1 for
the Peoria Area serves as a broker and
provides public relations, technical assis-
tance, and program implementation ser-
vices

Management Association of Illinois
serves both as broker and as a training
provider

Giants to employers are mulcted to SO
percent of training costs for existing
employees only. During program's 1990
fiscal year, approximately 3,900 employ- I

ees were trained at a total grant cost of
about $1,000,000 for grant cost per
participant of about $250. Ernploms
also reported that their share of training
costs, plus trainee wages, plus all other 1

costs totalled about $8,000,000 for about
$2,000 per participant in employer costs
and about $2,250 per participant in total
costs.
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PROGRAM FUNDING IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program Program Funding/Sources In-Kind Contributions I Cost Per Trainee

Cost pet trainee (duplicated)S45;

Cost per clock hour$95:

Cost per contract hourS8;

Estimated cost per trainee
(unduplicated)$118

Indian-Meridian AVTC

Total budget $100,000/year

The companies and the State appear to be
the primary funding source for training
provided to participating companies

The State contributes approximately
$24,000 for one management develop-
ment staff position

Each participating company pays a $6.000
annual fee

Local resources account for the balance

Employing organizations provide space
for training, provide access to equipment,
and allow supervisors to participate in
planning, execution, and follow-up of
training

Milwaukee H.I.R.E. Program

Total budget Currently estimated at a
Hale over $1 million, funded on an as-
needed basis. Varies from year to year
depending on need (i.e., the number of
dislocated workers)

Entirely funded, either direcdy or indi-
rectly, through Federal grant monies,
either JTPA or EDWAA. When indirect,
Federal monies are routed through the
Wisconsin State Department of Labor and
the local Private Industry Council.

Significant in-kind contributions are pm-
vided by the United Way, including the
time of the United Way staffer assigned
to the HIRE center and many support
services, particularly financial and person-
al counseling

Difficult to determine, but estimated
average cost per slot is somewhere be-
tween $500 and $600 .
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will even pay for continuing education of two courses per semester for retired
workers.

The Prairie State 2000 employer program, in fiscal year 1990, disbursed about $1
million in loans and grants to 60 employers, or about $16,500 per employer. The

Economic Development Council for the Peoria
Area serves as a broker and provides public
relations, technical assistance, and program
implementation services. Management Associa-
tion of Illinois serves both as a broker and as a
training provider.

There :s no common approach among
the vcr'ous career advancement pro-
grams with regard to funding sources.
Some are privately funded, some are
publicly funded, and some exist using
a combination of sources. In Stillwater, the companies and the State appear

to be the primary funding sources for training
provided to participating companies. Each parti-

cipating company pays a $6,000 annual fee. The State contributes approximately
$24,000 for one management development staff person.

With the exception of infrequent private donations, the H.I.R.E. program is entirely
funded, either directly or indirectly, through Federal grant monies, either JTPA or the
Economic Dislocation and Worker Adjustment Assistance (EDWAA). The program
is funded to a great extent on an as-needed basis, in response to a specific plant or
company that is closing or laying off employees. The positive aspect of this is that
the program is targeted to specific needs of specific companies and their employees.
The training is designed with employer input, and so is very market responsive. The
negative aspects of this are that funding is variable, unstable, and unpredictable year
to year, making planning more difficult.

TECILNICAL ASSISTANCE

The need for technical assistance (TA) seems to be related to program marurity,
longevity of the staff, funding sources, target population, and members of the
partnership. The programs that have been in existence for a decade or more
frequently have seasoned staff, as well as wide-ranging expertise in their board
members and advisory groups. It appears that most of the technical assistance that
older programs require can be obtained within the confederation of staff and partners.
For example, the SICA vocational education program identified its TA needs as
primarily related to incorporating new technologies and methods into the course so
that the training remains state-of-the-art and competitive. These are needs that can
be met within the system that supports the program. Crouse-Hinds indicated that
their technical assistance needs, which relate to training development and delivery,
are identified and addressed through the training manager's graduate work, contact
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with the university doing research in learning, and through research reports and
contacts with professional associations.

School-to-work programs whose funding sources require targeting of specific
populations, and limiting spending in certain cost categories, face more complex
barriers to accomplishing their mission. ANEW staff have received technical
assistance from the State regarding case management, recruitment methods, and
motivational techniques to use in working with disadvantaged individuals. However,
they still need assistance in other areas, primarily administrative and fiscal, having
to do with cash flow issues, performance-based contracting, dealing with the 10
percent limit on administrative time imposed by .TTPA, and fundraising. Since
ANEW has been funded solely by JTPA in recent years, and targets 60 percent
minorities, 45 percent welfare recipients, and 25 percent high school dropouts, it
probably faces more restrictions and has greater technical assistance needs in the
fiscal area than programs with a range of funding sources.

Clearly the age of a program influences the extent and type of technical assistance
required. Based on findings across all school-to-work programs, the technical
assistance needs of new programs seem to be a need for information about the
following:

Program models;
Developing a "business perspective";
Establishing missions and goals; and
Conflict resolution/negotiation.

As part of the NAB's Compact Project, the Louisville Partnership received valuable
TA regarding the development of a mission statement and long-term, measurable
goals and the development of a planning structure and action plans. Development
of the curriculum occurred with the help of two recognized consultants in the field
hired by the Partnership. Additionally, there seems to be a viable "brokering" role
that a third party can play in helping potential partner organizations create linkage
arrangements. This was certainly the case in St. Louis where the Danforth
Foundation helped to establish linkages when the program was developing, and is,
at least in part, the role that Prairie State 2000 plays.

Concern over the decline in basic skills and the work ethic found in the populations
served was frequently mentioned at the study sites. In general terms, the long-range
implications for technical assistance to programs serving at-risk students and
marginally employed or unemployed adults loom large.
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IMPLICATIONS/LESSONS LEARNED

Varied and ongoing promotional activities that are professional
and carefully targeted are necessary to maintain support for, and
involvement In, the program

Promotional activities serve as both recruitment and retention mechanisms among
program partners and participants. Outreach and promotion activities should focus
on successful program outcomes and effectively use the program itself Ls a
promotional tool to stimulate and maintain the involvement of all categories of
participants. Publicity chosen to promote the program must be targeted to a specific
group, whether it be the employers, the community, or the trainees. Community and
government organizations, and to some extent, educators, are more apt to discuss
their needs in terms of broader, social policies and goals, whereas the business
participants and the individual employees/trainees look more specifically at how these
programs will help their specific individual or organizational goals.

Regardless of the audience, materials and presentations should be professional and
focus on the benefits of program involvement to the particular audience. Profession-
ally presented advertising is essential to capture the interest and commitm:nt of
industry partners; to generate and sustain wide-based support for the program among
trade, government, and community groups; and to create a positive impression for
potential trainees.

Among trainees (especially the at-risk popuhtion) in the school-to-work programs,
"success stories" from program graduates provide a modtl and incentive to stay with
the progam, despite personal difficulties that may jeopardize completion. Those who
achieve their goals and complete the program become the program's best advertiae-
ment. Likewise, among employers, word-of-mouth advertising from business
colleagues who have successfully used the program to meet short-term and/or long-
term staffing needs induces other employees to enter and remain in the program.

Study information suggests that the training program itself can be an effective
promotional tool to enhance the public reputation of the educational institution or
employer who sponsors/conducts the program. Several partners have reported not
only increased sales of services and products because of training, but also increased
interest in working for the company as a direct result of the growing reputation of
the training program.

Regardless of skill area, training must be work focused and
organized into modules that are designed to meet the needs of
trainees, whether they are at-risk youth or adult learners.
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Success seems to be linked to work-focused training that includes large portions of
hands-on and real-world, task-based assignments and materials in the classroom,
laboratory, and job. The training links basic skills, work procedures, and employabil-
ity skills together for continuing success in real jobs. Learning activities/lessons

AMMO focus on demonstration and practice in which

Success seems to be linked to work-
focused training that includes large
portions of hands-on and real-world,
task-based assignments and materials.

trainees learn by doing. Training uses more
hands-on practice and less lecture than most
schooling situations. Additionally, materials are
packaged into units of manageable size that
permit individual success and growth in skill
levels and self-esteem. Working on assignments
that are largely self-paced gives trainees the

opportunity to become proficient in a task before moving on. Therefore, they
develop a solid knowledge/sEll base on which to build. Even the interaction pattern
in successful learning environments usually models the work environment with
supeivisorsfinstructors and workers/trainees working, often in teams, to complete a
production task/assignment that is often presented as a work order.

Several other critical points about training also require mention. First, because the
training is job and sometimes company specific and yet delivered through an
educational institution, trainees come to recognize the relevance of education for
work. Moreover, in the school-to-work programs, the effort to link attendance and
grades to work opportunities and work performance also helps establish the link
between education and work quality.

Second, dealing explicitly with the climate and expectations for behavior in work
organizations is viewed as especially beneficial to at-risk students who may have had
little exposure to similar situations in their previous experience.

Third, competency-based materials help establish appropriate expectations for
everyone involved with the program. They not only deal with performance in
explicit tasks, but also they provide for incremental learning and interim success,
offer a way to track progress, lead to a certification of skills mastery, and help
trainees accept responsibility for their own behavior.

Fourth, much of the learning work is performed in teams, similar to the situation that
one finds on the job. The idea is to generate support and reinforce learning.

Trainees must be viewed holistically, so that all of their needs,
barriers and strengths are taken into account.

There seems to be a trend in school-to-work programs toward treating trainee needs
holistically. Many program participants are chronological adolescents or young
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adults whose life circumstances cause them to have adult needs. Often, they do not
have the necessary skills to make sound decisions and/or to get and keep a good job
that has carter potential. Therefore, successful programs seem to be trying to link
not only school and work, but also social and support services into a continuum of
opportunities for the trainee.

In arranging support services, programs should consider the
importance of training logistics and staff attitudes.

Althc.gh the definition of support services varies significantly from program to
program, there is some consistency across all program models. Trailing logistics
function as an important support service. Flexibility in training design and
scheduling to accommodate the real world and adult demands of trainees, together
with task-focused, competency-based materials, the provision of tutors and/or mentors
and, in the case of school-to-work programs, the use of individualized learning plans
seem to facilitate individual progress and growth.

For at-risk youth and adults, the most basic support service may be the individual,
personalized attention given to trainees in the programs. The caring attitude of the
instructor was viewed as a highly critical success factor by many trainees. Further,
often the instructor shouldered the role of arranging for individual referral io an
appropriate community support agency for specific individual trainees.

Establishment of clear expectations and delineation of roles and
responsibilities early in the program facilitate trainee success in
school-to-work programs.

Development of a training plan or agreement establishes clear expectations for the
participants. The educational institution, in "contracting" with the student, delineates
specific, achievable, concrete objectives and outcomes, as well as expectations
regarding student performance and behavior, further, with the "contract," the program
agrees to provide an environment in which the student can work to achieve success,
in exchange for the individual trainee upholding his or her responsibilities. This puts
the relationship on a business-like footing that helps to orient the student to the adult
world of work.

The model programs work to treat trainees as young adults and provide opportunity
for continuing growth. The programs are, conceptually, separate from other parts of
school, and offer trainees an opportunity for a fresh start. Program staff usually
strive to establish more a work-oriented than school-oriented environment. The
environment includes clear expectations and rules that are work-based, provides
learning assignments that mimic the work environment, links assessment explicitly
to stated performance criteria, provides feedback that is frequent and focused on
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specific behavioral perfonnance, and requires trainees to accept responsibility for
their own behavior.

Competency-based assessment builds the trainee's sense of
accomplishment and assures employers of the caliber of the
prospective employee, and therefore of the program.

Assessment of trainees' performance, in meaningful terms, is a critical function in
ensuring continued program operations and linkages among the partners. Compe-
tency-based testing is the common denominator in the model programs studied.

Documentable improvements in basic skill levels
and/or in employability and occupational skill
levels build the student's sense of accomplish-
ment and mastery (and thus support the goal to
complete the course). Certification of compe-
tencies (and award of the diploma among second-
ary programs) provides employers with an assur-
ance about the caliber of prospective entry-level

employees. This assurance is strengthened when the business community, and others,
are aware that the curriculum and testing methods of the program undergo periodic
review and refining by advisory groups that include members of their own industry
ot trade.

Assessment of trainee's performance
is a critical function in ensuring con-
tinued program operations and link-
ages among the partners.

Assessment of service providers' performance is obviously tied to trainee assessment
practices. Ongoing assessment is vital to program success. Measurable aggregate
outcome data on completion rates, competency levels, and entry into the workforce
or postsecondary education or training are used to justify not only continuation of the
progam, but also to indicate improvements that art needed in program content or
structure. Among postsecondary programs particularly, placement rates, starting
wage, and retention rates are important. Without quantifiable outcomes that show the
program is worldng (or at least is moving in the right direction), continued support
from the partners will not be sustained.

Financial and in-kind contributions from the private sector are
essential for ensuring a smooth startup and continued support for
the program.

Program funding relies primarily on tax dollars that are redistrkoned mainly through
Federal, State, and local education and employment and training funding sources.
However, the contributions of industry are significant These contributions take a
wide variety of formscash, space, equipment, unsubsidized job slots, staff time to
supervise students' work experience on OJT, recruitment of other employers,
membership on the board or advisory goup, presentations to students, practice
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interviewing, instructor training, and so on. Clearly both public and private funding
and in-kind contributions are required to initiate and sustain the program.

Training programs for career advancement must be designed and
delivered with sensitivity to the learning needs of the adult
learner.

Ideally, programs are developed with input both from the employer, who recognizes
the necessity of accommodating the employee pardcipants' need for flexible
scheduling and pace, and from a community college or other institution with
considerable expertise in providing education services to adults. Instructors must
recognize that many adults are uncomfortable returning to the classroom and must
develop an atmosphere that is nonthreatening. They must also understand that
background and experience vary greatly from trainee to trainee, and have the ability
to work with each student at his or her level of understanding.

The use of a formal career ladder mechanism in career advance-
ment programs may help to legitimize the program within the
company and to offer an attractive incentive to participating
employees.

A recognized career progression gives employees the opportunity to plan their
professional growth within a company and therefore has the "side effect" of
developing employee loyalty to and pride in the organization. Othe; side effects are
the development of a working team approach and the fostering of the perception, in
the broader community, that the company hasand valuesa quality workforce.
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SLIMMary of Lessons Learned From Program Operations

Varied and ongoing promotional activities that are refessional
and carefully targeted are necessary to maintain support for, and
involvement in, the program.

Regardless of sldll area, training must be work focused and
organized into modules that are designed to meet the needs of
trainees, be they at-risk youth or adult learners.

In arranging support services, programs should consider the
importance of training logistics and staff attitudes.

Establishment of clear expectations and delineation of roles and
responsibilities early in the program facilitate trainee success in
school-to-work programs.

Trainees must be viewed holistically, so that all of their needs,
barriers and strengths are taken into account.

Competency-based assessment builds the trainee's sense of
accomplishment and assures employers of the caliber of the
prospective employee, and therefore of the program.

Financial and in-kind contributions from the private sector are
essential for ensuring a smooth startup and continued support for
the program.

Training prognans for career advancement must be designed and
delivered with sensitivity to the learning needs of the adult
learner.

The use of a formal career ladder mechanism in career advance-
ment programs may help to legitimize the program within the
company and to offer an attractive ince -Wye to participating
employees.
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4. FACTORS AFFECTING SUCCESSFUL
PROGRAM OPERATIONS

Incentives and rewards are opposite sides of the same coin. Incentives answer the
question, "What can I or my organization expect to derive as a result of participating
in the program?" Rewards, on the other hand, answer the question, "What did I or
my organization receive as a result of participating in the program?"

The incentives and rewards for each category of participantsindustry partners,
educational institution partners, individual participants, and community and
government agency partnersin the programs studied are eisplayed in several
exhibits found in this chapter. There is a great deal of consistency in factors
identified as incentives or rewards within each category of participants and within the
two program typescareer advancement and school-to-work. However, based on the
differences in program focus, there is little consistency across program type.

INCENTIVES IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PliuGRAMS

Trainee Incentives

Turning first to the issue of incentives, as displayed in Exhibi. 9, there is great
similarity in the expectations held by members of the same participant group in the
school-to-work programs. For exmple, when examining factors that encouraged the
trainee's participation in secondary-level programs, three are mentioned consistently:
opportunity for a change, opportunity to earn whik learning, and entry into the labor
market.

The opportunity for a change seems especially important for participants who have
been considered at risk of dropping out or whose experience in school has been
negative. Because the model programs meet in separate facilities, use different
instructors, and/or operate in ways that mimic or model the actual work situation,
trainees do not necessarily bring their history with them to the program. They
recognize that a "bad reputatior" will not follow them to the program or to the
workplace, unless they choose to make it so. "A fresh start after screwing up" is the
way one trainee expressed it. "A last chance" is the way another trainee expressed
his feelings after being referred into the program by the court sysiem. Others said
they were bored with school and the program provided a new and exciting
atmosphere.

Earning while learning and early entry int) the labor market are also important
reasons for trainee participation. The trainirg programs enable participants to have
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EXHIBIT 9

INCENTWFS IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS

Program
Employer/
Industry

Educational
Institutions

Community/
Government

Individual
Participant

Huntsville School-to-Apprentice-
ship

a) Expand pool of entry level
workers who have appropriate
work skills and good attitudes

b) Reduced labor costs

a) Solidify cooperation
with business Advisory
Committee members

b) Continue involvement in
school-to-work

t.

a) Promote economic
growth

a) Earn and learn at the
sante time

b) Learn a skilled craft
c) Entry into workforce

1.03 Angeles Adult Regional and
Skills Center Program

a) Workers quickly trained at
appropriate skill level

b) Expand pool of workers who
have appropriate work skills
and attitudes

c) Improve literacy abilities of
labor force

d) Augment workforce/quick
placement

a) Provide services to ex-
panded community

b) Improve image hi corn-
munity

c) Reduce dropout rate

a) Expand labor pool to
promote economic
growth

b) Acculturation to U.S.
life/work

c) Assistance with civic
programs

a) Entry into workforce
b) Quick turnaround
c) Convenient schedule

Louisville Partnership

a) Expand pool of entry level
workers who have appropriate
work skills and good attitudes

b) Augment workforce/quick
placement

a) Improve attendance
b) Improve grades
c) Reduce dropout rate

a) Improve employability
of target population

a) Entry into workforce
b) Earn and learn at the

sane time

Philadelphia High School Acade-
mies

a) Expand pool of entry level
workers who have appropriate
work skills and good attiatdes

b) Good public relations

a) Reduce dropout rate
b) Improve attendance

a) Increase service to
u&erserved population

b) Improve employability
of target population

a) New start in school
b) Work toward job and

graduation
c) Earn money and learn

at the same time1
Portland Investment

a) Expand pool of entry level
workers who have appropriate
work skills and good attitudes

a) Reduce dropout rate a) Improve employability
of target population

b) Reduce potential public
dependency in target
population

a) Alternative school
experience



EXHIBIT 9

INCENTIVES IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (colfriNuE))

Program
Employer/
Industry

Educational
Institutions

Community/
Government

Individual
Participant

Project COFFEE

a) Expand pool of entry level
workers who have appmpriate
work skills and good attitudes

b) Augment workforce
c) Prepare more computer liter-

ate population

a) Reduce dropout rate
b) Find successful alterna-

tives for "at risk" stu-
dents

c) Improve image in the
community

d) improve attendance
e) Improve participant

skills

a) Opportunity to mold
better citizens

b) Improve employability
of target population

a) A new start in a dif-
ferent school

b) Opportunitii ''-1 gradu-
ate witI.......a

c) Earn and karn at the
same time

St. Louis Off-Campus Work-Study

a) Expand pool of entry level
workers who have appropriate
work skills and good attitudes

b) Screen/preview trainees as po-
tential employees

c) Augment workforce
d) Reduce labor costs

a) Reduce dropout rate a) Improw ernokrobility
of targr! cnts!'..iw

b) Ofvortl.-,, y io nv 4
truer .;.:iari -...,

a) Altemative school
experience

b) Entry into workforce
c) Earn and learn at the

same time
d) Build confidence

ANEW

a) Employees who have craft
skills and good attitudes

b) Meet affinnarYve action goals

a) Provide service
b) Expand projemm
c) Improve image in the

community

a) Reduce potential or
continuing public de-
pendency in target
population

a) Develop skills
b) Entry into a penna-

rent, skilled job with
good Pay

JIJMP

a) Meet legal stipulations on
contracts

b) Expand pool of entry level
workers who have appropriate
work skills and good attitudes

) Provide training for mi-
nority youth to enter
enginearing field

a) Incorporate at-risk
youth/ women/
mincwities into engi-
neering field

b) Reduce potential public
dependency in target
population

a) Develop skills
b) Entry into a perma-

neat, skilled job with

good Pay

SICA

a) Ensure a skilled labor pool to
meet growing employment
demand

b) Augment workforce/quick
placemem

) Save skill training
needs of students and
employers

b) Operate food services of
school

) Facilitate expansion of
industry

a) Develop skills
b) Entry into a penna-

nent, skilled job with

good Pay
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economic viability while they continue in school; contributing to individual or family
incomes no longer is in direct opposition to graduation. Because the school program
actually helps them find work (most model programs include placement), the
programs provide not only for immediate income, but also for continuing work.

Another incentive noted by trainees in several programs is scheduling convenience.
For example, in the Cooperative Ferleration for Educational Experiences (Project
COFFEE) and in the Los Angeles Adult Regional and Skill Center program, training
opportunities are provided either on a flexible schedule with individualized
instruction, or throughout a 15-hour day and weekend schedule. Flexible scheduling
offers students who have family or court responsibilities, or other mitigating
circumstances that prevent attendance during regular school hours, an opportunity to
pursue their educational goals.

For trainees in postsecondary programs, the most consistently stated incentive was
"an opporrunity to gain skills for a permanent, good-paying job." These trainees
seem to have a better idea of the type of job they want, with more detailed reasons
for choosing the program than simply desiring entry into the workforce, which was
often the reason trainees at the secondary level gave.

A factor attracting participants in several of the career advancement projects is the
possibility of obtaining college-level education and acquisition of specific work skills.
Further, these individuals believe that the new training will improve their careers, or
in the worst case scenario, help them find new jobs.

Educational Institution Incentives

Staff of secondary level educational institutions indicated that prev :. ling students
from dropping out of school was the primary reason for participation in the
partnership. Sometimes this incentive is broadened to include improving or
increasing attendance. In postsecondary programs, incentives include providing a
greater service to the community, increasing student enrollment in the school, and
serving the needs of local employers.

Keeping students in school through graduation is, in very simplified terms, the
mission of the public schools. Therefore, an incentive to participate in a program
would naturally be tbe promise of a vehicle to help achieve that mission. School
administrators and program operatoa expressed genuine desire to help students,
especially at-risk students, succeed in school. And the model school-to-work
programs offer a vehicle to do precisely that. Equally important, however, is the
schools' recognition that their economic viability is often based on average daily
attendance or other types of enrollment and attendance figures. Therefore, it is in
their best interest, operating within the "business model" that many of these programs
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use, to maximize attendance in order to maximize economic return while providing
services.

At the postsecondary level, an incentive to participate is the opportunity to expand
the program and provide service to employers in the community. Realistically,
program administrators recognize that their continued viability is based on their
operating programs that employers are willing to support, especially by providing
jobs for program participants. In particular, the postsecondary partners are aware of
the benefits to the institution's reputation and image that could be derived from
participation.

Employer Incentives

The primary incentive for industry partners is the prospect of contributing to the
production of a pool of well-trained workers available for entry-level positions.
Sometimes this translates to training students for a specific company, such as the St.
Louis Off-Campus Program in which scores of trainees have continued as full-time
employees in the companies where they received on-the-job training (OJT).
Sometimes, however, panicipation has no direct employment relevance for a partner
company, such as Project COFFEE in which Digital Equipment Corporation is a
primary partner, yet has no facilities in the school districts served by the project.
Still, in both situations, employer partners recognize that a commitment to creating

a more able pool of workers in the entire geo-
graphic area is beneficial to their company,
because they recognize that what is good for the
regional economy also is good for their business.

The primary incentive for industry
partners is the prospect of coraribut-
ing to the production of a pool of
well-trained workers available for
entry-level positions.

Other incentives discussed by employers include
the recruitment and screening of employees for

own labor force. Several model programs
operate in ways that provide employers an oppor-

tunity to train potential employees in company-specific techniques and to screen
trainees over a long period to determine suitability for employment_ For example,
St. Louis Off-Campus Work/Study Program, the Southeast Institute of Culinary Arts
Program (SICA), and the Louisville Partnership offer employers an opportunity to
evaluate potential employees in the work setting, either during the entire school year
or in summer jobs.

Another factor that some employers mentioned as an incentive to participate in the
program is to augment thcir work force. Augmentation occurs when partner
companies find themselves short-staffed due to hiring freezes, early retirements,
vacations, or sickness, and trainees step in and assume more responsibility on a short-
term basis. In particular, the SL Louis Work/Study Program and SICA have
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functioned in this capacity. In other programs, augmentation occurs because
participants in work/study arrangements provide relatively inexpensive labor and
contribute to the productivity of the company as the initial learning curve is mastered.
Many employers also have come to view the program as a quick and reliable source
of skilled labor and call the program first when looking to fill a position.

An incentive to some employers is the potential that the program provides to meet
contractual and legal obligations regarding affirmative action and equal employment.
For example, the Apprenticeship and Nontraditional Employment for Women
(ANEW) program got its initial boost because it enabled employers to meet
affirmative action goals with respect to hiring women and minorities in construction
trades. The Joint Urban Manpower Program (JUMP) provides an opportunity for
employers in the engineering field to meet New York State affirmative action
requirements when using Federal funds in highway improvement contracts.

Trade, Government, and Community Group Incendves

The incentives for many community organizations or government agencies seem to
fall into two categories. First, staff in many participating organizations want to
increase the employability of "forgotten," neglected, disadvantaged, or underserved
populations within the community. That motivation benefits the community as well
as the agencies involved. By providing training through the particular program, the
partner organizations have an opportunity both to facilitate individual growth and
mobility and to hasten trainee incorporation into the workforce and tax cycles of the
community. Therefore, the program is viewed as a strategy to produce good citizens,
with valuable work skills, who will become taxpayers. By achieving this outcome,
the program reduces the potential (or actual) public liability of disadvantaged
individuals who require long-term public support. For example, ANEW targets
trainees who are receiving public support at the beginning of training, with the
expectation that they will be self-sufficient as a result of the training.

A second reason several organizations choose to participate in the model p-ograms
is an opportunity to encourage the growth of area business. For example, the
Huntsville School-to-Apprenticeship program, the Los Angeles Adult Skills Center
Program, and SICA perceive themselves as contributing to the economic development
of the region as well as to the economic well-being of the individual trainees.

REWARDS IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS

Trainee Rewards

Similarity is found across programs and participant categories regarding the
perception of reward for participation, as can be seen by examing the information in

,
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Exhibit 10. Discussions with trainees in every progum revealed that jobs and job
opportunities are their reward for participation. Further, many of the jobs are
permanent, skilled positions and provide a very good wage. In the postsecondary
programs the typical wage for starting positions ranges from about $7.50 to $10 an
hour.

Another reward identified by most trainees is that they have gained self-esteem and
self-confidence as a result of participating in the program. Not only have they
learned job skills, they alsr, have achieved a level of success unknown in their
previous school experiences.

Other outcomes for trainees include improving grades, establishing contacts in the
local job market, and receiving assistance in developing their own life and career
decisions. A number of trainees indicated that the personal attention receive4 from
program staff was the first constructive attention they had received in a school
setting.

Educational Institution Rewards

For educational institution partners, the rewards or outcomes also have been similar
across programs. Most report considerably improved attendance and decreased
dropout rates. For example, the Louisville Education Employment Partnership has
a dropout rate of 1.1 percent, less than half that of the regular school system. Their
figures also show that school attendance of trainees increased by 17 percent.
Attendance rates for the program participants also exceed attendance rates for the rest
of the school system. The Philadelphia High School Academy (PHSA) reports
attendance at over 90 percent and a dropout rate reduced to less than 10 percent for
trainees, as opposed to a dropout rate in excess of 40 percent for the target
population. Project COFFEE reports that attendance for participants increased from
about 40 percent of possible days before enrolling in the program to 90 percent of
possible days during participation. They also have an increase in graduation rates to
a level exceeding 85 percent of all participants.

A second major reward for the educational institutions seems to be placement rates,
that is, students who become gainfully employed as a direct result of the training.
The data ir. Exhibit 10 illustrate these rates for most programs. The numbcrs are
impressive and range from an employment rate of about 70 percent in Project
COFFEE to 92 percent in SICA .

Employer Rewards

The rewards derived by employers also arc N,Try similar across programs. Many
employers recognized an increase in thc general skW level of the pool of employees
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EXHIBIT 10

REWARDS IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS

Program
Employer/
Industry

Educational
Institutions

Community/
Goveroment

Individual
Participant

Huntsville School-to-Apprentice-
ship

) 50% of trainees continue ap-
prenticeships

a) Over 95% of partici-
pants graduate

) Continuing association
of program and busi-
ness

) Beginning apprentices
earn at least $5.00
per hour

Los Angeles Adult Regional and
Skills Center Program

a) Expanded entry level labor
pool

b) Rapid replacement/expansion
of labor force

) Augmented workforce/quick
placement

d) Trainees have become em-
ployees

Continuing expansion
in numbeis of adults
served

b) Continuing growth of
image and prestige in
community

c) 80% plaxement rate
d) Reduce dropouts by

40% within at-risk
population

a) Continuing expansion
of services to target
populations

b) Continuing assistance
with community pro-
jects

a) Skills that lead direct-

IY to job
b) lnexpensiveMective

training/placement

Louisville Partnership

a) Rapid replacement/expansion
of labor force

) Dropout rate of 1.1%
less than half of regular
school

b) Academic gains in Eng-
h thlis and ma of .1

point
c) Attendance increased

by 17% among partici-
pants

d) Placement rate of 99%

a) At-risk students are
staying in school

b) Participants are be-
coming better citizens

) Jobs and potential for
continuing full-time
work upon graduation

Philadelphia High School Acade-
mies

) Trainees have become em-
ployees

b) Trainees have supptemented
the regional workforce

a) Improved attendance to
over 90%

b) Reduced dropout rate to
less than 10%

) Achieved post gradua-
don placement rates of
over 85%

a) Significant number of
minority individuals
hired

a) Improved grades
b) Job opportwities
c) Gains in self-confi-

dence
d) Contacts in business
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ExMuff 10

REWARDS IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTININI)

Program
Employer/
Industry

_
Educational
Institutions

Community/
Government

Individual
Participant

Portland InvesUnent

a)

b)

)

Reduced dropout rate
Increased academic
achievement levels
Increased parental in-
volvement

a)

b)

Reduced potential for
at-risk youth to be-
come public welfare
recipients
Improved service
coordination

a) Gains in self-confi-
dence

Project COFFEE

a)

b)

)

Trainees have become cm-
ployees
Trainees have supplemented
regional workforce
Trainees arc comfortable
with idea of computerized
sulutions to problems

)

b)

)

d)

Improved attendance
fmm 40% to 90%
.teduced dropout and
increased graduation
rates
Employment rate of
graduates of 70%; 50%
of graduates rind jobs
in areas of training
Gains in academic and
vocational rehabilitation

a)

b)

Reduced potential for
at-risk youth to be-
come public welfare
recipients
Increased tax base

a) Job opportunities
b) Improved work and

academic skills
c) Gains in self-confi-

dence

St. Louis Off-Campus Work-
Study

)

b)

Trainees have become em-
plc- tes
Trainees have supplemented
the regional workforce

a)

b)
c)

Dropout rate of less
than 5%
Improved attendance
Placement rates of
75-80% and continuing
education rates of
15-20%

) Served over 3,000 stu-
dents

a) Earn at least mini-
mum wage

b) Entry level hands-on
skills training

c) Combine credit for
and experience with
work at a real job
with opportunity to
graduate

d) Gains in self-confi-
dence

e) Consideration of
career decisions

f) Personalized support
g) Improved grades
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EXHIBIT 10

REWARDS IN SCHOOL-TO-WORK PROGRAMS (CONTINUE))

Program
Employer/
Industry

Educational
Institutkms

Community/
Government

Individual
Participant

ANEW

a) Well skilled employees,
63% of whom temain on thc
job

a) Completion rate of 75%
b) Placement rate of 71%

) Substantial increase in
lax base and decrease
of public dependency
among clients

a) Pernanent jobs, range
of starting wages
from $8.00-$9.00 per
hour

) 72% of 225 graduates since
191W remain in field, many
with original firms

a) Over 500 participsnts
have been trained and
placed since 1969

a) Substantial increase in
lax base

a) Permanent jobs, range
of starting wages
from $7.50410.00
per hots

SICA

a) Rapid replacement/expansion
of labor force

b) Trainees and equipment have
supplemented the labor force

a) Enhanced national
reputation of schnol

b) 92% of enrolled stu-
dents have taken higher
than entry-level jobs
upon leaving prop=

a) Industry continues to
expand and hire direct-
ly from SICA

) Job opportunities at
higher than entry
level

1 '



Analysis of Linkages in Selected Schooko-Woric and Canter Advancement Transition Programs

available for entry-level positions as well as improved skills among trainees hired
into full-time positions at the end of the program. For example, in the St. Louis Off-
Campus Work/Study Program, scores of trainees have become, and It Main, full-time
employees of employer partners. In Louisville, some employers will hire only
program participants or graduates. In the Huntsville School-to-Apprenticeship
Program, 50 percent of the trainees have continued as apprentices and journeymen
with the companies in which they began their original apprenticeship. In ANEW,
over the entire course of the project, 63 percent of the program graduates remained
on the job with their initial placement. Similarly, for JUMP, a 1989 followup survey
found that 72 percent of the graduates since 1980 have remained in the field, many
of them with their original employers.

Trade, Government, and Community Group Rewards

The rewards for community organizations and government agency pamiers involved
in the program are less quantifiable. However, partner organizations share the belief
that there has been an increase in the tax base as a result of program participants
going to work. The placement rates for the programs would support that conclusion.
Further, community and government partners believe that, as a result of trainees
going to work, paying taxes, and staying on the job, the programs have helped
produce better citizens for the community, with the result that the potential for these
at-risk students to become public welfare recipients is considerably reduced.
Unfortunately, calculations to determine the net value gain of the programs have not
been conducted as part of the evaluation process in any of the programs studied.

INCENTIVES IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Trainee Incentives

As can be seen in Exhibit 9A, a number of the individual participants in the Genesis
and Crouse-Hinds training procams were attracted by the prestige of participating
in a mllege education and the prospect of experiencing success in a college setting.
Of importance to their continuing participation is the program's flexible schedule that
enables them to hold down their jobs and take care of their family needs. They view
their new skills, their ability to keep current with new technology, and their overall
marketability as factors that will help them advance within their own companies, are
viewed favorably by management, and, in the worst case scenario, will help them
attain new jobs if their current jobs end. All of these serve as substantial induce-
ments to participation in the raining programs.
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ExtnBrr 9A

INCENTIVES
CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Program
Employer/
Industry

FAlucatkmal
Institutkms

Community/
Government

Individual
Participant

Crouse-Hinds/Cooper Industries

a) Classes designed to meet
needs of managers and em-
ployees

b) Opportunity to screen instruc-
tors before wsignment to
training site

c) Input into training design and
instructional methodology

d) Help in locating State funding
for training

e) Ability to keep up with tech-
nological changes

a) Fulfills misskm to serve
the business/industry
needs of the community

a) Help in meeting State
requirements for cer-
thin degree programs
at OCC

b) Ability to keep up
with technological
changes

c) Meet own growth and
development needs

d) Student-paced classes
e) Training would help

workers find other
jobs if their current
jobs ended

Genesis Health Ventures

a) Ensure a skilled labor pool to
meet growing employment
demand

b) Provide employee develop-
ment

c) Offer new ideas
d) Obtain space, support servic-

es, recordkceping, prestige of
a "college-based" program

e) Improve services
0 Reduce attrition rates
g) Retain valued employees
h) Improve industry image

) Expanded base of opera-
tion

b) Some leveraging of
funds to extend staff and
space resources

) Rental revenues for use
of facilities

d) Offers new ideas
e) Money to pay for the

program (100%) (re-
cruilment promotion,
and selection)

f) Administrative support
for the program

g) People to be in the pro-
gram

h) Promotion within the
business community

.1

a) No tax dollars support
the program

b) Employer reaches out
to community to find
participants

) Improved image of
nursing home industry

a) Prestige of participat-
ing in a college edu-
cation

b) Evidence of success
college certification

c) A career ladder train-
ing program

d) Flexible schedule en-
ables participants on
different shifts to
attend

e) Improve individual/
professional skills

0 Monetary awards
through advancement



Exiiinrr 9A

INCENTIVES
CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Employer/
Industry

Educational
Institutkms

I Community/
, Government

lndivklual
Partkipant

a) Promm addresses lechnolog- a) Community colleges a) Help Illinois companies a) Enhanced personal
leaf change and productivity/
quality improvement needs

have the capability to
act as both brokers and

improve productivity,
profitability, and prod-

and pmfesskmal skills
b) Viewed favorably by

b) Companies remain competi- raining providers uct quality to enhance corporate management

Illinois Prairie State 2000
live and profitable through
efficient, productive workers

b) The Management Asso-
dation of Illinois does

ability to compete,
survive, and keep jobs

Employer-based Program c) Receive services tailored to
needs, partial reimbursement
for the cost of services

act as a broker and
training provider and
gains both prestige with
its members and en-
hanced training capabili-
ties

in State

a) Well-trained labor force a) High interaction with a) Attract employers to a) Enhanced personal
b) Training reimbursement by trainees and their com- Stillwater area Orval) and pn,fescional skills

State panics b) Attract employ TS tO b) Viewed favorably by

Indian-Meridian AVIV

1

c) Participation in the CEO Net-
work

b) Increased funding and
prestige for the sponsor

c) Good support from local
business, both k''rect
financial support and
support in ralsing reve-
nue through taxes

Vklahoma (Sta,e) corporate management
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EXHIBIT 9A

INCENTIVFS
CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Employer/
Industry

Educational
Institutions

Community/
Government

Individual
Participant

Milwaukee H.I.R.E. hogram

a)

b)
c)

Retraining and reemployment
of dislocated workers
Skills upgrading
Development of older, experi-
enced, and reliable workforce
with strong work ethic

a) Meet needs of employ-
en and employees dur-
ing downswings, layoffs,
plant closings, etc. in the
industrial/manufacturing
sector

a) Healthy business cli-
mate

b) Lower unemployment
c) Reduced reliance on

social and welfare
se(vices

a) Reemployment at
70-80% of previous
wage level

b) Assistance in assess-
ing skills, upgrading
or retraining

c) Placement services to
reenter the workforce

d) Support services for
trainees and families

e) Reduced feelings of
stress, tension, anxi-
ety, depression, and
kmeliness

I

1
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Ana 4.sis of Linkages in Selected SehookoWork and Carer Advanosment Transition Programs

Educational Institution Incentives

The educational institutions, particularly community colleges, participate in the
programs to do the following:

Expand their base of operations;

Enhance their staff, their capacities, and their programs generally;

Keep current with industry practices and new technology; and

Fulfill their mission to serve the business and industry needs of the
community.

The administrations also believe that participation in the training programs enhances
the prestige of the institution in the community and often enhances the support
(financial and otherwise) received from the private sector.

Employer Incentive:

In the career advancement programs, the employers are clear and unanimous in their
expectations from the programs. They expect the programs to ensure a skilled labor
pool that can meet their employment needs and adapt to changes in the workplace

4111 M such as new technology, procedures, and methods.

Participating employers in the career
advancement programs anticipate
access to a skilled labor pool which
will improve their productivity,
customer service, and overall
competitiveness.

I I I I P'

111

They hope tr) .,t3prove productivity, service to
their custoint:i aid their overall competitiveness.
One important incentive is the opportunity to
design training classes specifically tailored to
their needs. Another is the prospect of having
lower attrition and turnover rates as employees'
skills art upgraded and their talents can be rede-
ployed within the company. They also recognize
that the training represents a valuable human

resource management tool, helping to keep employees challenged, motivated,
efficient, and productive. For some empluyers, the opportunity to get reimbursement
from the State for training costs is an incentive.

Trade, Government, and Community Group Incentives

The community and government parmers discussed their motivation to participate in
terms of not having to rely solely in most cases on tax dollars for the programs.
They perceive benefits related to lower unemployment rates and reduced reliance of
trainees on social and welfare services. In addition, the availability of training
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Ana lois of Linkages in Se !octal School-b-Wo* and Career Advanoomont Transition Programs

programs provides a healthier business climate in the community and help attract
good employers with good jobs to the State and the community.

REWARDS IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Trainee Rewards

The individual participants are able to realize some progression within their careers
and within their companies, with accompanying salary increases (see Exhibit 10A).
Many report an improvement in their self-image and their self-confidence as they are
taken more seriously by their colleagues and earn more respect for their improved or
new skills. Some receive course credits or degrees in new or more advanced areas.
The bottom line for the participants is improved job skills, performance, teamwork,
morale, corporate spirit, and marketability.

Educational Institution Rewards

The educational institutions providing some or all of the career advancement training
also articulate the benefits of participation as enhanced reputation within the
community, tcreased opportunities to provide training to other institutions in the
area, greater capacity to fulfill their community economic development mission, and
greater staff and institutional capacity to broaden the scope and range of services
provided. Some respondenEr specifically noted such rewards as endowed chair and
donations of equipment, mate.,:als, tools, and financial or other in-kind contributions.

Employer Rewards

Employers described the rewards they derived through participation in career
advancement programs similarlyand enthusiasticallyacross progrt.ms. Some
specific rewards mentioned are as follows:

A "return on investment," such as a drastically reduced e mployee turnover
rate, represents a significant savings in classified advertising costs and re-
training expenses. Genesis reports that 93 percent of the graduates of its
training program are still employed by the company. The usual turnover
rate for this category of employer is about 60 percent;

The ability to attract high-quality employees who pursue career paths and
training opportunities;

The ability to develop an experienced, seasoned, and reliable workforce
with a strong work ethic;
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EXHIBIT 10A

REWARDS IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS

Program
Employer/
Industry

FAucational
Institutions

Community/
Government

htdivklual
Participant

a) Receives low cost vaining on-
site

) Fulfill part of college's
mission

) Receive 30 credits for
being a journeyman in the

b) Designed around specific roles b) Public relations 2-ycar program

Crouse-Hinds/Cooper Industries

of thc company c)

d)

Hc lp faculty stay current
with new technologies and
machinery
Endowed chair ($40,000)
from the local manufac-
turas' association

b)
c)
d)
e)

Learn more advanced skills
Apply new skills
Increased earning potential
Improved employment op-
portunities and security

)

f)

Donations from industry of
materials, equipment, tools,
etc.
Two scholarships for me-
chanical technicians paid for
by Crouse-Hinds

a) 98% of the graduates (406 out
of 438) we still employed by

a) Enhanced reputation within
community

) Individuals needing
health care services

) Graduates who continue
working for company re-

GHV (typical turnover rate is
60%)

b) Increased opportunities to
provide training to other

will get more effective
and efficient care

ceive a S2,000/yr salary in-
MIME

b) High $ return on investment industries in area b) More can return home b) Progression up a career

Genesis Health Ventures

c)

d)

)

Recruitment of new employ-
ees made easier through at-
traction to career paths and
advancement opportunities
Increased occupancy rate in
facilities (from 94 lo 97%)
due to more efficient and
meaningful services
New tearn spirit within the
organization

c) More can avoid hospi-
talization

)

d)

e)

ladder with commensurate
increases in salaries and
responsibilities
Advancement in current
jobs or advancement to
higher level on career
ladder
Increased opportimity for
input and more credibility
with the care team
Improved self-esteem and
confidence

0 Personal growth
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EXHIBIT 10A

REWARDS IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Employer/
Industry

Educational
Institutions

Community/
(nvernment

lndivklual
Participant

Illinois Prairie State 2000
Employer-based Program

)

b)

)

d)

Awareness of public sources
of funding available for train-
ing and education, and assis-
lance with the eligibility cdte-
da and procedures required to
apply for funding. Awareness
of the broad range of training
and education services avail-
able
Increases in productivity and
competitiveness. Improved
communication patterns, a
higher level of employee
involvement and beuer prob-
lem solving capabilities,
Improved efficiency and effee-
tiveness
Awareness of current thinking
in management and organin-
tional theory
Awareness of a key State/local
resource relevant to the
employer's staffing

a) The Management Associa-
tion of Illinois and four
community colleges are the
only organizations providing
training to multiple employ-
ersigrant recipients

The Association has en-
hanced its reputation with its
members based upon the
range and quality of services
provided

The community colleges
have enhanced their image
with local employers as
practical training providers
and have fulfilled their
economic development
mission by woridng with
State grant funds to assist
local businesses

) Improved business di-
mate in Illinois

a)

b)

c)

d)

Remediation of basic skill
deficiencies
Enhanced vocational/
occupational skills (or
better managers and super-
visors, and bosses)
Ability to keep pace with
office automation and
technological changes
Assistance in overcoming
language barriers I

,
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EXHIBIT 10A

REWARDS IN CAREER ADVANCEMENT PROGRAMS (CONTINUED)

Program
Employer/
Industry

Educational
Instituthms

Community/
Government

Individual
Participant

) Increased productivity of local ) Improved industry-education a) Community prestige a) Improved job skills
plants (for example, after linkages derived from guest b) Improved performance

1ndian-Meridian AVTC

initial training, within 3 years,
Mercury Marine's Stillwater
plant advanced from the least
productive to the mns: produc-
live of Mercury Marine's
plants)

b) Culture change through team
building efforts

) Responsiveness from sponsor
to customize the training to fit
local circumstances

d) Value for the money for train-
ing

e) CEO networkenhanced
communication at top level

b)

c)

d)

Improved funding, spacious
well-equip-tied facility
Enhanced prestigethe
sponsor's superintendent
was invited to join the
Board of Directors of one
locally owned major em-
ployer
Enhanced reputation of the
sponsor beyond the local
arCil

b)

lectures by top man-
agement and organim-
don expens
More businesses were
attracted to the area, in
part due to the pro-
gram

c)
d)

Improved marketability
Improved corporate spirit

I) Improved product quality, pro-
ductivity and competitiveness

a) Dependable, well-trained em- a) Improved linkage to busi- ) Linkages between eco- a) Marketable skills

Milwaukee H.I.R.E. Program

ployees with strong work
ethics

b) Assistance in times of layoffs,
downsizing, or plant clecings

c) Help in applicant IOCK+ ning
when making new hires

ness and industry nomic development,
job training, education,
Laid social services

b)
c)

d)

e)

Employment/reemployment
Remediation of low basic
skill level
Self-estean and self-confi-
dence

73% average reemploy-
ment rate

0 Average reemployment
wage level is 93% of pre-
layoff wage level

21
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Analysis of Linkages in Selected School-to-Work and Career Advancemnt Transition Programs

Low-cost training, provided onsite, and specially tailored to their own
individual company's needs;

Increased corporate productivity and competitiveness;

Improved communication patterns, a higher level of employee involve-
ment, and better problem-solving capabilities that lead to improved
efficiency and effectiveness;

An enhanced awareness of current thinking in management and organiza-
tional theory;

An enhanced awareness of public sources of funding, eligibility criteria,
and application proceduressome were able to obtain partial subsidization
of training costs from government funding sources, which enabled them
to provide training that they otherwise could not afford;

Greater awareness of the broad range of training and educational services
available, enabling them to choose those opportunities best suited to their
needs and budgets; and

The ability to bring about total, top to bottom, cultural change within the
organization (e.g., employers participating in the Prairie State 2000
training use their career advancement training programs to help them
reorganize their production processes and give their employees a fresh
perspective upon themselves, their coworkers, their company, and its
competitors).

One striking example of benefits derived from program participation is found in
Stillwater, Oklahoma:

"By 1980, the Stillwater plant still had the lowest productivity of all
Mercury Marine's plants and was in jeopardy of being closed. At that
point, the plant manager was summarily dismissed and a new plant
manager "as assigmed. The new plant manager had a strong training
orientation d worked closely with the Aviv to expand the training
offered to workers. The initial wave of training focused upon
traditional metal manufacmring skills, management/supervisory
training, and office automation. Within three years, the Stillwater
plant had moved from the least productive to the most productive of
Mercury Marine's plants.
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Ana*sis of Linkagn in Selected School-to-Wo* and Carew Advancernant Transition Programs

Following up on that success of the early 1980s, the company and the
AVTC embarked on a new round of training. This second round of
training emphasized new manufacturing techniques such as statistical
process control (SPC), geometric tolerance (GT), and a computerized
numerical control (CNC) which were designed to increase productivity
and improve product quality. During this same mid-1980s time frame,
several other companies opened new plants or relocated existing
facilities in the Stillwater area."

Trade, Government, and Community Group Rewards

The trade, government, and community group participants believe that the industry-
education linkages provide an improved business climate in their State or region and
enhance their community's prestige. Some indicate that the training programs attract
more businesses to the area, improving their region's economic vitality.

IMPLICATIONS/LESSONS LEARNED

The link between school and work must be very clearly perceived
by the trainees and the partner organizations in school-to-work
programs.

For school-to-work programs to succeed, the training experience must be directly
related to the job, and the trainees must attend school to get and keep the job.
Trainees must work at the job to graduate and must graduate to continue to work.

Effective training is realistic and linked to real
jobs. Thus, the programs answer the call for
relevance of education to work, an element that
seems to be missing from much of secondary and
postsecondary education in the United States.
Attendance and placement figures, as well as thc
continuing participation of the partner organiza-
tions, suggest that individua1. participants want to
stay in school when the training offered a2 school

and when attendance in school allows them to get a job. Furthermore, the data
suggest that linking school to work is an incentive for all trainees, regardless of the
target population.

For school-to-work programs to suc-
ceed, the training experience must be
directly related to the job, and the
trainees must attend school to get and
keep the job.

The partners all need to know and understand the bottom line
results that they can expect from participating in the partnership,
and how those results relate to their own organizational goals.



Ana6,sis of Linkages in Selected School-to-Work and Career Advancemnt Transition Programs

For employers, this lesson means they need to kncw the effects on people,
productivity, and profitability, and understand the link between training and total
productivity. In school-to-work programs it means a shortened learning curve and
appropriate work attitudes for trainees. In career advancement programs, it means
cost savings when existing workers are redeployed rather than replaced. For
educational institutions, the lesson means they need to blow the effects on
attendance, performance, completion/graduation, and the benefit to the image of the
institution. For community organizations, the lesson means they need to know how
the program affects the tax base, the economic environment, and the image of the
region.

To address these issues within any program, some type of evaluation component is
needed. The questions must address issues of concern to the partners: What skills
are learned? Does the training help employees keep up with new technology and
new ways of organizing work? How effective is the application of the training once
the employee is back at the workplace?

Partnerships are facilitated when they focus on service goals that
crystallize the program mission as well as support the mission of
each partner organization.

The data suggest that a close correspondence between expectations and outcomes
facilitates parmerships. When that correspondence exists, organizations seem willing
to build and continue relationships in order to meet their own needs and the needs
of others. In addition, favorable quantitative outcome data actually facilitate
partnerships by providing a tangible "report card" or results to which every partner
organization can relate.

Summary of Lessons Learned Regarding Success Factors

The link between school and work must be very clearly perceived by
the trainees and the partner organizations in school-to-work programs.

The partners all need to know and understand the bottom line results
that they can expect from pardcipating in the partnership, and how
those results relate to their own organizational goals.

Parmerships are facilitated when they focus on service goals that
crystallize the program mission as well as supports the mission of each
partner organization.

41111=111/'
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Analysis of Linkages in Selected Sc:hool-to-Wo* and Career Advancement Transition Programs

PROBLEMS OR BARRIERS IN OPERATION AND STRATEGIES FOR
RESOLUTION

Each partnership encountered certain barriers during the life cycle of partnership
development end program implementation. Likewise, each was able to overcome
these barriers sufficiently to operate the program successfully. In each case,
strategies were initiated that facilitated progress. It is important to analyze the factors
that acted as barriers and the strategies used to facilitate the development of
productive linkages in order to help others who may attempt similar ventures.

Of course, it is often difficult to identify barriers to success in programs that are
successful, because these partners tend to concentrate on positive futures and tend
to overcome problems almost instinctively. This seems to be due to adept leadership
and management and a positive "can-do" attitude.

Six categories of barriers were reported with consistency across the model programs:
size inefficiencies, cult of personality, lack of information, demographic/economic
changes, turf conflicts, and resources. These barriers and the tactics the partners are
using to address these issues are discussed in the following text.

Size Inefficiencies

Several programs reported that the small size of their school or company posed a
problem for starting or continuing their partnership. For example, Project COFFEE

officials indicated that, as a single, rural school
system, they initially brought limited resources of

The strategy of forming regional
associations of potential partners
has been used to overcome small
size problems in several of the
studied programs.

dollars and numbers of students to the training
effort, thus restricting the services they could
provide. The strategy COFFEE adopted to deal
with the issue was to reorganize. That is, they
formed a consortium of school systems so they
could provide services in return for a fee that serves
as income for the program. Likewise, they work

with employers, local governments, and social service agencies throughout western
Massachusetts to broaden the support and resource base for the program.

The strategy of forming regional associations of potential partners has been used
effectively to overcome small size problems in several of the studied programs,
including Milwaukee RI.R.E., Portland Investment (PI), Louisville Partnership, St.
Louis Work Study, SICA, and Los Angeles. However, officials in these programs
caution that difficulty in incorporating large numbers of organizations into the
working parmership should be expected. Officials uniformly suggest using memos
of understanding that pnblicly state the expected outcomes and the division of
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Analysis of Linkages in Selected School-b-Wor* and Career Advancement Transition Programs

responsibilities among partners. Further, they recommend that clear points of contact
must be established within each partner organization.

Cult of Personality

Sometimes programs suffer from the "cult of personality" or a situation in which tbe
leaders of partner organizations establish close personal relationships and operate the
program based only on that relationship. Thus, if something happens to "remove"
one of the personalities from the partnership, the partnership suffers and may have
difficulty surviving.

The strategy that several of the exemplary programs have adopted to overzome this
problem centers on three areas. First, signed memos of understanding Among the
partner organizations are a valuable tool in maintaining continuity within the program
regardless of what career options the partnership's chief architects might pursue.
Second, when programs have high public exposure and media attention, public
expectations for the program help maintain the priority for and activity of the
program, even though the corporate officials in partner organizations may change.
Third, to avoid the "cult of personality," spread the decisionmaking and contact
responsibilities among many people within the partner organizations rather than
involving only one or two individuals in these activities. Indeed, cae characteristic
of the model program is decentralized decisionmaking and broad-based responsibili-
ties for maintaining contacts among partner organizations.

Lack of Information

An initial barrier faced by several partnerships was not really knowing whett to start.
They lacked data about successful models, experience about how to form a
partnership, and information about how other organizations in the partnership
conducted business. Some fortunate program, such as Louisville, were able to
secure information on similar program designs. However, most programs learned
from trial and error. Program officials offer the following general advice to
organizations that are considering forming partnerships:

Start small and grow.

Carefully analyze the strategic economic needs of your geographic area
and of each potential partner, then build those findings and ideas into the
program and marketing design.

Express your own needs candidly; prefer honesty over bluff.
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Become a good listener. Pay attention to the words and the needs
expressed by the partnets.

Keep your word and keep others informed. Trust requires time and
communication to grow.

Avoid becoming discouraged. You will be told "no." Learn from those
situations and keep working.

Learn from others when you can. Check with government, business, and
educational organizations for information on similar and related activities.

DemographiclEconomic Changes

Problems arise because of economic or demographic changes in the region. These
changes include the diminishing size of the age cohort of secondary-level students,

the growth of non-English speaking immigrant
populations, and a shift in the local economy from
manufacturing to service-based industries. Project
COFFEE as well as the Louisville, St. Louis, and
Los Angeles pmgrams reported that concerns over
these issues have posed difficulties either in
program operations or in program plaiming and

The necessity of dealing with
economic and demographic changes
can be viewed as an opportunity for
revitalizing the partnership.

implementation.

A strategy for dealing with the problem, as reported by program officials, is to "stand
the problem on its head." That is, view the necessity of dealing with economic and
demographic changes as an opportunity for revitalization of the partnership. These
challenges arc important, especially in the more mature programs, because they
stimulate new ideas and offer an opportunity to rekindle the efforts of the partnership.
Programs like COFFEE and Los Angeles used the lessons learned during the early
development stages of their parmerships and, when confronted with economic/demo-
graphic changes, forged relationships with new partners; the comprehensive
Workforce LA is one such planning effort. Th3 result, in each instance, has been the
expansion of the program to serve more students than had previously been the case.

Turf Conflicts

"Turf battles" occur, even in exemplary programs, at three levels: among partner
organizations, within individual organizations in the partnership, and w;_th lic iarger
community. The difficulties among partner orgaitharions in the study have arisen in
two areas: marketing the program and program services to new organizations and
working through day-to-day ,perations. For example, one problem encountered both
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in creating parmerships and in operating programs has been a defensive posture on
the part of some of the organizations that might be served by the program When
officials in various programs examined this reaction, they determined that it often
resulted from the approach they took when attempting to involve the organization in
the program. For example, when Project ANEW staff initially approached
contractors and union representatives regarding the program concept, they presented
the ANEW program as an opportunity to ovezcome "deficiencies" in hiring practices
regarding affirmative action. Rather than facilitating linkage development, the
approach resulted in a defensive reaction from contractors about lxing "deficient,"
Over time, project staff learned that a better approach is to learn enough about the
!,e,otential partner to determine how program services fit the organization's mission
and then to present issues rather than problems and discuss the proposal as a win-win
service opportunity.

Several strategies were recommended as successful ways to deal with day-to-day
operational conflicts among partner organizations. Among the ideas endorsed by
officials were the following:

Focus on a singular mission for the program, and subjugate all other
objectives or needs to that mission.

Use the advice and resources of each organization so that every parmer
feels ownership for the program.

Work to achieve equity among participating organizations in terms of the
input each provides and output each achieves.

Distribute appropriate credit for success each among the partners and say
thank you.

Recognize and accommodate the strategic needs of each organization in
the partnership.

Establish and maintain internal rules to the partnership about how each
will discuss the program and its problems in public.

All programs port continuing problems with issues relate.", to turf battles.
Interestingly, however, those problems seem to occur more often within individual
partner organizations than between or among partners, especially for mature
partnerships. Internal battles in this second area of conflict arise from time to time
over issues such as withholding use of some equipment or facility from one part of
un organization to another, quibbling about broken equipment, arguing over
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scheduling of training or rotation of trainees through the work processes, or
complaining about time required for supervision.

Strategies that seem effective in resolving internal turf battles include the iollowing:

Detennine internally, in advance of program startup, exactly how the
program will fit into the ongoing operation of the organization, wiih
particular attention to preparing for the intnision of trainees into the work
setting;

Establish the program as a separate entity with its own point of contact,
individual schedule, individual facility, and perhaps most important,
independent cost center;

Encourage the program to build its own community constituency so that
it is viewed positively in the larger community and, therefore, contributes
to the overall credibility of the partner organization; and

Ensure that top-down commitment to the partnership continues so that
political infighting can be minimized through the line authority of the
organization.

The third area of conflict is between the program and other organizations outside the
partnership. Officials from exemplary programs suggested two strategies to deal with
this problem. First, involve representatives from the outside organizations on
planning task forces and/or curriculum review committees. Second, continually strive
to improve the program image by publicly emphasizing the success of the program.

Although the existence of turf battles between or among partners was alluded to at
a number of sites, the specifics of those problems were not discussed. Partners are
reticent to discuss issues relating to turf. They prefer to work behind closed doors
to solve those problems and present a unified stance in public. This confidentiality
regarding disagreements seems to be one of the earmarks of successful partnerships.

The hurdles that were faced by some of the programs in the study, and how each one
was successfully handled, are presented below.

Image is often a problem in organizations known for having large numbers of low-
skilled employees who work in occupations with no career potential. By creating a
career ladder to enable progression within the company, helping to design a
curriculum to move people from one step to the next, and publicizing the effort both
inside and outside of the organization, companies were able to enhance their image
with current and potential employees and within the broader community.
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Program acceptance by the professional community can be a problem when
protecting vested interests is commonplace in the profession. Through development
of quality programs and curricula, success breeds its own constituency. The
programs that faced resistance among professionals in the field generally encouraged
professional staff to participate on advis,dy committees and to become integrally
involved in helping to institute the program. The participation of well-known
professionals and of prestigious accredited institutions also lent credibility to the
venture. When the training produced higher skilled team members and enhanced the
image of the organization within the community, even the most resistant members
of the professional community supported the program.

Promotion was a problem for some programs because of resistance from staff of the
existing programs at the educational institution providing the training. The programs
were able to turn this around by establishing a feeder type of program through which
graduates go on to higher leveLs of study at the educational institution.

Some of the programs faced internal resistance from adninistrators in the partner
organizations who were hesitant to support the program. This resistance was quickly
squelched by resultsimproved services, decreased costs, and improved image in the
community.

Resources

Resources were mentioned as a harrier in several programs; however, more often than
not, the barrier identified took forms other than simply "lack of money." For
example, in some programs, the "red tape" involved in funding sources such as the
Job Training Partnership Act and the Carl Perkins Vocational Act monies is

burdensome. Business and industry partners seem
especially sensitive to this issue and, in some

The importance of the program mis- instances, have counseled other partners to refuse
sion drives the partners to surmount public money because of the paperwork involved.
obstacles associated with resources. An alternate strategy for dealing with the issue is

to designate a specific partner, usually an educa-
tional institution, as responsible for handling the

paperwork associated with securing and using Federal and State government funding
sources. Further, the "paperwork partner" educational program can carry the funds
on its books and handle the financial accountability aspects.

Funding rarely was identified as a primary problem in the model programs. This is
not to say that resources are plentiful or easy to find. However, the prevailing
orientation within the model programs is that, given their mission, given the resources
available within the greater community, and given the partners involved in the
program, creative solutions to the issue of resource needs can be identified and
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APPENDIX:

STUDY QUESTIONS
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implemented. The importance of the mission drives the partners to sunnount those
obstacles. Often, the mixing and matching of resources empowers one organization
to secure in-kind contributions from another and generates feelings of ownership
because of the large time commitments required on the part of all partners. As one
administrator phrased it, "The problem is more one of sufficient imagination and will
than one of adequate amounts of money."
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APPENDIX: STUDY QUESTIONS

I. Evaluation of Successful Linkages

A. LINKAGE DEVELOPMENT

1. What types of linkages have been developed?

2. What agencies/organizations have been involved in forging linkages and in
program planning?

3. What procedures have been used to develop these linkages?

4. What wab the political, economic, and historical context under which
linkages were developed?

B. PROGRAM OPERATIONS

5. How is the program funded? What are the costs?

6. How has the program been promoted?

7. How do successful programs recruit participants?

8. How many participants are in the program"

9. What types of training are offere4? ".7 aming designed and
delivered? How do program staff interact witn trainees?

10. Have changes in the training content, design or delivery occurred over time?

11. How well does participant training fit the local job market?

12. What procedures are used to assess participants?

13. How is the program evaluated?

14. What are past and projected program outcomes?
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C. IMPACT

15. What has been the impact on each agency or organization as a result of its
involvement in the program?

16. What impact has the program had on the community?

II. Identification of Issues and Barriers to Linkages

A. LINKAGE DEVELOPMENT

1. What legal and political barriers, "turf' issues and past relationships inhibit
or enhance the quality of successful linkages?

2. How much time is needed to form successful linkages? How can this time
be reduced?

3. Is funding a problem in developing linkages?

B. PROGRAM OPERATIONS

4. Is program success dependent on the type of participants selected into the
program?

5. At what level of skill and education do participants enter the program? Is
remediation necessary?

6. What background, training and qualifications of instructors and staff affect
success?

7. How does program structure and management influence program operations?

8. How have technical assistance needs been identified and addressed?

C. IMPACT

9. What role do Federal and State policies play in promoting linkages?

10. What problems or concerns have surfaced as a result of each parmer's
involvement in the program?
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